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This artist's rendition depicts how the west side of the Murray Court Square would look if suggestions proposed by a downtown beautification committee are adopted.

A New Look For Murray

UNIFORM SIGNS are recommended
to appear at curbside in front of each
business. The signs will identify the
business by name and symbol and will
also depict a drawing of a horse
representing the MSU Thorobred.

HONEY LOCUST trees will be
planted by the city at designated spots
on each side of the square.

By kW.Simmons,Jr.
The Community Improvement Board
under tie. auspices of the Murray-,
Calloway County Chamtter of Comp:cs1
merce has been working for the s
several weeks on an overall plan for
downtown Murray. This plan includes
building facades, signs and landscaping.
Today, design guidelines are being
released for the west side of the public
square. In no way, are property owners
and stores being forced into this exact
design. Instead the layout suggests how
the west side of the square could look if
each firm carried out the recommendations for the front of their business.
The public is invited to view the
renderings, which are now on display at

the Chamber Office on Maple Street. To
receive the full impact, the renderings
must be seen in color.
,. Renderings for the other three sides
of the court square are not complete.
However they will carry the same
design guidelines. Property owners and
businesses should leave their names
with the Chamber Office to set up appointments with the design consultant
for the project. If an emergency exist
with any merchant, they will receive
priority appointments with the consultant in order to proceed rapidly with
their renovation.
A panel of local citizens who have
established a name for themselves with
their involvement with public and personal projects have given many hours
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Our 100th Year

to this project. They support the idea
that it is far better, and less expensive
we might add, to rehabilitate the
downtown buildings than to build new
structures or separately devise facades
schemes that are not antiseptic and appears impersonal.. Thus, giving no
sense to the overall appearance of the
downtown area.
In this proposed plan, there is a new
"localism — a new sense of purpose and
direction designed to preserve and conserve the life and character of these
properties.
The ultimate success of the
Downtown Murray Project will be
measured in the continued economic
viability of the Court Square Area merchants. In the next few months we will
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Three Injured As
Storms Sweep
Area Last Night

1

From AP,Staff Reports
Severe thunderstorms rurabled
through Kentucky, injured three local
persons, overturned trailers, uprooted
trees, and brought the Kentucky State
Fair to a virtual standstill.
According to several witnesses, the
storm hit locally around 9 p.m. Monday
and continued through the night. A few
areas were hit with extensive power
outages.
State police said that several trailers
were overturned by high winds off
Highway 94 East about five miles east
of Murray. where the injuries were
reported Monday evening.
Police said Mrs. Octie Burkeen, 66, is
in stable condition at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Velmer
Burkeen, 67, was treated and released.
Modell Holland, 53, was listed in
satisfactory condition.
The Burkeens suffered bruises when

their trailer toppled, police said. Mrs.
Burkeen was trapped in the trailer for
more than an hour before officials cut a
hole in the structure to free her,
witnesses said. Mrs. Holland received
bruises while in her house.
A number of trees and power lines off
04 also were downed.
Crews were working this morning to
clear away debris and to repair power
lines.
At Midway, about one-half mile south
of Murray, Mrs. Jerry Burkhart
reported that the top on her back porch
had been blown off and scattered. Her
meter box also was blown off, she said.
There was 1.02 inches of rain in the
area during the night, according to
John Ed Scott, local weather observer.
The thunderstorms moved into Kentucky from Indiana about 8:30 p.m.
(More Photos And Continuation of Story On Page 11).

MONDAY STORM RESULT — The trailer of Velmer and Odie Burkeen, located off Highway 94 East, toppled in
cut a hole in the
Monday's storm. Mrs. Burkeen was trapped in the structure for over an hour before authorities
Murray•Calloway County Hospital but Mrs.
the
from
released
was
Burkeen
Mr.
her.
free
to
photo)
in
(shown
trailer
Burkeen was admitted where she was listed in stable condition, according to a hospital spokesman.

Kennedy Withdraws From Battle

Carter Turns Attention To Party Platform
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — President
Carter, his path clear to renornination,
turned to the Democratic Party platform today in search of reconciliation
with his vanquished rival, Edward M.
Kennedy, before a tough fall campaign
against the Republicans.
Convention delegates convened at
11:20 a.m. EDT for their second session
with the campaign platform the principal item on the agenda, and with Kennedy vowing to press his fight "for a

truly Democratic platform."
Kennedy planned to address the convention tonight, during a prime-time
televised debate of the platform plank
on the economy — the issue on which he
and Carter disagree most sharply.
Carter and Kennedy aides met early
today to discuss procedures for negotiations that White House press secretary
Jody Powell said would be held today to
try to resolve remaining platform
issues.
But even while professing optimism
about an eventual reconciliation, two

top Carter aides reiterated that there
were still serious differences between
the two sides.
Hamilton Jordan, the president's
campaign manager, said in an interview on NBC-TV's "Today" show he is
confident that "with hard work in the
next few days," the party will come out
of the convention unified. But he said of
Carter:
"Both he and Sen. Kennedy realize
that some of the real differences
between them cannot be lightly glossed
over."

Council Approves Tax Rate
Ordinance On First Reading
An ordinance establishing the 1980
tax rate was approved on first reading
at a special called Murray Common
Council meeting Monday afternoon.
The new rate, .358 per $100 of assessed valuatiob, is an increase of .012 over
last year's rate of .346. A penny of the
increase will go into the general fund,
. while twAenths of a cent will go to the
police and firemen's pension fund.
The 1980 rate should genera.. a
revenue of $450,714.82, which is
$18,070.87 more than last year's tax
revenue of 8432,643.95. This is a 4 percent increase in total tax revenue, the

maximum allowed by House Bill 44
without being subject to a recall petition which could place the issue on the
ballot.
House Bill 44, passed during the 1978
session of the Kentucky General
Assembly, limited to 4 percent the tax
money increase that the 1979 statemandated property reassessments
could produce in each taxing district.
The additional tax tevenue has been
designated for use for police and fire
protection. In addition, revenue expected from new property is $13,510.56,
while revenue expected from personal

property is $160,149.81.
The second reading of the ordinance
is scheduled for Thursday night's
regular council meeting.
In other business, council members
voted to sign a deed and contract with
the state Department of Transportation
for right of way on Highway 04 East in
front of the existing sewer plant.
The state offered $23,350 toe the property, which is 81 feet wide by 628 feet
long, according to Tommy Marshall,
superintendent of Murray Municipal
Utilities. The state plans to widen the
highway and bridges.

And Jack Watson, who succeeded
Jordan as Carter's chief of staff, said
the administration was still adamant
about rejecting Kennedy-backed
minority platform planks calling for a
$12 billion job program and wage and
price controls.
However,former United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young hinted in a
CBS-TV interview that the Carter
forces might be willing to go ahead with
a compromise that generally supported
a massive jobs program but without
specifying Kennedy's $12 billion price
tag.
Kennedy's long-shot hope to take the
nomination from Carter ended Monday
night when the convention supported a
rule binding delegates to abide by the
results of state primaries and conventions.
"The effort on the nomination is
over," Kennedy told a news conference
at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel shortly
after that vote.
"I have called President Carter and
congratulated him," said Kennedy.
"My name will not be placed in nomination."
Powell said the telephone conversation was "a very positive and very productive conversation.. They ap,.,A•the
task now is to get this party together
and to deal with the threat that the new
Republican leadership poses."
Even before the telephone call, White
House staff chief Jack Watson told

reporters, "I will say to you unequivocally that the Carter-Mondale
people at this convention want to unite
the party. We want the senator's support. We need the senator's support.
The key to getting Kennedy's support
was the platform.
"I continue to care deeply about
where this party stands," Kennedy said
in his withdrawal statement. "And I
hope the delegates will stand with me
for a truly democratic platform.
"I will speak to the convention about
the economic concerns that have been
the heart of my campaign and about the
commitments in the future of the
Democratic Party. "I will speak again
for the people I have seen and the cause
I have carried across this country."
Under an agreement reached last
week, Kennedy will lead his fight for
changes in the economic planks of the
platform in a convention debate during
prime television time.
He plans to press for a roll-call vote
on a substitute plank that calls for a $12
billion program to create 800,000 jobs.
While Carter has conceded adoption
of some Kennedy proposals including
one that opposes uSing high interest
rates and rising unemploymeht to combat inflation, be has stood fast against
the $12 billion jobs program and the
senator's call for wage and price controls.

be able to tell how much retail business
and private investment the revitalization project will stimulate. Murray
merchants, who desire to improve their
businesses, will join together in this
project. The committee feels that optimism among all Calloway County
residents will be seen when the facades
restoration is undertaken by those able
to do so.
The committee, which carefully
researched the needs of Murray then
gathered resource materials and ideas
from around the world, included Betty
Hahs,Dot Rowlett, Emily Wolfson, Libby Hart and Clara Eagle. This committee then made their recommendations
to Joe Rigsby,a professional designer.
Rigsby is a graduate of the Pratt Institute in New York. He was senior vice
president of Doe-Anderson advertising
agency in Louisville before joining the
Murray State University faculty in
1977. He has achieved professional
recognition in graphics from many
local, regional, and national agencies.
He is a member of the Advertising Club
of Louisville, the founding president of
the Louisville Art Directors Club and is
a director of the Kentucky Watercolor
Society. He has done portrait commissions for such people as Mrs. Achill
Stevenson, Jr. and Mrs. George Waldo
Emerson. He has designed mosiac
m -als for the Jewish Community
(linter of Louisville, the Louisville Red
Cross Blood Center, the University of
Louisville Health Science Center and
Jewish Hospital.
The Committee recognizes that timing is an important factor in this project. The relocation of the Post Office,
the closing of Tappan, and the other
changes which are presently occurring
in the downtown area strongly suggest
that the time is now to improve the image of the Court Square and the surrounding area. The order of progression must be as follows:
1. The private sector must be responsible for the facades of their buildings.
2. The Honey Locust trees for landscaping will be purchased through
private funds and contributions. The city will provide the labor for planting.
3. The uniform signs with symbols
representing each particular business
will be placed in front of each store at a
minimal cost to the merchants. All of
these signs will carry a drawing of a
thoroughbred symbolizing that Murray
is the home of the Murray State
Thoroughbreds.
The Chamber and City support this
effort, and it is the desire of those involved, that the public express their
support and encouragement for this
project to the business community. The
time is right for everyone to join
together and collectively give a new
look to Downtown Murray.
The other members of the Community Improvement Committee not
previously mentioned include Walt Apperson, A. W. Simmons, Jr., Harold
Doran, Frank Doran, Bob Head, and
Larry Bartlett.
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clear tonight
Clear tonight with lows in the
upper 60s. Clear to partly cloudy
Wednesday, highs in the low 90s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Hot and humid Thursday
through Saturday with only a few
isolated thunderstorms around
the state each day. Early morning lows will be in the upper 60s
and 70s and highs will be mostly
in the 90s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley '
Kentucky Lake
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let COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, Aug. 12
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Pavilion.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The program will be
presented by the local football
coaches.
Men's Church Softball
League will begin play at 6
p.m. at the City-County Park.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

.13
Wednesday, Aug—
Ladies day activities at the
Murray Country Club will include luncheon at 12 noon with
Sue Brown as chairman of the
hostesses; golf with Barbara
Stacey as hostess at 8:30 a.m.;
bridge with Juliet Wallis as
hostess and tennis at 930 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon and
square dancing at 1 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
Church,
Chistian
Eastwood
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
Highway 94 East, will hold
of Mrs. M. P. Christopher.
registration day for 1980-81
school year from 3 to 6 p.m.
lonn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
Wednesday, Aug. 13
meet at 2 p.m2at the church.
Blood pressure check will be
at
Citizens
Senior
taken for the
Events in Land Setween the
the Hazel Community Center
Lakes will include Fabric
at 12 noon.
Dyeing at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Natural
Oaks Country Club ladies
Dyes Today from 10 a.m. to 2
day activities will include golf
p.m. at Empire Point.
with Ada Sue Roberts as
hostess and bridge with
Murray Bass Club will meet
Crystal Parks as hostess at
at 6:30 p.m. at the Sirloin
-9:30 a.m.
Stockade.

Wednesday, Aug. 1.1
Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 6:15 p.m at the
church to go to a restaurant
for dinner.
Thursday, Aug. 14
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at 6
p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall, Highway 121 North
at Johnny Robertson Road.
Second day of Natural Dyes
Today will be from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Empire Point, Land
Between the Lakes.

Thursday, Aug. 14
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch served at
11:30 a.m.
Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Hazel Center with lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens.
Lunch will be served at 12
noon.
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Miss Linda Bea Cole
--to wed Ralph I'ernon Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Cole of Columbia announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
of
Linda Bea, to Ralph Vernon Jackson of Frankfort, son
Mrs. Willie B. Jackson of Murray and the late Vernon
Jackson.
1:30
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Sept. 6, at
p.m. at the Columbia Baptist Church, Columbia. The reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the ceremony
and the reception.

Class Plans—

Project Of'Christmas In
August'Ai Carroll Home

Thru Thur
1:20, 9.20
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Cole-Jackson Vows
Planned Sept. 6
IF*41Po'will%

Celiac sprue is rare

*a
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"To reform a man. you
must begin with his
grandmother." -- Victor
Hugo.
Given a choice, who
wouldn't choose as his
trump suit a solid 5-3 fit
over a broken 4-3 fit? If
your answer is the obvious
one, perhaps the results
scored on this deal will help
in your transformation. The
hand was played in the
semi-final round of the 1980
Vanderbilt Tournament.
Playing the Precision
Club, Mark Feldman of Walnut Creek, Calif., discounted
his singleton spade king and
opened a "catch-all" one
diamond instead of a strong
one club. And after West
overcalled in spades and
North raised diamonds, the
club suit was lost in the
shuffling and Feldman
played in five diamonds.
"That's the trouble with
artificial club systems,"
claim some of the critics.
"Too often, a pair loses the
club suit."
This is a valid point, but
not on today's deal. Let's see
what happened when two
other pairs bid to the club
game.
West led the spade ace
and his continuation was
ruffed. Declarer led the diamond jack covered by the
king and ace. Trumps were
drawn and, when a diamond
finesse lost to East's 10, that
was the end of the game.
Although the heart finesse
worked, there was no way to
avoid a heart loser and the
club game was one down.
What about the play at
five diamonds? West started
with the ace and another
spade Feldman ruffed. The
diamond jack was covered
and ducked and West led
another diamdnci.

JONES GIRL

Mr. and Mrs. Tenuny Jones
rest was easy. Declarer
Dyersburg, Tenn., are the
of
club
five
claimed his
girl, Jenwinners and the heart ace, parents of a baby
nifer Ann, weighing seven
making five diamonds.
Obviously, the better pounds 14 ounces, born on
trump suit is not always the Tuesday, July 8. They have
another child, Trey.
best
The mother is the former
Vicki Murchison. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. D. J.
Murchison of Fulton and Mr.
and Mrs. Alvis E. Jones of
Murray. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. Nina Murchison and
Mrs. Lois Kearby,Fulton.
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CHAMBERLAIN GIRL
ANSWER: Three hearts
the
at
shot
more
Worth one
Lindsay fLaegan is the name
game
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Don
,ain, Jr., Route 7,
Send bridge questions to The Ares Chamberl
Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. Box 85, Murray,for their baby
with selt-addressed stamped envelope girl, weighing eight pounds
for reply
four ounces, measuring 21',2
Copyright 1910
,ndireln In,
Fotatur,,,
inches, born on Sunday, Aug.
3, at 2:22 p.m. at the MurrayTABLE SETTINGS
Calloway County Hospital.
To make dieting more fun,
The father is budget direcboua
with
table
your
up
dress
Use
for Murray State Universitor
flowers.
fresh
of
quet
pretty placemats and napkins, ty and the mother is a teacher
preferabley in a cool color like in the City Schools of Paris,
blue which won't stimulte Tenn.
your appetite. Serve yourself
Grandparents are Mr. and
ice water from an elegant pit- Mrs. Clarence Holcomb of
cher and drink from a fancy Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs.
goblet or wine glass. Put on Don Chamberlain,Sr., of Midsome soft music. You'll feel way,W. Va.
pampered and happy about
your diet.
zz//71.
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SCORPIO
PARIS PATIENT
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(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nl'et
(Next To University Bookstore)
Recently dismissed tom the
Be careful in financial deal- Henry County General
trigs with others, but du enjoy Hospital, Paris, Ttnn., was
a fun-filled social calendar.
Jamie McKinney of Puryear,
Get to know business confacts
Tenn.
better

Cheech and Chong's
Next MovEc..
,E

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.

FURCHES
JEWELRY

Your Individual
Horoscope

,
)414

Figure World
Wants
Your Body!!!

"r

)(

...in Paris
224 Memorial Dr.
Paris, Tennessee
644-9971

c,C.14,,Spa

Pe

CONCERNED ABOUT FOOD COSTS?

Then don't be mislead by a few weekend
specials. It's the total that counts Check Big John's
everyday shelf prices. They are the lowest everyday.

np

...in Murray

214 N. 15th
Murray, Kentucky._
753-4121
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Twin Lakers
Campout To
Be, Kenlake
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will hold its
monthly campout at the
Kenlake State Park campground on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, Aug. 15 to 17.
Jimmy and Marilyn Herndon will be wagorunasters
with C. W. and Dortha Jones
as assistants. A special get
together will be held Saturday
at 6 p.m. at the Herndon
campsite. Members are to bring sandwiches and dessert
for the evening meal.
J. B. Burkeen, president,
urges all members to attend
so plans for Campers Fair at
Piney Campground, Sept. 1921, can be finalized.
The July campout was held
at the Kentucky Dam Village
State Park campground on July 18, 19, and 20 with Nix and
Margery Crawford as wagonmasters, assisted by T. G. and
Estelle Shelton.
Special games were conducted throughout the camp
period with a special
homemade ice cream and
dessert supper held on Saturday evening at the Crawford
campsite.
The group attended worship
services at the campground
amphitheatre on Sunday morning.
Present
were
the
Crawfords, the Sheltons, Andy, Linda, Greg, and Lori
Rogers, J. B. and Jo Burkeen,
Rudolph and Opal Howard,
Grover and Doris Burkett,
Harry and Betty Cartwright,
Jimmy and Marilyn Herndon,
and Jimmy and Donna
Garland.

Homemakers
Club Meets
Members of the South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club
and their families met July 12
at Seven Seas for a meal and
fellowship.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Pziscahll, Mr.and Mrs.
Raymond Story, Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Ross Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Doyle Humphreys, Mrs.
Viola McReynolds, Mrs. Nina
Craig and Mrs. Delpha
Taylor.

Gamma Gamma—

By Abigail Van Buren

Clean-Plate Phobia
Puzzles Mate

JULY BIRTHDAYS — Senior citizens having birthdays in July were honored at a
special
party held on Wednesday, July 16, at the Douglass Center. Lunch was served followed
by square dancing at 1 p.m. Pictured, left to right, are, front row, Gertrude Johnson,
Gertie Freeman; middle row, Jean Moore, Alma Cooper, Maurine Loftin, and Lora
Arnold; back row, Hardeman Nix and W.B. Wilson.

Joe M. Ails
Is Winner

Women
Oak •Grove
_
The Baptist Women of the refreshments to Pauline
Oak Grove Baptist Church Story, Hilda Evitts, Sherri
met with Jane Morton for the Paschall, Delpha Taylor,
Youlanda Grooms, Sara
July meeting.
Patty Boyd from Fort Wor- Bagwell, and Freda Humth, Texas, a former mis- phreys, members; Miss Boyd,
sionary to Nome, Alaska, Ruth Gray, the Rev. Joe
showed slides and told about Bagwell,and Carman Morton,
her work in Alaska. She is visitors.
presently a summer misThe next meeting will be
sionary at Jonathan Creek.
Aug. 25 at 8 p.m. with YoulanMrs. Morton served da
Grooms.

Joe Mark Alls, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Ails, Murray, was selected Memory
Verse Winner (126 New Testament) Verses) at Mid-South
Youth Camp the week of July
27-Aug. 2.
Owned and operated by
Freed-Hardeman College, the
77 acre camp offers
wholesome recreation and
entertainment with opportunities for spiritual growth
for young people aged 9-18.
Located on Highway 45,
about three miles north of
Henderson, the facilities include cabins, a crafts
building, small shelters, and
an air conditioned dining hall.
In addition, the camp has two
swimming pools, tennis
courts, space for hiking and
group games, and a lake for
boating and fishing.

Special Poem Written
Bertha H. Hines, retired school teacher, wrote a special
poem which she read to the Willing Workers Sunday School
Class of the Hazel Baptist Church on Sunday, July 27.
Ms. Hines wrote the poem on July 22 after the rain had
fallen. The poem is as follows
THANK GOD FOR THE RAIN
I rose up early to thank God for the rain
When I heard the patter on my window pane.
I looked across the road at the soft wet sod,
Then I bowed my head and said,"Thank you dear God."

Ages 4 Through 17
Starting September
— Classes Will Include-

6 Basic Ballroom Dances

Recital At End Of Year

Disco Dancing
Children's Dances
A Minimum
of Every 9 Weeks

Register Any Time In
The Month of August

Thurrnarts
School of Dance
1918 Coldwater Rd

Phone
753-9756
No Answer
753-5950

Murray, Ky.

DEAR ABBY: My problem is a pest I'll call Cindy. We
have nothing in common except that our husbands are best
buddies, and now we are neighbors.
Cindy-makes a habit of coming over here uninvited when
her husband works late. She has two whiny, cranky kids,
ages 2 and 3, who are still in diapers and on the bottle.
I
have no children by choice and do secretarial work at home,
so it's not as though I'm a lady of leisure.
Last evening Cindy came over (at dinnertime, as usual)
and kept saying,"I really should go home and fix dinner for
me and the kids because Dick (her husband) is working
late
tonight." I took the hint and invited her to stay and eat with
us.
Immediately after dinner my husband left the room,and I
had to entertain her.
Cindy smokes constantly, and always my cigarettes
because she doesn't want her husband to know she smokes.
She's always borrowing groceries from me and never pays
back anything. Last night she used my last drop of milk to
fill her baby's bottle!
When I tell my husband I am sick of Cindy, he says,"Be
nice to her. She's my buddy's wife." What should I do?
LOVE THY NEIGHBOR (?)
DEAR LOVE: Nobody can impose on you without
your cooperation — not twice, anyway. Cindy doesn't
sound too bright, but she may need your friendship,
so sit her down and have a heart-to-heart talk with
her about the ground rules of visiting. And tell your
husband if Cindy doesn't play by the rules, he will
have to entertain his buddy's wife — and kids.

Hang handbags and belt
from large shower curtain
hooks on closet rods

with our New & Exciting

*Duo-Image Portrait
110
4
!
I . only99

BABIES, CHILDREN, ADULTS plus family groups

• ••

DEAR WIDOW: No. Continue to wear it as long as
you are not receptive to attention from other men.
Strangers, on seeing a woman with a wedding ring,
will assume she is married, and therefore not available.

Dan Mason Miller,
M.D.

toys and beads Coordinating
the shower was Marlene
Waldrop.
Attending were Becky
Phillips, Liz Hill, Brend ,
Jones, Judy English, Linda
England, Cheryl Hynernan,
Rhonda Felts, Pain Durham,
Gwen Cooper and Chris Loins.

•• •

Wake up America! Put God first in your life,
Then we will have peace instead of trouble and strife.
America can be great, like God wants her to be,
If Christians will pray,let's try God and see!

GILBERTGIRL
Tabitha Nicole is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Gilbert of Mayfield Route 2
for their baby girl born on
Tuesday, July 29, at the Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Stephens of Sedalia
Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gilbert of Mayfield
Route 6.

The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
honored a member, Earlene
Futrell, at a surprise baby
shower on Aug. 1
When arriving at what she
believed to be a summer
social, she found the recreation room at Murray Nranor
Apartments decorated in the
traditional baby green, yellow
and white. After playing a few
games, Mrs. Futrell opened a
variety of gifts and a special
quilt embroidered and qulted
by her sorority sisters.
Members were served punch, mints, and a cake
decorated with baby booties,

DEAR LONG: Your husband is a mysophobiac —
one who has a morbid fear of filth or contaminatio
n.
It won't kill him, but it's unfair to you. Invite a
psychiatrist to dinnerr

God told us in His book if we'd only believe
He'd pour out a blessing we'd not have room to receive.
But we go on our way accepting His gifts every day,
Then when it's almost too late we take time to pray.

But we humans go along like cattle in a herd
Living day to day not trusting God's Word.
He laid down a plan in His blessed old book,
But we're not going to find it unless we look.

Children's Classes

DEAR ABBY: Please don't tell me I have a crazy
husband. I already know that. What I need is some advice
on what to du about it.
About two years ago George got on this "cleanliness
kick," and now he absolutely refuses to eat anywhere
but
home! His reason: He doesn't know how clean the kitchens,
pots, pans, utensils, silverware, etc., are in other homes.
Neither is he convinced that the food was prepared by one
with clea,c- hands.
A restaurant? Forget it. George says that even the best of
them have roaches and rats!
Naturally we do a lot of entertaining at home, but our
friends aren't able to reciprocate. I have quit making up
excuses. When we're invited to someone's home, I simply
say, "I have a crazy husband who won't eat anywhere
but
home, but we'll be glad to come after dinner."
In caseyou think my husband is a total nut, Abby,
he
owns his own business and his annual income has been in
six figures for the last 10 years. He's the only millionaire
I
know who carries his lunch. What's wrong with him?
•
LONG ISLANDER

DEAR ABBY: Like so many others, I never thought I'd be
writing to you. However, something has been on my mind
lately and I hope you can help me.
My husband passed away recently. While I was with my
brother, someone who didn't know us assumed that my
brother was my husband because I was wearing my
wedding ring.
His comment made me think. Abby, must I remove the
wedding ring given to me by the man who gave me the
happiest days of my life? I'm still young and I realize that
some day another man may enter my life, but right now I
wish to display my love for my late husband by wearing my
wedding ring.
Is that wrong?
YOUNG WIDOW IN PA

I looked and saw a robin come hopping on the ground.
His God given instinct and a thump,thump sound
Gave him the assurance without a single doubt,
That little bird knew a worm would come out.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Timothy Hickerson of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Thurman's School Of Dance
now offering

(Foxtrot - Cha Cha - Waltz
Rumba - Tango - Swing)

Honors Mrs. Futrell

tv

Your choice A"Duo-Image" or regular 87a0 portrait
•This professional"Duo- Image" portrait is the most fascinating way to capture different facial expressions on one
portrait.
• Limit: One per'subject. two per family.• Additional
portraits available in all sizes and backgrounds at our
reasonable prices.• Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent or guardian. • Completely finished
portraits delivered at store.• Groups: 31.25 each additional subject. "Poses our selection-.

Big K Department Store
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
"4 Days Only" Wed.,'Thur.
Fri., Sat., Aug. 13-14-15-16
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sun.
Always friendly, professional service.

Keep In Touch With The

IME TEA
Don't leave school this fall without subscribing to The Murray Ledger &
Times Newspaper. Keep in touch with local and county news of friends,
family and community — all a part of the Home Team.
STUDENT
SUBSCRIPTION

$295°

kjaVANNOUNCES

Anywhere in the
U S for 9 months

Enclosed is my check for S29.50 for a student subscription for nine months.

NAME

the opening

SCH&OL

of his office in. .

ADDRESS

Internal Medicine
at

CITY
STATE

.300 South 8th St.-Suite 207
(Medical Arts Bldg.)
Phone 753-2395
Hours:8:30-500
Mon.-Fri.

ZIP

the
Murr
ay Ledger 8c Times
103 N. 4th St.

Murray, Ky. 42071
753-1916-
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

Alan Weatherly, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Weatherly of Murray, placed second in the field of extemporaneous
speaking at the University of Kentucky
Speech Institute, Lexington, July 26 to
Aug. 1.
Deaths reported include Tip Culpepper,64, and Robert Young,56.
Maurice Humphrey, soil scientist
with the Soil Conservation Service, was
honored by the Kentucky Vocational
Agriculture Teachers Association at its
annual awards banquet held at
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Stations announce the engagement and approaching mrriage of their daughter,
Sheila Laverne, to David Edward
McGinnis, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. D.
McGinnis.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gregory Scott Berry, Aug. 7, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Campbell,
Aug. 8, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Buhler, Aug.9.
The North Colt Division Baseball
Tournament will get underway here
tomorrow at 6 p.m. at the City Park,according to Rex Alexander, tournament
director. The Murray Colt League All.
Star Team is the host team for the tournament with Ronald Crouch as Colt
League president.

As Congress Goes
(Reprinted by permission of
The Washington Star)

1*

Summer is the time when
most people think about tray.
el— either the vacation trips
they've just come back from,
the ones they're going to take or
the ones they can't afford. It's a
little different with Congress,
for members of the House and
Senate, their spouses, their aides
and their spouses, travel is an
any-time thing.
Particularly foreign travel at
public expense. According to the
latest figures compiled by Congressional Quarterly, the number of government-financed
trips taken by members of Congress has been going up steadily
over the last 10 years. In 1969,
the total vAs 296. Last year, it
hit 536. Cost: $1,311,859. In addition, 400 congressional staffers
went overseas in 1979, adding
another $1,172,533 to the tab
picked up by the federal treasury.
These are the on-the-record
costs. There are also a great
many hidden outlays, from the
transportation and lodging that
can be secreted in the Defense
Department budget to the embassy hospitality the State Department pays for.
The peripatetic lawmakers
like to speak of "fact-finding
missions." To their critics, the
word is "junket."
It has not escaped notice that
the most popular places for
fact-finding legislators to go are
Western Europe, with emphasis
on England and France, and the
still-exotic People's Republic of
China. Somehow, for all their
evident political and economic
significance. El Salvador, Saudi
Arabia, Angola, Mozambique,
Liberia, and Namibia are not
places where the fact-seekers
often pursue their quarry.

It is not necessary to go as far
as Texas Rep. Ron Paul to find
a bit of questionable behavior in
all this. Representative Paul,
who regards congressional travel as picking the taxpayer's
pocket, would like to see legislation banning government-financed trips altogether.
Clearly, seeing a situation
first-hand does promote the
kind of understanding a legislator needs to make sound decisions. And the alternatives to
government-financed trips are
trips paid for by special interests. Or trips paid for by the traveler; themselves, which would
restrict travel to the richer
members.
One problem is that the competitive- element gets out of
hand. The senator who can say
"When I was in China" and "As
Giscard was telling me," has an
advantage over the one who
can't. A politician has to keep
up. A politician also likes to be
able to reward the staff now and
then.
An even more compelling
motivator is the simple lure of
the freebie. The prospect of a
free trip to a pleasant place
with good shopping inspires
many a fact-finder.
It would be self-defeating to
try to ban all or most paid congressional travel simply because the system invites
- excesses. It would also be just
about impossible, since the beneficiaries would have to do it.
And we've seen the wiliness of
both houses about raising their
own pay.
Noticing helps, though. Public
vigilance, armed with publicity,
and ready to differentiate between legitimate travel and
junketeering can bridle even a
senator with a passport. Unfor(tunately the congressional travel figures give us more to notice
every year.
By CHET CURRIER
AP Business Writer

Business Mirror

Beginning OfNewi`raNEW YORK(AP) — In the 1960s they
thrived; in the 1970s they languished.
Now mutual funds are starting off the
1980s as though they are headed for a
new era of popularity among American
investors.
A few years ago the industry was
regularly getting lambasted by its
critics for its poor investment record.
Now many funds can boast of performance well above the stock-market
averages.
At the same time, the floodtide of
money out of the funds seems to have
been reversed. One special category,
moneymarket funds, has been growing
rapidly all along, of course, and today
has some $80 billion in assets.
But other types of funds have lately
begun to attract money as well. According to the Investment Company Institute, funds other than the
moneymarket variety had net sales
new shares sold minus existing shares
cashed in) of $1.75 billion in the first
half of this year.
"That's the largest net sales for a
half-year period in a long time,if ever,"
said Harry Guinivan, a spokesman for
the trade association.
After the bull market of the 1960s and
the letdown that followed, the fund industry fell into disfavor. The promises
of big performance that were made or
inferred during the "go-go" 1960s left a
bitter aftertaste when the stock market
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collapsed.
But now a new generation of investors apparently has arrived on the
scene, attracted by such innovations as
the money funds and the forming of
fund "families" that allow investors to
switch their money around among
funds of varying types and investment
objectives.
"A lot of people have forgotten the old
problems, or weren't around to experience them," said A. Michael Lipper, president of Lipper Analytical
Distributors, a firm that tracks the industry. "Time is a great healer of
wounds."
So is a healthy stock market. The rise
in stock prices that pushed most
market indicators to record highs this
summer has provided a favorable
climate for managers of stock funds.
But in many ways bond funds have
fared even better in the past few months. Funds investing in taxable bonds
had net sales of $444 million in the first
half; tax-free municipal bond funds
$451 million.
This surge of money has been attributed to a rush to "lock in" relatively
high yields as interest rates fell sharply
during the spring.
The newest category of funds — those
investing in municipal bonds and notes
with maturities of two years or less, to
create a tax-free counterpart of a
money market fund — meanwhile
chalked up $1.16 billion in net sales.
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By M.C. Garrott

Next Year, They'll Have A Class
At The State Fair For Zucchini
Murray just may have the youngest
exhibitor at the 1980 Kentucky State
Fair in young Steven Crouch. Steven is
the two-year-old son of Dr. Richard and
Cheryl Crouch, who live over in our
neighborhood on Goodman.
Steven's decision to be an exhibitor
was made almost at the last minute.
Here's how it all came about:
About 9 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 5, Steven
and his dad rang the doorbell at Mancil
Vinson's home on Oakdale Drive.
When Mancil opened the door, there
stood the little boy cradling a 5-pound
zucchini almost as long as an artillery
shell and with a yellow bow neatly tied
around one end in his arms.
"Uncle Mancil," he said as his griming dad stood by, "I want you to enter
this in the State Fair for me," and he
held the huge zucchini up for Mancil to
take.
Mancil, director of alumni affairs at
Murray State, and I were going to
Louisville early the next morning — he
to help set up and work in the Joint
Alumni Council's booth and me to clean
out and re-arrange Murray State's
display window on the northeast side of
the concourse around Freedom Hall.
"Why,of course I will,Steven!" Mancil exclaimed, taking the zucchini. The
next day, Steven's entry made the trip
to Louisville, carefully packaged in a
brown bag, and promptly checked in
among the fair's vegetable entries in
the West Wing of the Fairgrounds,
which, incidentally, have more than 23
acres under roof and air conditioned.
++++++
Norma A. Weber, the lady in charge
of the vegetable entries couldn't find a
zucchini competition listed in the inchthick fair catalog.
She found all kinds of squas — white
or green scallop, yellow summer,green
summer of Italian, acorn, butternut
and on as well as delicious or Turban
types. There were listed, however,
awards for the best displays of summer
varieties as well as winter. But no zucchini as such.
So, she and Louis Esterman,
Louisville and the superintendent in
charge of the vegetables, put their
heads together and awarded Steven a
"honorable Mention" ribbon, which
Mancil brought home to him a few days
later and which he now proudly
displays in his room.
Next year, the fair officials say,
they'll have a zucchini competition to
accommodate such future truck
farmers as Steven.
++++++
Becuase of a conflict of dates, there
were Shriners all over Louisville with
their motorcycles, crazy cars and what-

Bible Thought
Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on
thee: because he trusteth in
thee. Isaiah 26:3.
The poise of truly great souls
is based on a steadfast trusth in
God. For the kingdom and the
power and the glory are God's
forever and ever. Amen.

Funny,
Funny World

ow,Ili

PA(

10 Years Ago

In his final years, George Bernard
Shaw led a sedentary life. He retired
early every night and refused to be
disturbed after he had gone to bed.
Once, when he was slightly indisposed, it was reported that he was at
death's door. A newspaper editor phoned late at night to verify, the report.
Shaw's housekeeper took the call. She
scoffed at the notion that the playwright
was dying.
"Mr. Shaw," she stiffly informed the
editor, "does not engage in any activity
at this hour."

have-you the first weekend of the fair,
making getting a motel room extremely difficult.
Joe Bell, executive vice-president of
the State Fair staff and director of the
Exposition Center, explained the conflict to us. It seems the Shriners, back
in 1976 and in booking their 1980 summer convention in Louisville, had asked
for the weekend of Aug. 15-16-17. When
informed that weekend would be the
opening weekend of the Kentucky State
Fair, they said, okay, just book them
for the weekend before, Aug. 8-9-10,
which was done.
Then the State Fair Board,some time
later, moved the fair dates up one week
and right on top of the Shriners. Hence,
the conflict, but if it bothered the feztopped Shriners, they didn't show it.
They were having a ball and riding
their gleaming motorcycles
everywhere but through the swimming
pool.
++++++
It's interesting to go to the State Fair
with Mancil. He knows just about
everybody up there.
One was Harold Bray who operates
Bray's Orchard in Trimble County.
Harold followed Mancil as director of
marketing in the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture back in 1968 after Louie
Nunn had taken over as governor.
He insisted that I eat one of his big
juicy peaches, which I did, and handed
me another as we were leaving. It was
great the following morning, cut up and
eaten with a bowl of cereal.
++++++
Another interesting friend of Mancil's
whom we ran across was Frank
Snodgrass of Bowling Green. He is

co.

He had juct returned from a southern
Europe trip and across North Africa. In
October, he'll be going to the Far East.
We also came up on former Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis and Gene Tarry,
retired govenunent grader, grading
tobacco entries. They were finished by
noon of the fair's opening day and
reported considerably fewer entries
this year than usual.
They have a pipe smoking contest at
the fair which attracts a lot of attention.
The trick is to see who can keep a
pipeful of tobacco going for the longest
period of time. The record, so a sign
proclaimed, is held by a fellow by the
name of Harold Swinney, set in 1972
when he kept his pipe going for 112
minutes. Last year's winner, a fellow
named Clay Morrison, won with 64
minutes.
+++++
A lady we noticed spending a lot of
time looking at our re-vitalized Murray
State display window turned out to be
Mrs. Jen Hutchens of Christian County.
Both she and her husband, Ray, are
1948 Murray State graduates, and five
of their six children also hold Murray
State degrees.
Ray, now in the real estate business
after retiring from a 32-year soil conservation career, was busy in Freedom
Hall at the time, handling the public address system for a quarter horse show.
The fair is real fun. At least, I found
it so once I got caught up in the spirit of
things. I wish I could have stayed
longer. Maybe next year I wW.
—419

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club picked
one of Calloway County's prettiest young buds, Ann Wrather, for
its entry in the Miss West Kentucky contest at the West KentuckyMcCracken Fair June 24. She gracefully walked away with the
big bouquet in competition. Ann is the talented daughter of Mr..
and Mrs. Marvin Wrather of Olive Boulevard.
The punctual 4-H and FFA Beef Show provided the cyclical
rhythm of re-appearance for Charles Eldridge, College High School
champion, with a grand champion steer late in June.
Third annual Murray-Calloway County Fair drove stakes for
its first appearance on permanent Coldwater Road fair turf in July
with a week's program, including the old-style circus come-on
parade which substituted convertibles with beauty contestants in
the absence of elephants and caged tigers, a procession chaperoned
by the Woman's Club daintily convoying 50 beauties sponsored by
50 merchants, thus assuring a firm undercarriage underwriting
success. If recollections fail not, Greer Houston was grand champion twirler at the fair and Paula Allbritten close by as runner-up.
The big Overbey Building fire of months past sent the A&P
grocery chain scurrying to the tall and uncut timber for a new
location on South 12th Street with Winsor Tripp blazing the managerial trail with a grand opening July 25, 1962. Early warning
signals had been fired from the stable of the Murray Democrat,
warning Mr. Luther Robertson of the Murray Wholesale Company
"the better you make Murray town, the faster chains will gobble
us up." But why lock the barn door after the cows are in the corn?
Nothing like the fun of snatching crumbs from a national
celebrity! Calloway County was on the ball in staking a brief claim
on Maj. Gordon Cooper, member of the celebrated astronaut team
laying plans for an American assault on the moon. Cordon was
a sophomore member of the football and track teams of Murray
High School in 1943 when he lived with his parents, Col. and Mrs.
Cooper, when Colonel Cooper was attached to the Paris (Tenn.)
barrage balloon camp.
In an expansion move to accommodate increased Membership,
St. Leo's Catholic Church ,dignitaries asked for bids for the construction of a larger auditorium adjoining the church's rectory. The
smaller auditorium thereafter would be used as a meeting hall.
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20 Years Ago

directoi of the Burley and Dark Tobacco Expo.1 Association and travels all
over the world selling Kentucky tobac-
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Toni Grae Burchett, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Burchett, has been
selected as the first Miss MurrayCalloway County Jaycees' Fair Queen.
Linda Bury was named as first alternate, and Donna Wilson as second alternate.
Deaths reported include Brock
Willoughby, 63, and Mrs. Lucy Wilkinson,87.
A picture of the 1922 graduating class
of Murray High School is published today. The picture was taken on the steps
of the north side of the Calloway County
Courthouse where classes were held
after the high school building burned in
1920.
Miss Sara Lynn Hahs, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Robert W. Hahs, was married to Richard Harold Stout,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Stout, on Aug. 7 at the
First Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant have
left for Ames, Iowa, where he will attend the golden anniversary annual
meeting of the American Farm
Economic Association,
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30 Years Ago
Record attendance has been noted at
the Calloway County Fair now in progress in Murray.
Deaths reported include Lewis Lamb
and W.J. Grogan.
Dr. Hugh L Houston, Murray, president of the Kentucky Medical Association, will preside at the morning session
of the Fourth Annual Cardiac Symposium of Kentucky at Lexington on
Aug. 16.
Gerald Dent of the Murray Manufacturing Company spoke on "Labor
Developments" at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He was introduced by Harry Fenton.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Grogan on Aug. 4, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Woods on
Aug. 5, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dolpthis
Phelps on Aug.6.
G. C. Bucy is serving as minister of
the Almo Church of Christ.
The Murray Chapter of DeMolay
sponsored a hayride on Aug. 10 to Kentucky Lake. The group went in a truck
owned by the Ellis Popcorn Company.
Forty-five members and guests went on
the hayride.

Today
In History
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 12, the 225th
day of 1980. There are 141 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 12, 1898, the peacer-protocol
ending the Spanish-American War was
signed after nearly four months of
hostilities.
On this date:
In 1530, troops of the Holy Roman
Empire restored the Italian city of
Florence to the Medici family.
In 1658, the first police force in
America was born with the establishment of a guard of eight men in the
Dutch colony of New Amsterdam.
In 1851, Isaac Singer of Pittstown,
N.Y., was granted a patent on his sewing machine.
In 1959, school integration began in
Little Rock, Ark., as six black students
enrolled in formerly all-white schools.
Ten years ago, President Nixon signed a bill changing the 181-year-old Post
Office Department to an independent
government agency.
Five years ago, the Senate Intelligence Committee subpoenaed
former President Nixon's tapes and
documents to probe CIA involvement in
Chile.
Last year, gunfire broke out at the
U.S. embassy in Tehran as Iranian
government guards tried to take over
security functions from the Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's militiamen.
Today's birthdays: Actor John Derek
is 54.Singer Buck Owens is 51.
Thought for today: Laws do not
govern. Lawyers do. — Anonymous.
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Conference Cuts Scholarships, Makes Five Schools Ineligible

• Pacific 10 Becomes In Effect The Pacific 5

LOS ANGELES(AP) — The
presidents and
‘
ahancellors of
Pacific-10 conference schools
have tackled the issue of
widespread transcript and
academic credit scandals in
the conference — in effect
creating a Pac-5.
At a meeting Monday in
Denver, the panel of chief executives cut in half the
number of schools eligible for
the 1980 Pac-10 football crown
and for postseason football
competition. The panel dealt
out a variety of penalties to
the universities whose athletic
programs have been cited
with academic violations.
Oregon was the hardest hit,
receiving two years' probation.
The panel's unanimous ruling eliminated five schools —
Southern California, UCLA,
Arizona State, Oregon State
and Oregon — from contention

for any bowl berth, including
the Rose Bowl. The panel
decided, however,that all conference games played during
the 1980 season will count in
the standings.
Reaction from the affected
schools ranged from bitter
melancholia to apologetic acquiescence, but one voice said
it didn't matter too much.
"We're sorry the five colleges have been ruled ineligible," said Bill Nicholas, chairman of the Tournament of
Roses in Pasadena,"but those
things happen. People will still
come to the Rose Bowl game."
Elsewhere, however, comments were less sanguine.

Southern Cal football Coach
John Robinson: "We're very
disappointed about the decision."
UCLA Coach Terry
Donahue: "The incident for

which we are being penalized
occurred three years ago. I
am embarrassed that the
academic integrity of UCLA
has been subject to question,
and I feel very sorry for our
players and coaches."
Arizona State Coach Darryl
Rogers (whose school already
has forfeited its 1979 victories
after investigation found that
eight players were ineligible
because they had received
credit for coursework they
never did): "...We've already
been penalized more than any
other school. Things that have
happend to ASU have already
done damage."
Oregon State Coach Joe
Avezzano: "We're just going
to have to sacrifice for past
mistakes...I'm not sure we
weren't on a runaway car
ready to self-destruct, and I
think that having someone
come in and help clean up

your house makes you more
No other action is conaware of the situation and puts templated, said Pac-10
everything maybe back in the spokesman Jim Muldoon. He
proper perspective."
said any penalties for nonacademic violations would
Oregon athletic director
John Caine: "The conference come from the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
has acted thoroughly and proWashington State Univermptly. Obviously, the
penalties are hard to accept sity's Dr. Glenn Terrell, who
because they mean that we chairs the presidents and
will not be able to participate chancellors group, defended
in a bowl game this season. the penalffes.
However, we are pleased that
"We feel these actions were
there is only a one-year penalnecessary to preserve the
ty involved."
academic integrity of the conThe five universities were ference, our institutions and
penalized for "violations of our athletic programs," he
conference rules and stan- said.
dards in the areas of unearned
The cilief executives' panel
credits, falsified transcripts also meted out a variety of .
and the unwarranted intrusion other sanctions against
of athletic department in- member schools:
..
terests into the academic pro--,Southern Cal: ineligible
cesses of the respective for the track and field conuniversities," the panel's ference championship in 1981
report said.
and for participation in the

1981 Pac-10 or NCAA track
and field championships; adjustment of all dual meet and
conference championship
meet results for the 1978
season to eliminate points won
by ineligible athletes,
resulting in Southern Cal
vacating the 1978 Pac-10 track
and field title.
That penalty came on the
heels of revelations earlier
this year that former NCAA
400-meter dash champ Billy
Mullins was accepted into
Southern Cal with a transcript
that included 28 credits
allegedly received from four
different junior colleges, widely separated geographically,
during the semester before he
entered Southern Cal in 1978.
The school already had been
stripped of its national collegiate title by the NCAA for
the same violations.
—UCLA: forfeit all of its

Hits Nine 01 15 In First Appearance

1977 football games in which
any ineligible athlete played.
UCLA Athletic Director
Robert Fischer called the
penalties "very severe," and
said, "What happened three
years ago was an unwilful
transgression and could not
happen today under our present academic safeguards."
—Arizona State, previously
declared ineligible for the 1980
football championship:
declared ineligible for any
postseason football competition.
—Oregon State: forfeit all
its 1977 and 1979 games in
which any ineligible athlete
participated.

otherwise be entitled for the
1981-82 academic year; placed
on probation for two years;
and in swimming, forced to
adjust its team scores and
won-lost record for any meets
during the 1980 season in
which ineligible athletes participated.
Some of the 10 wins Oregon
must give up will be declared
no-contests since its opponents
have also been ordered to
forfeit the game, associate
athletic director Ed Swartz
said.

Thus, the Pac-10 becomes
the Pac-5 as football season
approaches and Tournament
of Roses chairman Nicholas
—Oregon: forfeit all its 1977, has already picked
out the
1978 and 1979 games in which favorites from the
depleted
any ineligible athlete par- field. "It appears
that
ticipated; reduce its initial Washington and Stanford
look
grantsin-aid in football to like the frontrunners,"
he
three less than they would said.

Stabler Likes Challenge Of New Club
By TOM CANA VAN
Associated Press Writer
While Houston said hello to
Ken Stabler and Anaheim
greeted the Rams, Doug
English said goodbye to
Detroit, and that really hurt
the Lions.
Stabler,making his first appearance with the Oilers since
he was acquired from the
Oakland Raiders in an offseason trade for Dan
Pastorini, completed 9-of-15
passes for 58 yards. The lefthanded quarterback played
most of the first half in the
Oilers' 21-7 National Football
League loss to the Tampa Bay
Rues, leading them to their
one touchdown.
Stabler, who led Oakland to
the Super Bowl title in 1977,
said he welcomed the
challenge of playing with the
new club.
"People have a lot of expectations about me," said
Stabler. "But I welcome the
challenge. I want to deliver
what they want.
"I need to know the system
a little better, but it'll come.
I'm getting more comfortable
all the time."
But so was Tampa Bay Monday night as Jerry Eckwood
connected on a 61-yard scoring
play with halfback Isaac
Hagins and second-year
quarterback Chuck Fusina hit
Gordon Jones with a 13-yard
TD in the exhibition opener for
both teams.
Earl Campbell scored the
Houston touchdown with a 13yard run.
Touchdowns were the name
of the game in Anaheim,
where 62,356 fans watched the
New England Patriots outlast
Los Angeles 35-31 as the Rams
played their first game at
Anaheim Stadium. The Super
Bowl runnerups left their

longtime home in the Los
Angeles Coliseum following
last season.
And the debut was quite a
show, especially the performances by New England's
Matt Cavanaugh and Los
Angeles' Vince Ferragamo,
both
throwing
four
touchdowns.
Cavanaugh's final scoring
strike,a 39-yard pass to Carlos
Pennywell with 1:10 remaining, was the difference in the
exhibition opener for both
teams. The former University
of Pittsburgh player, who will
back up Steve Grogan this
year, completed 20-of-34
passes for 350 yards.
"The game was important
in a way," said Cavanaugh,
"my playing time is going to
be limited so I want to make a
good impression when I do get
a chance to play. Steve
Grogan is the No.1 quarterback and until the coach
decides differently, that the
way it's going to be."
Not in the case of Ferragamo, who is battling Pat
Haden for the Rams' No.1 job.
The former University of
Nebraska star, who helped the
Rams get to the Super Bowl
last season, hit on 9-of-11
passes including scoring
tosses of 36 yards to Terry
Nelson; 42 to Jeff Moore; 40 to
Drew Hill and 13 to Victor
Hicks.
"The quarterback situation
is going to be competitive all
year," said Ferragamo. "I
don't want a knockout, I'll settle for a decision."
If there was a knockout it
came in the second half when
the two teams combined to put
56 points on the board.
Monday's other knockout
came in Detroit where
English, the backbone of the
Lions front wall, quit the

Captain D's.

$249
DOUBLE
VALUES
Country Style

FISH DINNER
•a generous portion of Country Style fish made
with our own old fashioned Southern style
corn meal breading • fries •2 hush puppies • slaw
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FISHDINNER
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team, saying he no longer had
time to pursue his business interests across the Atlantic
Ocean.
English, who had not been in
contact with the team,'wrote
them a letter from Britain to
announce his retirement.
"I read Doug's decision with
considerable regret," said
Lions Coach Monte Clark."No
one will fill his shoes."
In other NFL news, the
Denver Broncos cut six
players including two draft
picks, No.8 pick Don Coleman
and No.10 Virgil Seay„ both
wide receivers; the New
Orleans Saints cut four
players, including running
back George Woodard, an
1 lthround draft pick out of
Texas A&M, and the Dallas
Cowboys released eight free
agents.
The St.Louis Cardinals cut
three players, including
eighthround draft pick Dupree
Branch, a defensive back
from Colorado State.
Also, the Seahawks announced that cornerback Cornell Webster, who returned a
kickoff 98 yards for a
touchdown in Seattle exhibition victory over Atlanta last

week, returned to camp. The
four-year pro had left camp
for personal reasons.
Tight end Raymond Chester
ended thoughts of retirement
and returned to Oakland's
training camp, more than a
week after leaving because of
a bothersome knee.
"After I had the knee checked, I found that it was the
physical thing that was causing my psychological problems."

Meanwhile, Miami Dolphins
owner Joe Robbie met with
Bob Kuechenberg, trying to
get the four-time All-Pro
lineman to end his selfimposed retirement.
Kuechenberg is hoping to
renegotiate the one season and
option year left on his contract. According to Robbie,
the veteran is looking for a
five-year guaranteed pact at

U.S. Clay Court
Runnerup Purcell
To Talk At Clinic
Murray native Mel Purcell, In addition to junior tennis
ninnerup in the US. Open Clay players, the general public is inCourt Championships this past vited to hear Purcell give tips
weekend in Indianapolis, will be and discuss his tennis.
"In only three weeks on the
featured at a junior tennis clinic
Wednesday, Aug. 13, at The pro tour, Mel has distinguished
'Players' Club tennis center on himself as one of the up and
coming new stars in the tennis
Highway 641 North.
world," a spokesman for the
The clinic is sponsored by the Murray Tennis Association said.
Murray Tennis Association and "We invite all area tennis fans to
will be held from 530-6:30 pin. attend this clinic Wednesday."

Quiet Harris Gets
Closer To Third
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
He is only 35 yards away from
becoming the third leading
rusher in National Football
League history. It is, or so it
seems, a well-kept secret. Bit
that's what's so special about
Franco Harris.
He doesn't carry any flagwavtrumpet-blaring,
ing,
drumbeating niduiames like,
say,"the franchise." He doesn't
race through airports, guzzle
soft drinks, splash on cologne,
lace up sneakers or hawk any of
the other products with which
some jocks and ex-jocks have
become so closely identified.
In other words, he doesn't sell
himself. He is an intensely
private man. And in a team
sport in which so many
superstars seem to think they're
somehow above it all, he is the
epitome of the team player.
"Every year I have the feeling
that I want to succeed and have
us come out as champs," says
the 31-year-old Harris, the
leading active rusher in the
league who already WADS or
shares a pocketful of NFL
records. "I feel very fortunate
that I've been able to play on a
team as good as the Steelers
with so many super players.
After all, it is a team game.
"As we acrom dish more as
team,I see new horizons. When I
first came into the league, I
thought, 'Winning the Super
Bowl — wow!' Now we've done
it four times, twice ins row two
Unita. This season may be the
lust time in my career that we'll
have a chance to win three in a
row.
"There's a driving feeling inside of me to keep improving.
I'm getting stronger every year.

MURRAY STATES CHEERLEADERS FOR 1980-81 — Front row (left to right) Ann Long,
Dea Blickenstaff, Robyn Overbey, Kathy Harberson and Michele McGhee; second
row, Ramona Gott, Scott Elliott, Jim Murray, Don Wright and Kim Cuendet; back row,
Larry Feil, Bo Roberts and Eddie Whelan. Dunker, the MSU mascot, is Kyle Wall, who
will alternate with Will jenkin.

Tickets Left For 5 UK Games
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
athletics ticket office says it
had tickets for five Wildcat
football games, including
three home contests.
Home-game tickets, priced
at $10 each, remained for the
season-opening Utah State
game Sept. 6, the Bowling
Green game Sept. 27 and the
Florida contest Nov. 15.
Tickets also were available
for $12.50 each to the Sept. 13
game at Oklahoma and the
Nov. 1 game at Tulane. There
was a limit of four Oklahoma

tickets per order,
The statement said payment
should be by cash or certified
check only. Mail orders were

to include $1 for handling. The
address is UK Ticket Office,
Room 3, Memorial Coliseum,
Lexington, Ky. 40506.

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Assistance for farm purchases. form refinance, convert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery.
Minimum Si 50 000 Call toll free.
1-SO0-22S-2702
Amirkon illidlaati Inc.
214S So. 132.4
Osselse, Ilesbraske 114144

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
HARDWARE STORE

Chestnut Street

:Thone 753.2571

FRANCO HARRIS is closing in on becoming the third
leading all-time rusher in the NFL's history. Harris is also
the all-time leading rusher in playoff history with 1,488
yards.
Associated Press Photo

Gaining 1,000 yards or more Ls records. In Super Bowls, he
individually rewarding — but I owns five more records — most
wouldn't want to gain 2,000 if we rushing attempts in a carver
didn't win the Super Bowl."
101; and game 341, most yards
Harris has, of course, been in- gained in a career ;354) and
strumental in Pittsburgh's winn- game I 1 58) and most
ing four Super Bowls, more than touchdosvns in a career (4).
any other team in the 14-year
Exceptional? Not to hear Harhistory of the game. In fact, his ris talk about it.
six consecutive 1,000-yard
"I get pumped up...emotions
seasons an NFL record) and run a little higher then," he says,
his seven overall ia mark he
'
matterof-factly.
shares with Jim Brown; are cn"When I came into the league,
ly prelude to his exceptional I wondered if I'd be around in
postseasons.
five years. But each down, each
In 17 postseason games, he game, each season, it's still a
has run 384 times for 1,488 yards challenge. It's a case of who
and 17 touchdowns, all runaway wants it most — and that's us."
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The Early Bird catches the warm.
Inflation, oil prices and energy shortages...Isn't there something you can
do now to le,v.sen the bgden uf the
future? Well, there is something you
can do now and that's buying your own
Fisher woodsteve now.for the winter. Now,before inflation causes price in-

creases. Now,before energy prices go
up again. As Authorized Fisher Stove
Deers.well help you
the Fisher model that's just right for your
home. Make plans now to declare your
independence.from the high (-est of on
ergy — with your own Fisher St nye

PAGES THE MURRAY,Ky , LEDGER•TIMES,Tuesday, August 11, IAN

Yankees Go To Veterans In Time
Of Trying To Hold Off Orioles
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
When in trouble, go to the
veterans.
That's what the New York
Yankees did Monday night
after dropping three straight
games to the Baltimore
Orioles over the weekend.
With their American League
West lead _ shrinking to VI-

AL Roundup
games, the Yanks needed a
boost. They got three of them
- from Reggie Jackson,
Aurelio Rodriguez and Rudy
May, who total nearly 40 years
of major league experience
among them.
Jackson slammed his 400th
career home run, Rodriguez
contributed a dramatic tworun blast in the bottom of the
ninth and May threw a fourhitter as New York edged
Chicago 3-1.

Meanwhile, the Orioles
sneaked past Kansas City 2-1
and Detroit nipped Boston 6-7
in an abbreviated AL
schedule.
"That's going to be a
classic, winning the game that
Reggie hit No.400," said May,
10-5. "Tonight was no time to
lose after the Baltimore
series.
"I've been around awhile
and you learn. Last year, I
learned to pitch out of the
bullpen (with Montreal) and I
have confidence now whether
starting or relieving."
May has become a regular
in the Yankee rotation after
doing a standout job as the
:earn's long relief man.
"What I have to do to help
.his club win the pennant, I'm
going to do it."
Jackson has been doing
everything possible to keep
the Yankees on top of the AL
East. The homer came in the
fourth off rookie Britt Burns,
10-11, and was Jackson's 31st,

tops in the majors. He now has
Id RBI, tying him with
Boston's Tony Perez for the
major league lead.
"I hope that takes the
pressure off the team," said
Jackson. "I know it takes the
pressure off me. I hit a homer
a week for 30 weeks but it
seemed to get harder for this
one."
Rodriguez was elated with
his contribution and even happier when management
presented him with a bottle of
champagne.
"I feel great," he said."I hit
one home run here last year
against the Yankees' Don
Hood. The fans didn't like that
one so much.
"I know a lot of people do
not expect me to hit home runs
but I'm glad. In this race,
every game you win means a
lot."
Then, looking at some
champagne, he said with a
smile, "That's a very nice
welcome."

Orioles 2, Royals 1
An eight-hitter by Dennis
Martinez and Eddie Murray's
sixth-iruung solo homer were
the keys for Baltimore, which
won its 10th straight.
"I wasn't happy at first
about it ( being in the
bullpen )," said the righthander, 3-1, who has been
plagued by a sore right
shoulder this season and rarely has started, "but I decided
that's the way it was and to
help the team the best I
could."
George Brett singled in the
first inning to extend his hitting streak to 24 games.
Tigers 8, Red Sox 7
An eighth-inning throwing
error by Rick Burleson led to
two unearned runs and Detroit
also got a three-run homer
from pinch-hitter Richie
Hebner and a two-run shot by
Tim Brookens. Tony Perez
and Fred Lynn homered for
Boston.

Leibrandt's 10-7 Record Padded
By Three Wins Over San Diego

Sports In Brief
By The AseeelMed Press
BASEBALL
NEW YORK API - Bog* rend pitcher Both Stanley, who eared all four
games in which he appeared frorn Aug
4-10, was named the American League
Player of the Week,and New York Meta
second basemen Doug Flynn, who batted at a 452 clip Last week and tad a National League record with three triples
Inane game,took the NL honors
in 113-3 innings, Stanley struck out ex
batters, walked only two, allowed five
hits and didn't permits run
Flynn, who had 14 hlts in 31 at bats, hit
his trio of triples against Montreal.
TENNIS
STOWE, Vt. (API - Seventheeeded
Vince Van Patten and eightb-renked
Bernie Milton scored straight set victones in the opening round of the $75,000
Stowe Grand Prix tennis tournament.
Van Patten defeated Robert Trogolo 63, 6-4, while Milton downed Ian Fletcher
6..3, 34. 64 In other matches, Johan
Kriek defeated Glen Petrovic 6-1, 7-6; VIJay Amritra) outlasted Cohn Wiley,6-3,
2-6, 6-3; Jon Arias beat Berne&
Kriel** 6-2, 64, Tom Gorman beat
George Amaya 6-4, 6-3; Jay Lapidus
be Bruce Nichols 6-2, 6-2. and Shlomo
Glickatein beat Eric Fromm 6-4, 6-4.
TORONTO (API- Robert Van't Hof
and Canadians Greg Haider and Bill
Cowan provided first-round upsets at the
1325,000 Player's International Canadian
Open tennis chanpionships.
Van't Hof beat No.7eeed Raid
Ramirez of Mexico 4-6, 6-1, 74, while
Helder downed 15th-seeded Bruce MI/loon 3-6, 74, 6-4, and Cowan defeated
Bruce Kleege 6-4, 8-3.
In other matches, Tim Gullikson beat
Stephane Bonneau of Canada 6-0, 6-7, 0I, Tom Leonard defeated Jeremy Cohen
6-1, 6-4; Rick Fisher downed Era/mots
Synaeghal of Canada 6-0, 64; Trey
Waltke beat Brian Millar of Canada 6-2,
6-2; Tim Wilke* beat Rick Meyer 6-1,04, and Alvan. Elliot of Chile beat Emilio
Montana of Mexico 6-1,6-4.
John James of Australia was ahead of
Howard Schoenfield 4-0 when tournament officials deemed Schoenfeld unfit
to play and asked him to retire.

AMERICAN LJLAGUE
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in 11.32 seconds. American Mary Decker
Ananix 3, las &Worn' 2
Toronto (Dewy 104 awl Ibicek 341 at
captured the women's 1,500-meter run in
San Francisco 5, Houston 4
Mdwaubse (Michell 2-2 and Swann (94 00.01.
Tandsp's Gans
7), 2,(*)
Wolfgang Schmidt of East Germany
Plikidelphia (Carlton 174) at Chicago
Tens idenktia 104) at Cleveland
threw the diacus 1234% to win that
(Krukcnr 741)
(Waits 1401, (5)
event, while the triple Jump went to RusNew York (Borns 54) at Plastargh
Boston (Torres 7-12) at Detroit iFidrsian Jaak Uudma,.1 24-3%.
( Wake% 3-21)6)
ych 041), (n)
John Walker of New Zealand won the
Montreal (Nermin 521 at SL Linde
Chicago Co-al 612) aI New York
1,500-meter run in 3.3880.
(Fun 3'4),(0)
Mart 64), In)
Steve Ovett of Britain, the 800-meter
anemia& (Mee 32) at Sin Diego
Baltimore (McGregor 1)4) at Karam
gold medalist at the Moscow Olympics,
IAA* 5-10),(n)
City (Gan 10-7),(n)
finished first in the 5.0004neters in
Monti (Alesesider 104) at Los Angeles
Oettland ()Linemen 7-11) at Mimeses
13 32.0.
tWelch ma),(n)
(Erickson 34),(n)
The women's 100-meter hirdles went
Halton (J. Nigro 11-10) at San FranCanon* (Knopp 5-71 at Settle (Bes8
to Poland's Grazyna Rabsztyn In 13.04.
cisco (R•by 56),(a)
*440),(a)
Ilona Pal of Hungary was clocked in
61.50 in her 460-meter victory.
American William Mullina tool the
men's 400-meter race in 42.72, the 200meter event went to gold medalist
AlIGDUCAN LEAGUE
St.Louls, 136; Hendrick, St.Louls, 234;
Donald Quenie of Jamaica in 2042, and
BATTING 1275 at bats): Brett, Kansas RSmith, Los Angeles, .333; Trine
Brian Hooper of Britain won the pole
City, .388; Dilone, Cleveland, .350; Phllertelphia, .322; K.Hernandet,
vault with. mark of 174%
Cooper, Milwaukee, .345, B.Bell, Texas, St.Louis,.315.
Edwin Moses of the United States won
.237; Carew, California..332.
RBI: Garvey, Loa Angeles, BC Henthe 400-meter hurdles in 46.74 with
RBI: Perez, Boston, 64, Re.Jackson, drick, St.Louls, 01; Schmidt,
American James King second in 49.43.
New Yost, 84; Cooper, Milwaukee, 80; Philadelphia, 73; Carter, Montreal, 72;
Andras Paroczay of Hungary won the
Opine, Milwaukee, 79; Oliver, Texas, Clark,San France*,72.
men's 100 meters in 1:46,11 with
79.
HTTS: Garvey, Los Angeles, 143;
Amerman Mark Enyeart second In
HITS: Wilson, Kansas City, 143, Templeton, St.Louis, 133; Hendrick,
14609,
Rivers, Texas, 147; Cooper, Milwaukee, St.Louls, 133; Richards, San Diego, 131;
Jaczek Wawa of Poland captured the
143; Oliver, Texas, 138; Bumbry, Tiveras, New York, 130.
men's high Jump in 74%.
Etaltirnore, 130,
DOUBLES: Rom, Philadelphia, 31;
DOUBLES: Yount, Milwaukee, 34; Knight, Cincinnati 30; K. Hernandez,
Morrie*,Chicago,23; Lynn, Boson,28; St.Louis, 29; Simmons, St.Louis, V.
D.Garcia, Toronto, 28; McRae, Kansas Buckner, Chicago, 26; Driessen, CincinCity,28.
nati, 26.
Broderick Perkins, first baseman, and
TRIPLES: Griffin, Toronto, 12;
TRIPLES: R.Scott, Montreal, 9; LeFChick Baker, ahortstop, from Hawaii of Wilson, Kansas aty, 11; Brett, Kansas lore, Montreal, 9; Templeton, StLouis,
the Pacific Coast League. Placed Paul City, 8; Bumtry, Baltimore, 7; Yount, 8; Landestoy, Houston, 8; Flynn, New
Dade,infielder, on the disabled list
Milwaukee,7; Washington, Kansas City, York, 7; McBride, Philadelphia, 7;
BASKETBALL
7; landreaux, Minnesota, 7.
0.Moreno, Pittsburgh, 7; Clark, San
Natalia Basketball Aarielattes
HOME RUNS. Re.Jackson, New Frieder°,7.
DETROIT PISTONS-Signed Tony York, 31; Ogilvie, Milwaukee, 28;
HOME RUNS: Schmidt, Philadelphia,
Fuller,guard.
Thomas, Milwaukee, 21; Armin, 27; Horner, Atlanta, 22; Carter, MonFOOTBALL
Oakland,24; Murray,Baltimore, 20.
treal, 21; Hendrick, St.Louis, 21;
Natimal Football League
Henderson, Garvey, Los Angeles, 21; Baker, Los
BASES.
STOLEN
DALLAS COWBOYS-Released Dan Oakland, 58; Wilson, Kansas City, 45; Angeles,21; Clark,San Francisco, 21
Fowler, Bill Leer, and Lyle Walker, of- Dilone, Cleveland, 41; J.Crin, Seattle,
STOLEN BASES: LeFlore, Montreal,
fensive linemen; Curtis Bledsoe, 30; Bumbry,Baltimore,29.
72; 0.Moreno, Pittsburgh, 66; Collins,
PITCHING (10 Derizions): Darwin, Cincinnati, 56; Richards, San Diego, 44;
fullback; Hoskin Hogan, quarterback;
Ron Forge, tight end; Roy Dean, wide Texas, 10-1, .909,2.22; Stone, Baltimore, R.Scott, Montreal, 41.
15-4, AUL 3.12; Gun, Kansas City, 16-5,
receiver; and Bob Pittard, punter.
PITCHING (10 Decisions): Bibby,
DENVER BRONCOS-Cut Virgil .762, 2.16; Rainey, Boston, 5-3, .727, 4.86, Pittsburgh, 14-2, .875, 2.57; Walk,
Seey, wide receiver; Lepoiean Ingram, McGregor, Baltimore, 13-5, .712, 3.46; Philadelphia, 8-2, .800, 4.38; Reuss, LOS
cornerback; Randy Brown, linebacker; John, New Yost, 139,.714, 3.52; Corbett, Angeles, 13-4, .765, 2.25; Bomback, New
Minnesota, 7-3, .700,1.09; Lopez, Detroit, York, 9-3, .750, 3.83; Carlton,
and Doug Cunningham, wide receiver.
DETROIT LIONS-Announced the 0-4,.892, 3.36.
Philadelphia, 174_739, 2.23; G.Jackaon,
STRIKEOUTS: M.Norris, Oakland, Pittsburgh, 5-3, .727, 2.13; Richard,
retirement of Doug English, defensive
122; Guidry, New York, 120; F. Ban- Houston, 10-4, .714, 1.90; Hoot*, D311
tackle.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Cut Tom- nister, Seattle, 112; Barker, Cleveland, Angeles, 10-4,.714, 3.41.
my Broom, center; Jerry Murphree, 107; Haas, Milwaukee, 107; Perry, TexSTRIKEOUTS: Carlton, Philadelphia,
wide receiver; Henry Pollard, tight end- as, 107.
195; Ryan, Houston, 1711; P. Metro,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
fullback, and George Woodward, reinAtlanta, 126; Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 123;
BATTING (VS at bats; Templeton, Richard, Houston, 119
ing back.

combined on a five-hitter and and second baseman Phil secutive shutout and third of
Chris Chambliss smashed a Garner each made great the year,Sykes struck out five
two-run double as Atlanta beat defensive plays for Pittsburgh and walked five.
Phillles 5,Cubs 5
in the sixth inning, saving the
Los Angeles.
By The Associated Pre.
The Phillie.s and Cubs was
Matu1a, 7-10, struck out four game for Eddie Solomon,7-3.
BASEBALL
American League
Roy Lee Jackson, 1-3, was suspended after 10 innings
and walked four, including
YANKEES-Recalled
YORK
NEW
because of darkness with the
two in the ninth, before the loser.
Joe Lefebvre, outfielder,from Columbus
teams locked in a 5-5 tie. They of
needing Camp's relief help.
the International League Reassigned
Cardinals 16, Expos0
will resume the game prior to Brian Doyle, Infielder,to Columbus.
Camp L, recorded his eighth
MARINERS-Named
SEATTLE
Tony Scott and Ted Sim- today's regularly-scheduled
save, getting the last two outs
Frank Funk pitching instructor.
hits
seven
for
combined
mons
afternoon
contest.
loaded
LEAGUE
bases
the
NATIONAL
walking
after
NL-President Chub Feeney ordered
The Cubs tied the game 5-5
and giving up a two-run single andsix RBI and Leon Durham
Cox
Manager
Braves
Atlanta
belted a two-run homer as St. in the ninth on an RBI-double suspended for three gamesBobby
to Pedro Guerrero.
and fined
the
in
runs
eight
scored
Louis
umBill
by
involving
and
runincident
Buckner
spiltng
a
for
$300
Chambliss' double capped a
pire Jerry Dale
three-run eighth off loser Don first inning and went on tcr rout scoring grounder by Barry
PHILADELPHIA
Montreal behind Bob Sykes' Foote.
PHILLIES- Reassigned Dan Larson,
Sutton,8-4.
to Reading of the Eastern
pitcher,
fourhitter.
Mike Schmidt hit his 28th
Giants 5, Astros 4
Reactivated Larry Christenson,
Sykes, 6-8, also drove in two homer of the season for League.
Vida Blue, with relief help
pitcher.
the Cardinals' runs with a Philadelphia, a shot leading
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Traded John
from Al Holland and Greg of
the first and a off the third, to help the D'Acquisto, pitcher, to the Montreal Exin
single
Minton, won his first game in
for cash and • player to be named
pos
sacrifice fly in the third. While PhiMes build a 5-3 lead going later. Asked waivers on Von Jostara, outtwo months as San Francisco
his second con- into the ninth.
registering
fielder, and Fred Kendall, catcher, for
defeated Houston.
the purpose of giving them their unconditional releases to. Recalled Mike ArmBlue, 10-6, allowed six kits
strong, pitcher; Craig Stimac, catcher;
and three runs over five innings in his third appearance
"I've been struggling a lot since coming off the disabled
lately, but I felt pretty good list. Holland worked three inntonight," said Leibrandt. ings and Minton came on in
-This was probably my best the ninth to record his 12th
effort since I shut out the save.
Blue, 10-6, had not won since
in Evansville (Detroit's Triple
Padres 1-0 earlier this year.
By MIKE STANTON
A farm club)this year. It's not
Hume did a heck of a job in June 13. He was out of action
Associated Press Writer
from June 27 through August 2
relief."
DETROIT (AP) - Forget like my other comebacks,
The right-handed reliever because of a herniated disc about the stiff shoulder, the when I came off the disabled
gained his 20th save after which caused a sore neck and cortisone shots, the stiff back, list and never faced any hitreplacing Leibrandt with one shoulder.
the heat treatment, the in- ters until batting practice."
"I guess I'm fortunate that jured knee, the rehabilitaFidrych compiled a 6-7
out in the seventh and runners
so
or
at first and third. He got Ozzie after throwing 100,000
tions,the tendon'tis, the demo- record in Evansville with a
Smith on a fly ball to right, pitches in the big leagues, tions to the minor leagues and 3.92 ERA before he was called
up last week. The numbers are
and Rollie Fingers, the runner that's the only serious pro- the hypnosis.
hardly impressive, but piton third, was cut down at the blem I've had," said Blue.
Mark
worse,
or
better
For
"I've pitched three times now
ching Coach Roger Craig and
plate trying to score.
"The Bird" Fidrych is back - other Tiger brass say Fidrych
In other NL games, Los since that injury, and I can
again.
has rebounded from a horrenAngeles defeated Atlanta 3-2; honestly say I haven't felt
The popular Detroit Tigers dous early-season and is ready
San Francisco edged Houston anything."
right-hander will attempt his to return.
5-4; Pittsburgh beat New York
Pirates 2, Meta 1
fourth comeback in four years
"He proved he's ready to
2-1 in a game called because of
Lee Lacy's sacrifice fly and
tonight when he takes the pitch. But I hope people don't
rain after 5,x innings; St. Ed Ott's RBI-grounder prothe Boston Red
against
mound
expect miracles from him
Louis walloped Montreal 16-0 duced the winning runs in the
Sox in a sold-out Tiger because he may never be like
and Philadelphia and Chicago second inning as Pittsburgh
Stadium.
he was in 1976," said Craig.
played to a 5-5 tie in a game beat New York in a game callThe irrepressible Fidrych,
Detroit Manager Sparky
2 innings due to
/
called after 10 innings by ed after 51
1976
League's
the American
Anderson also had some
rain. It was the eighth victory
darkness at Wrigley Field.
Rookie of the Year, was back words of warning for those exKen Griffey had three hits in row for the streaking
in Tiger Stadium on Monday pecting the Bird to soar on his
for the Reds, including the Pirates, who moved into sole
night, clowning around in the first flight.
gamewinning RBI-single in possession of first place in the
outfield and joking with teamAnderson says he will let
National League East over
the seventh.
mates, reporters and friends Fidrych throw up to 100 pitMontreal.
Braves 3, Dodgers 2
Detroit's 8-7 victory
before
ches and then "start counRight fielder Mike Easier
Rick Matula and Rick Camp
over Boston.
ting" since his limit at
He vowed he would be the Evansville was around 120.
Bird of old, talking to the
Fidrych, who will turn 26 on
baseball, manicuring the pit- Thursday, seems more relaxcher's mound on his hands and ed and mature than his earlier
knees, giving teammates baseball years. He attributes
handshakes and pats on the part of the change to simple
back with his boyish, con- maturity, and the rest to a
tagious enthusiasm.
motivational hypnotist he
The reward for this
Deluxe Heavy Duty
But will he be able to pitch began seeing while in
19-9
went
Fidrych
who
the
like
year.
this
belongs to you.
Evansville
capture
1 3/16" Bore Shocks
in 1976, with a league-leading
"'The hypnotism helps me
Its season ticket round-up time at Murray
2.34 ERA? Or will he resemble relax, to not get so hyper,"
State University as college football and all
the sore-armed shadow of Fidrych explained. But he
the hoopla that surrounds it will soon be on
himself who has struggled to laughed when told he seemed
display at beautiful Roy Stewart Stadium.
bounce back from a series of more mature.
You can guarantee choice seating for six
frustrating ailments?
"I still do stupid things," he
exciting Saturdays of Racer football and
"Can I do it? That's the said, although, when pressed,
witness players like Terry Love, the 1979
question," says Fidrych, who he could not thing of anything
Defensive Player of the Year, and "Mt."
OVC
has not started a big league lately.
Vernon Broadnax, college football's biggest
game since May 22, 1979, and
Will he give up baseball if
player, as they help Murray State defend Its
who has not won a start since his latest fling in the majors
S,4 95 Manulacturer s Suggesied L.91
OVC Championship in 1980 under the
April 12, 1978.
fails?
direction of head coach Mike Gottfried.
"I'm satisified that I'm
"It'll never be my last try
Beyond the thrills of football competition, a
ready because I've been in the until they tell me to go home,"
Saturday at Stewart Stadium also Includes
minors and I've worked my Fidrych said. "This game is
Get ready for winter driving
way back. I threw 117 innings too much fun to quit."
now and SAVE. Stop in today
at your participating NAPA
outlet for a set of Deluxe
Heavy Duty Shocks.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Charles Leibrandt has
shown he can win in the major
leagues - especially if he pitches against the San Diego
Padres.
The rookie left-hander of the
Cincinnati Reds has a 10-7
record in his first full season
in the National League, nicely
padded by three victories over
his personal patsy - the
Padres.
Leibrandt, who has only
given up four earned runs in 29
innings against San Diego this
season, continued to torment
the Padres with a 1-0 victory
Monday night as Tom Hume
provided late relief help.

NL Roundup

Major League Leaders

Transactions

Fidrych Is Back
For Fourth Try

Shock Sale!
NOW ONLY

$1 288

IDA SHOCKS

Murray Auto Parts
"
Worm,Ky:153-4424
6Q5 Maple St.

Chimes Wins 7-Miler,
Wuest First in Masters

EVAINEVIIIE, Ind. - Murray State runner Pat Citifies
and Murray's long distance running Wuest family completed in
a seven mile cross country and
road race at Indiana State
Uraversity over the weekend.
In hot and humicrweether with
the temperature at 96 degrees,

Chimes won the race Ins time of
311:31. Ron Wisest, 41, finished
13th overall and first in the 40and-over Masters Division with
a time of 46:22.
Karl %est, C, was 33rd
overall and fifth ki the Madera
Division.

the magnificent Racer Marching Band and
Violet Cactus, the beautify, thoroughbred,
circling the track with each Murray State
touchdown.
Season tickets are easy to obtain and can
save you money A reserved bleacher season
ticket Is available for $25, which represents a
$5 savings over purchasing seats on a gameby-game basis. There is also a family plan
which offers half-price seating for children
with the purchase of two reserved bleachers.
Order your season tickets today by calling
the Murray State Athletic Office at (502) 782E1184.
Lel the lune of Murray State football capture youl

SPORTING GOODS

•• ay • Ko0,411111.4

U. L. Reg. $295.95

Model 585

TROLLING
MOTORS

MINN KOTA

SALE

SALES 18888
"
SALE $194

U.L.Reg. $249.95

Model 385
Model 575
U.L. Reg. $244.95
SALE

$1.19"

Model 75
U.L. Reg. $152.95

ZEBCO® 202

REEL
•Durable, ABS covers
•Spring-loaded drag
*Filled with premium Zebco monofilament

$2.99

U. 1. Reg.

ROD

GARCIA
CUSTOM BUILT

Limit 2
SALE
$"
1

Made of light
weight tubular
fiberglass with ceramic
guides. Spinning or casting
Models 3000 series
U. L. Reg. $21.95

SALE $14
"

Atte-b*
3 LURE
RIOT
Purchase any two lures at our low retail
price and get a third lure (Lowest
price lure)

FREE liorP,

SALIWINGS

GARCIA AMBASSADEUR

REELS
1500C
Small size, ball bearing, fast retrieve.

SALE$3988

SALE $4688

YOUR CHOICE
ERO - Cypress Garden
Cut-N-Jump - Obrien

SALE

$1988

_A

SALE$15
"

REELS

1

SALE 16
"

SUPER SPECIAL
SILVER SERIES
Model 1000, U.L Reg. $21.97

sALE$1588

$13
88
SALE

SKIS &
SKI ROPES

OFF ON AU.

25%

SKI
SALE

Model 2600, U.L Reg. s23.97

Model 1500, ut an.819%

4

SKI VEST ?A )
U. L Reg. $29.95
to $37.95

U. L. Reg.
$59.99

4500C - NARROW SPOOL

U. L Reg. $49.99

GARCIA
BAST CASTING

WILD & CRAZY
COLEMAN
DELUXE
2-BURNER

CAMP
STOVE
U. L Reg. $34.99
SALE

'
26"
Y-3

FISH BASKET
$188

U. L. Reg. $2.99
SALE

Special

1999

U. L Reg. $29.99

DUPONT STREN
.MONOFILAMENT

LINES
100 Yard Spool
6 Lb. thru 20 Lb. Test

dr.

DIAWA

by Lew Childre with ceramic guides, spinning

GRAPHITE/GLASS ROD

LEW CHILDRES - NBS

Big outings are handled with ease with the Igloo 18
Quart Chest The 885 plastic exterior is the same plastic
used in professional lootball helmets It holds 90 lbs of
rushed ice three dozen 12-or -cans and has a remov
able food tray This picnic chest conforms to the safety
,equiremenN established in Voluntary Product Standard
iP519 71 published by the National Bureau of Stan
r All R
I s 47

Custom built
or casting.

PIANO

TACKLE BOX

_

SALE$2
9
"

Medal 777
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U. L Reg.
$45.29

4

NAME BRAND MERCHANDiS1
AT DISCOUNT AMES

UNCLE LEE WILL NO'
BE UNDER SOLD

"BUY EARLY 8 SAVE"

Financing available with approved credit
- no down payment - low monthly installment.

OLYMPIC PLADI 111011111t

SPORTING GOODS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT.
PRICES GOOD AUG. 12-18

fOODQUALiTY 2FREAM

G&H DECOYS

$2100

40.

SALE

M4-E Mallard Duck Standard 16" Long
One Dozen Carton 6 Drakes - 6 Hens

REMINGTON

SALE

12-16
or 20
Gauge

weight 10 Ma till
folds hat lot coYryIng In

. 24"

SLIM
JIM

$4588

HAND
CLIMBER

U.L. Reg. $57.99
SALE

Plgtlotrn size 19" • 32" weight 13 lb• Ilta
tree. 5 to 14" thentelet. folds flat tot cerrying,
include, safely bolt

SJ SLIM JIM STAND

TREE STAND

'roes 5 to 1 diameter
Clyde. saw, Deli

Platform SIMI

BTS BAKER TREE STAND

TREE STAND

SUPER
SALE!

DOZ.

BOX

HOLDEN IRONSIGHTER

SCOPE
MOUNT

$R99

Gives clear view of rifle's Iron sights yet
holds 1' diameter scope In a precisionmachined grip. Designed to fit standard
drilled and tapped holes

r

DOVE/QUAIL
SHELLS

Limit
6 Boxes

DUXBAK

U.S. Military Surplus
30 Cal. Box
Reg. $3.99

AMMO
BOX

MILITARY

Reg. $5.97

SPECIAL

SALE$44
"

BOOT

BOOT SALE
Model 864-3043--HUNTING
U.L Reg. $79.95

INSULATED

BOOT

BOOT

SALE26

Model 460-HUNTING

Model 804-4045-HUNTING BOOT
WATERPROOF
U.L. Reg. $57.95 . SALE38
$95

U.L. Reg. $49.95

Model 8644040--HIKING

BOOT

U.L. Reg. $59.95 . . . SALE3
$95
9
Model 824--CHUKKA

SALE$2099

18-CHUKKA

modSeAlL8E$1899

Model 28-249
Game Bag
Green Color

$1 900
U.L. Reg. $31.99. .. SALE L
Model 816-CAMP SHOE

U.L. Reg.
$32.99
Model 822-CAMP SHOE
U.L. Reg. $29.99

STEEL
TRAPS

FOX SQUIRREL

STAND

a

Suns looted as
In. squirrei. this tree stand
allow, you to climb • tree. then have • stand
that doe•n't rock or •Ilp. W•Ight le under 9
pounds for the complete unit Platform l• 19
24'. Fully adjustable for better fit to trees.
Groat for bird watching. hunting. and entistal
photograPhY.

U.L Reg. $10.39

SALE‘
IP

•

1

BPS

• Exclusive Magazine Cutoff for changing
Sfftll in Chamber without emptying

$92095
SALE

2

U.L Reg. $279.95

TM nag =waft tamed *Menial)* /ad semble
OPAreschos melons on Me metal keel

DAN WESSON

"
5.111 $ 79

EXTRA
BARRELS

sallu
..I..IA

It aunt iin

U.L Reg.
$159.99

ffue

1..invin

vlp.

...lb,.... I.
...RIccj.c Ii
I..
.
•
ill A. I
4.. pal. la.1
I

U.L Reg.
$329.95

45 CAL

HAMMEN

111011Plidaf/CICNTES MATINTILEPT MITNTINCI &JILIN

EXTRA BARRREL MODEL 870- VENTILATED RIB

4
1111
.
61
0.
‘
34

$7988

I
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Ein
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•
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• •••e.-
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,
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,
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•••

•
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EXTRA BARREL FOR MODEL 1100- VENTILATED RIB

I raMigh I

AL

U.L Reg. $92.95

U.L Reg. $99.95

skE
$1598

In- Rif $199.95

79

SALE $2"

PPII' Magnum Grade. Autoloader, 5 Shot
Wave redesigned our 31 Magnum 1100s so Mat they now
accept and function with any 1100 standard 2% in field barrel Meminurn power roe waterfowl elle turkey hunting wlth
the 3 in thaintared berm,: masinsurn versatility by interchanging standard 2% in. chambered field barrels for Other
Wes of hunting Recoil pail installed Ocher teetern same
as field pays Available in 12 end 20 gauges

V

=.46.Wa

$129"
MUZZLE LOADING GUNS

iv...
It
tem I.
aid. va-I...lanlaa
laffale4 ci It.. lam.
.1.
auk.
..4a
all a a ...sir...mania Ia.&

ta

'c°11147
X.
P1 45u""4`

REPEATING SHOTGUNS
REMINGTON AUTOLOADER MODEL 1100
GAS OPERATED

/(cmington.

$1.1"
.9

12-16-20 gauge Choice of choke.
nr
Vent Rib Barrel
A95
$
U.L Reg. $299.95
SALE

The MOUNTAIN RIFLE

SALE

M

America's bestselling autoloading shotgun Automatically
adjusts to power of shell being fired -low base high base
baby' magnum Low recoil rued --a light push instead of a
hard punch Quick. no-tools-needed barrel interchangeability
Barrel extension locks into the breech block to assure constant
head space Cross bolt safety Receiver made from a block of
solid steel Vibra-honed metal finish Chrome plated bolt. reDistinctive tearC111.0, and bolt have decorative scrollwork
drop pistol grip with white diamond shaped inlay white
spacers on butt and grip cap Deep, suragrip checkering.
Fluted comb Wood protected with DuPont's itaW finish.
Metal bead front sight Length of pull 14 in drop at hot
in . drop at comb 1% in
The20 gauge pun. the 11-20. features •Ilateel receiver
scaled down from 12 gauge verston for weight reduction
without loss of strength A more comfortable gun for men.
women and young shooters with .bout a pound less to cotro

410111arrall"P
asw 3
Field Gun. Autoloader, 5 Shot
-

REMINGTON AUTOLOADER MODEL 1100
GAS OpERATED

)
)
)

SALE$98
"

SALE$89
"

REPEATING SHOTGUNS

kemington.

552 BDL Deluxe
U.L Reg.
SALE$22995 $119.95

552A
U.L Reg. $107.95

• Made in U. S. A.

•Precision-rifled
ordnance steel
barrel.

•Shoots Long
Rifle, Long &
Short 22 rim lira
cartridgas.

•Tubular
rnawine. Up to
20 shots. Can be
loaded as a
single shot.

•Fires ea last as
your trigger
finger can
squeeze off the
shots.

•Fastshooting
autoloading

"Speedmaster!
22 Rim Fire
Autoloading Rifle

Model 552

CVA

U.L Reg.
$139.95

U.L Reg.
$269.95

30-06.243
6MM-308

• Made in LI S A

• Sliding-ramp
rear sight
gives Mo.
precise tang.
setting

• Extra-strong
action, 3 rings
of solid steel
surround bead
of cartridge

• Cies operated,
*MOS & reloads
while linger
stays PI trigger
ti
•r:
s hattsalson

• Best-sidlIng
outoloedIng
big game rifle
in the U S A

A top quality Anserkisn mark mum. Somas( hunting WU *WU.to Ma famous Rocky llowstele Mho made deaiw Um *arty
eta-Maas hundreds. Intended tor mahouts anootine Button rdled for ultimate precision Featuring a booked breach doubt. eel triar usa. bsron.a
ge.
, DM ins& Amin... `PMiitai lithck sdyoas.dae blmtlita eight. ..z.ua sm.ob.. h.etitlftulty alscorstod sad
ink, It sepbsr. U.romance of the at-Waal

SALE9.69
"ULbL
31.95 SAL!$174U
$174
"

Itemington.

$229 95
""1.

Model 2241-r
11 L. Res. $209 95 SALE '154
"
Medal 221i-t"
U.L Neg. $217.95 SALE'159
"
MOM 231f-1"
Model 2211V4"

22 CAL

A-wra

$224.ts

U.L Reg.

The no 100 .ong range pistol is • statelaeCCurele
hawo9, chernbared for the flat shooting 221 Remington Fire Ball urtridge that hes a muzzle reimity
of 2650 Mar crir second 150 rain soft Point bulidl
Solo moon is one of the stronger and moat accurate
Over all length 16% in Wirral length 10Y, in
and leaded fa teleacepe mount, weight each 3% lb*
cOMOiege with 00Pered carrying yes.

Den Action. Canto rink For Vermitha,
Hunting and Tampa Shooting

REMING.TON LONG RANGE

fitemington.
SINGLE SHOT PISTOLS

12 Saila • 3 Inch Chamber,
Vent Rib - Full Modified or
Improved Cylinder.

• Doable action bars and solid steel
receiver. Crisp. buttersmooth pump
action

• Safe. non-interfering bottom ejection

30/30 CAL

MODEL 336C RIFLE

Marla fk

SALE

SALE$2"

11
:- 16 - 20
Vent Rib Barrel

• Made in LI S. A.

• Quick-change
oitra barrels
avail/AR* in
all gauges
.
and no boots
are needed 10
change bangle.

• Receiver
Meeting.]from
solid steel

U.L Reg. $259.95

MAGNUM

U.L. Reg.
$239.95

f74,:11"t .ee'"

• Double actionbent for smooth
dependable
*partition

Worlds best deo rho The fad OM.smooth man
tallm Ms Mu
gm off quick weal Mom Solid Smashing aria Micro-Groove*
make the mot or Way shot Solid Sas waiver and slide
permit low, centemd scope moundng. Comes drilled and
tapped la mope mount
loam
eseiRCAncefer Ca aeaS Metswatmegrimswam at Ms.W.
stowaemmia newt lew
ems..mime.was mem enstfig
pete gres sre ea wen eue
me ma efts ein ewe....RP kw`
avow ewe
eke.iwientater.re. mai mes MP*
etts tam esa tins
sew ae
masa soma w
iserme==Ziers•nee or eit oese sews ear

n=

$199"
G.

SALE

• High post rob floats for consistent point
of impact during hot shooting

magazine

• Mode in U S A

• Sliding-ramp
rod 519111
gives RiOre
precise rano,
trotting

• Anti-bind boll
ISICS s unlocks
assay

• litre-strong
schen, 3 rs
of solid Steal
surround head
of cartrtdge

• Best-selling
boll notion
center fire
dee in the
U SA

U. L Reg. $239.95

the high rib,
bottom election, buttersmooth pump.

f

SP1Es2 "
MAGNUM CAL - $15.00 EXTRA

U.L Reg. $27.95

• Made In U .S. A

• Eatneetreng
action; 3 Ands of
solid debt
surround heed of
cartridge

swivels-out
checinerdig.

• ?Singed RIO,
needed
Itont $191114is

• Defuse grade el
the esehselling
boil.CdO
reeler the Ade in
at. U.S.A.

• thisI-selling

"Woodsmastor"
Center Fire
Autoloading
Rifts

"Wingmaster"
Pump Action
Shotgun

Bolt Action
Cinder Firs Rills

Bat Action
Cantw Firs Milo

Model 742

Model 870

Model 700 ADL

Model 700 SOL
"Custom"Doluxo

11319117115
Kemington-

.

SPORTING GOODS

V' t

Take a Shot at These

Akembigton-

_

n.

1.

Ir • 1

-

Co.
F..

s• 71,

"
SALE $10

Model P146
U.L Reg. $12.99

eniap-on Mohr* M
lteM
ot bet connect
or memo./ from the bow whhout tools. Fits MI
bows Slit, Stand side mount Neel drillings.
Made el virgin pelycerbonaie Owl .411 not
Week or crack. Oulor bolds 6 arrears in complete safety, with double thick broedheed
Shield, use RN or 114

COMPOUND BOW
QUIVER

KWIKEE

SALE

U.L Reg.$7.99

Fits all compound
bows. 4 pin model.

SIGHT .

-

$88
5

GUN &
BOW
TAPE
$4233

PRO-HUNTER

PRIDE

SALE

°O .0G.
2. rs 2.7 7.-

=''.<

U.L Reg. $89.95

8 Pack 29-30.31"

METRIC HUNTER

8 Pack 29-30.31"

METRIC MAGNUM

ALLEN

k

er

F
ur'

.L Reg. $16.99
SALE

ne

$1388

Par debt- et lett-liesnlod Weft".-Inlerdtammelsle wntfn
acgmmant
Drew woody illeivinkriedio healS nod -Hinged bow pane
perm. bow pressure to be dispersed comfortably No teno
gripping needed
kwedle - Slo.posis,nr bun Mote accommodates am
me hond
owner motels - Mat suriora in the hp provides sold
on endear Marrow tapered hp allows string to b. in line with
/fa ot any face anchor
ceneheseloa - Nylon and hardened mot steel Actual
tem- propramil life in ems.of'OO COD shots
Silent - Mechanism is rubbe•-custuoned at two positions
ailimmonng none

P286 ZERO SIGHT PEEP

SIGHT

•

QUIC1I RETRIEVE

SALE$4
"

88

U.L Reg.
$11.99

SALE $9
"

bonded models

left

•Rabbet coaled to protest bou
•Eaay. rnounl for o quelt CM up
• Auadable in both nghl and

Fits Most Compound Bows
•Unteror obiir mem/

Mounts East./ On
Tree Stand With
14" Boft
lincludiud With Holder/

r BOW HOLDER

U.L Rog.
$5.99

Now poop stiphi mummy without peep sight
hassles The emitteree non rotating peep
metes last end occurs,o shooting possable •
small rubber tube brings the Pet•P into •seict
alignment at fult Oren

Quick Retrieve Bowholder
leaves hands free
no more freezing hands

rseporni
"..*
Im teleisse
"&"'11...
For prrolse
.Ww4
ArlIpaMbia Meow - whets screw
.
01 .904,
,
adem
t sees 6111,01.0
*5 . nga m
bevel necessary ke release

-Menem It nit ng or
the hook premews ono
the strum
Aerteratek Mat parsons rasa/ rapper
hook and

ing
.,
"
str
..9.
ing7
..,
to travel:
"
a17
low
s...
wine
ar..
reliosted
..4.....
.
""
He Weight tine

•
Ridisr•- hetlAY on9.9e cod
toot•+se
book on bowstring bow sain and lire
Tour eves remain on kerma
More named dodders at tioe ars.Ilecono thr string in erigeged well ahead oi
5.band ono and shouiden rernom
in o comfortable snoighthrei locked
pawow leas short is required of
fraIl

HUNTING RELEASE

Include Youi
Pails

U.L Reg.
$14.69

$

Fire razor sharp stainless steel rotating broadheads. New concept - no
wind planning.
Pack of 4

BROAD HEADS

FINE TUNE
YOUR
COMPOUND BOW
ZERO k
$ 88 PEEP
INCLUDES: Fine tuning, aligning,
lubricating, and checking
your DOW.
Only
Puce Does Not

Let our factory trained serviceman. . .

$19"
RAZOR BAK 5

U L Reg. $26.89, SALE

U L Re.$37.49, SALE

$2788

ARROWS

ALUM INUM

mare-

GET READY FOR
SEASON OPENING

$700
SALE /

SALE

$13400
$79"

SALE $12400

SALE

BEAR WHITETAIL HUNTER

U.L Reg. $99.95

.
3.. "NO MAR"
CAMOUFLAGE

U.L. Reg.
$4.19

Right or Lett
Nand Model

Lett or Right
Nand Model

--BEAR CHEYENNE HUNTER

U.L Reg. $155.95

BEAR GRITLY II

U.L Reg. $139.95

POLAR LTD

S-A-L-E

COMPOUND BOW

1./..10•I £1.1120 Burns, R.

SPORTING GOODS

READY FOR THE HUNTING SEASON?

SB
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How Watering Affects Grass Roots

Homeowners' Guide to Energy Savings

Home insulation
for all seasons

1 IDEAL SITUATION

2. SATURATION

Adequate air-pore space.
with moisture at all
depths As moisture's lost
it is replaced

When soil, becomes saturated wilh moisture.
movement of air is
blocked Grass blades
tend to become limp with
roots ceasing penetration
and remain near the soil
surface

Illustration by
O.M.Scott IL Sons

3. LACK OF MOISTURE 4.
LIGHT WATERING
As drying out occurs. Plant
obtains slight, templant growth is stunted porary
relief with shallow
and tips brown Feeder roots
absorbing moisture
roots near the surface are at
the surface Normal
first to succumb and surface drying
with ingradually die back to adequate deep rooting
lower depths
Roots leaves plant in depleted
thrisie only at lower conditio
n and can result
depths where moisture t 11 severe damage
may be available

•HealthfG"rass Keeps Weeds
From Getting A Head Start
Keeping a vigorous, healthy
stand of grrtio is one of the
best ways for homeowners to
prevent weeds from getting a
head start in their lawns this
summer,and proper watering
and mowing are key factors,
according to Scotts-, the lawn
people.
As a general rule, keeping
your lawn green during the
growing season calls for about
one to one-and-a-half inches of

water per week. In hot, dry
weather this usually requires
watering every second day.
Clay soils may not require
water until the third day,since
they usually hold moisture
longer than sandy soils.
Water the lawn whenever
convenient - during the
daylight hours. Daytime
watering neither scalds the
grass nor causes an ap-

Questions help determine
the right kitchen for you
When a professional sits
down with you to design a
kitchen, he or she will ask lots
of questions to suit it to your
special needs.
• How many are in the
household? Are they adults,
teens or toddlers, and do you
have pets?
• How tall are you, and are
you right-handed or lefthanded?
• What secondary activities will take place in the kitchen area: dining, study,sewing,
laundry, entertaining, menu
lanning, plant care?.
• Do you want a greenhouse in the kitchen'?
• Do you shop daily, weekly or bi-weekly for food?
• Do you like to cook, to
bake, to can'and preserve?
The answers to such questions govern the layout of a
kitchen and its special facilities and conveniences because,
as the professionals point out,
every kitchen is, or should be,

preciable loss of water.
Mowing is important, too.
Mowers should be set to cut a
half-inch higher during the hot
weather. The extra foliage
will help the grass plant cope
with summer heat. It will also
let less light through to the
ground,so many weeds will be
shaded out.
Mower blades should be
kept sharp, so the grass plant
will be cut off cleanly, reducing water loss and susceptibility to disease. No more
than a third the height of the
grass should be mowed off at
any one time. More than that
is a shock to the plant.
If in spite of proper watering
and mowing, the lawn
becomes brown'and splotchy,
the cause may be disease or
insects. Controls are available
to cope with these problems,
and if the lawn needs feeding,
some controls are available in
combination with fertilizer.

a YOU kitchen.
It should express your taste
through the use of product.
and of color and pattern.
Also, a kitchen is a major
investment, so it's important
there be a meeting of minds all
the way from your first interview with a kitchen planner to
his last visit, when he makes
sure everything is OK.
One thing you should know
is that a kitchen needn't be an
all-or-nothing proposition. If
you find that what you want
is more than you can currently
afford, don't hesitate--tos=-cuss the problem with your
kitchen specialist.
Rather than settling for
second-best, why not remodel
in stages? Perhaps you can
replace the appliances now,
the cabinets later. Or take the
By ANDY LANG
opposite tack.
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?
The important thing, again,
is that your new kitchen be a
THE PRODUCT — A cyaYOU kitchen; that it be your
noacrylate adhesive with a
dream come true.
clog-resistant applicator.
Manufacturer's claim — That.
the applicator simplifies the
use of this type of fast-setting,
clear, strong adhesive ... that
only a single drop is required
According to the American Institute of Kitchen Dealers
to hold 5,000 pounds ... that it
,
nearly 4.4 million kitchens will be remodeled this year at a
resists water, extreme temtotal cost of nearly SI3.5 billion.
peratures and most chemicals
How much you'll spend to remodel your own kitchen
... that it is recommended for
deptrids upon whether the work is surgical or cosmetic, and
use on a variety of non-porous
how much of it you can — or wish to — accomplish yourself.
materials such as glass, steel,
For a professional evaluation and help with planning,instalaluminum, most plastics, rublation or both, write to the American Institute of Kitchen
ber and ceramics ... that there
is none of the uncontrolled apDealers for free directories of kitchen/bath specialists.
plication
and mess sometimes
One lists member firms throughout the 50 states, Canada
associated with this type of adand Australia, and the other lists individuals who are Certified
hesive.
Kitchen Designers.
The American Institute of Kitchen Dealers is located at 124
Main Street, Hackettstown, Ni 07840.
THE PRODUCT — An exterior finish designed for use
over weathered aluminum or
steel siding.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this refinishing material is a latex coating formulated to resemble the sheen, surface and
performance characteristics of
original baked-on enamels ...
that the new film minimizes accumulation of dirt, resists peeling, blistering and mildewing ...
and that colors are fade-resistant after a 30-minute drying period.

FREE DIRECTORIES

x,
PA Quaker

Maid Kitchen
will still be new,
when your new car is old.

;

THE PRODUCT — A sealing
system for doors.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this do-it-yourself kit includes
weatherseals for the perimeter

•.-e;- •

WORLD
BANK LOANS

takerTriaiD

Crew moss author slyer and lone
lasting moires and alcohol reeletee
tinier will never row•ernes Their
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err units rev right On,
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SERVICE
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•INSTALLATION
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
World Bank has approved
three loans to Brazil totaling
$302 million.
A $58 million loan will help
finance a program against
water and air pollution in the
Sao Paulo region. This is the
first concerted program in
Latin America to control industrial pollution in a major
metropolitan area.
A second loan of $130 million
goes to a water supply and
sewage project in the southern
states of Parana, Santa
Catarina and Rio Grande do
Sul. Another loan of $114 will
support the expansion of electricity services in the state of
Rio Grande do Sul

With increasing frequency,
greater insulating power
the topic of conversation at
Its a simple matter to deter
cocktail parties and backyard
mine the amount of insulation
barbecues has turned to the high
you need to bring your home up
cost of home air conditioning
to recommended levels.
and heating. Electricity, oil and
A three-and-a-half inch thick
gas prices have spiraled ever
fiber glass blanket equals R- II.
higher, fueled by external
Six inches equals R-I9. The Revents—shortages, deregula- . values
are additive, so that the
tion. OPEC action and other
and 6 thicknesses tofactors.
gether would yield an R-30.
Consumers have come to reIf your attic contains a
gard the energy crisis as a
blown -in type of insulation, it
personal one, because their
will be more difficult to assess
pocketbooks are involved. Yet,
the current R-value. However,
in spite of this, many have igif by measuring with a ruler you
nored their most effective line
find that there is less than 6"
of defense—attic insulation.
of insulation, you can safely
assume that more is needed.
Year-round savings
Once you've determined that
As a cold weather heat-saver,
you need to add insulation, you
irrsulation has established a
must decide upon the type of
well-deserved reputation. What
insulation to install. Joseph
is less well-known, however, is
Kimpflen, spokesperson for the
that insulation is also highly efCertainTeed Home Institute.
fective in reducing the amount
recommends that cmrsumers
of hot, summer air coming into
select a non-combustible proda home, thereby reducing air
uct with verified thermal perconditioning usage.
formance.
In fact, according to the
CertainTeed Home Institute,
Peace of mind
only in the very coldest areas of
Fiber glass insulation,(oresthe country are heating costs the
ample, is totally non-combustisole factor in determining the
ble. In addition to saving
amount of attic insulation that energy,
it offers homeowners
will yield a homeowner the
peace of mind.
maximum economic return in
As for
terms of fuel and dollar sav- criterio Kimpflen's second
n—verified thermal perings. As the chart llemon- forman
ce—a certification label
strates, in many areas cooling
from the National Association
costs are the key criteria.
of Home Builders is probably
Take, for example, a home in
your best assurance of the accuPhiladelphia, Penn., where
racy of the labeled R-value.
home heating oil costs about $1
NAHB regularly samples
per gallon. At that level, insulation rated at R-44 is recom- and tests insulation products of
participating companies and
mended, based on winter
certifies those that meet their
heating costs alone.("R" indithermal
performance claims.
cates the resistance to heat
If your attic already has some
flow—the higher the R-value,
insulation, and there is a plasthe more effective the insulatic, foil or paper "vapor bartion.)
rier" on the underside of it, new
But, the amount of insulation
vapor barriers are not needed
which provides optimum savand
should not be used, even if
ings in terms of heating and
more insulation is added.
cooling costs would be R-49,
since current electricity rates in
Simply add the new insulaPhiladelphia are more than 6,2
tion over the existing and. if
per kilowatt hour. Thus, the
fiber glass is used, be sure that
homeowner could justify insuit is of the "unfaced" variety
lation rated R-49 taachieve the (with no vapor barrier at.
greatest savings.
tached)
.•
Although the recommended
Any way you look at it;insuR-values differ, cooling costs
lation is a product for all seaalso dictate the amount of insusons and for everyone's pocketlation needed in many other
botok
parts of the country.
For additional information,
(Savings vary. Find out why
write to the CertainTeed Home
in the seller's fact sheet on RInstitute,
- P.O. Box 860, Valley
values. Higher R-values mean
Forge, PA 19482.

ON THE
of the jamb, a door sweep
which mounts on the door bottom and a pair of corner seals
for the bottom corners of the
frame where the other seals
join ... that the seals are invisible when the door is closed ...
and that they won't shrink,
crack, rot, corrode, fade or develop mildew.
I Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-

*

tical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1
I The adhesive is manufAtured by Borden Chemical, 180
East Broad St., Columbus, Ohio
43215; the exterior finish by
PPG Industries, One Gateway
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15722;
and the door sealing system by
Schlegel Corp., P.O. Box 23113,
Rochester, N.Y. 14692.)

Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We used to have a cesspool where we lived for many
years and were always bothered with having to get it
cleaned. Now we live in a
house with a septic tank. We
thought it would be troublefree, but a neighbor tells us it
has to be inspected at least
once a year to be sure it
doesn't need a cleaning. Is this
true?
A. — Yes. When there is an
excessive buildup of sludge in a
septic tank, it must be removed
to prevent a clogging of the entire system. While an annual
inspection is wise, it doesn't
mean that a cleaning will be
necessary. Some tanks go for
years without the necessity of
removing the sludge. How long
between cleanings depends on
the number of people in a family, how well the tank is working, whether the system is
being abused, etc.
Q. — I have to put down
some resilient floor tiles soon. I
know how to find the center of
a room with chalk lines, but I
don't know how to determine
whether the lines are at an exact right angle. I read somewhere about a sure method of
finding this out. Can you help
me?
A. -- After you have put
down the chalk lines, start
from the poisit where the lines
meet. Measure exactly 4 feet
along one line toward a side
wall and make a mark. Again
starting from the center, meanore 4 feet along the line towards the opposite Side wail.
Make a second mark. Once
more, starting from the center,
measure 3 foil toward one
the end walli".11sing a long niler or tape, lay• it between the
first mark and the third mark.
The distance should be exactly
5 feet. So should the distance
between the second mark and

the third mark. If those two
measurements are not 5 feet
each, you have made a mistake
and should find out what it is
before you go ahead. By the
way, if this method sounds
tedious, it isn't. The whole
thing takes only a minute or
two.

Q. — How do I get up masking tape that resists all my efforts? 1 put down some tape on
our living room floor when I
was painting the wall and left it
there a few days. Now it won't
come up and I an, afraid of
damaging the floor.
A. — Masking tape should always be removed quickly, preferably after the paint has set
but isn't yet hard. Go to an artists' supply store and get some
rubber-cement thinner. This
will loosen the adhesive on the
back of the tape and permit it
to be peeled off.
Q. — We intend to use a paint
remover to get off some paint
that has developed what looks
like an alligator skin. When we
refinish it's on a garage door),
how can this type of condition
be prevented?
A. — Alligatoring usually
comes from applying a finish
over an undercoat that has not
yet hardened. Another possible
cause is too many coats of
paint If the latter is the cause,
it will automatically be corrected when you use the paint
remover.
(Applying varnish, shellac,
lacquer,stain, bleach, remover.
etc., is detailed U-1 Andy Lang's
booklet,"Wood Finishing in the
Home," available by sending 35
cents PLUS a long, stamped.
s e I f-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P0 Box 477, Huntington, N.Y 11743. Questions of
general interest will be anin the column, but individual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)

Suggested insulation levels coast to coas

t

.1.1,11.ammo ••••••

Courtrhy (.rrthinTrrd Horn,'

!mail otr
TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH INSULATION
is
conditioning esiew,first locate the climate zone rerindomerided to conserve heating and air
where you live. Then,select the heating and
cooling costs closest to those in your area.
You'll find suggested insulation les els for your
climate zone and utility rates expreswed as H-value
s.
glass hint insulation. H•38 is 12 inches of insulati H.19 is the equiyalent of inches offiber
on.

The Homeowners Glossary Of
Energy Defines The 'Buzz Words'

If you're a homeowner and
in most cases, assures conREIROFTTITNG: Adding
think KWHR is a West Coast - sumers of getting
the R-value
items to existing homes. A
radio station, it's time to learn
they're paying for.(See defitypical "retrofit" package
otherwise.
nition of R-value.) It is sold
might include; increased attic
KWHR,or kilowatt hours,
in widths )of 15-16 in. or 23insulation, storm windows
is one of many "buzz words"
24 in, to fit between conand taulking around win:,
in the growing energy conservensional framing joists and
dowt doors and alT accesvation field.
studs in most American
sible construction Joints to
TO help the energy-conhomes, making it fast and
cut air infiltration:
scious homeowner know
simple to calculate the aR-VALUE:. A measure of
more about this field.Owensmount of coverage for each
insulating ability — gpplied
Corning Fiberglas corporapackage of insulation.
tion has put together this
to materials 41 construction,
Loose insulation must be
glossary of some of the most
windows, doors, framing
carefully hand poured or
frequently used energy-linked
members, concrete, etc.. as
pneumatically blown into
terms:
well as insulation itself. The
walls and attics to achieve a
higher the R-value, the greatAIR INFILTRATION:
desired R-value for each
This is the leakage into your
er the insulating power.
square foot of coverage. Inhome, through cracks and
structions for achieving the
THERMOSTAT:The temcrevices, of hot — or cold
coverage at a given R-value
perature regulating dial or
— air.it causes winter "heat
may be found on the packsliding gauge with which you
loss" orsummer "heat gain"
age,,but it still is very easy
can control the temperature
and a wdste of your energy
for do-it-yourselfers to make
of the heating and air-condollars.
a mistake during installation.
ditioning system. With some
BTU: Literally. British
When using loose insulation. ,
systems. such as baseboard
Thermal Unit. A measured
if is best to hire a qualified
heating, you can contra
of heat flow. One Btu of heat
insulation contractor who has
temperatures in every room.
is required to raise the ternbeen trained to install the
if you ask for individuak
perature of I lb.of water 1°F
material correctly.
thermostats.
I e.g.. from 59° to 60°1.
INSULATION CONTRAC- . VAPOR tARRIERS:
CAULK:To make a given
TOR: A specialist in the
Shields that resist the flow area water- or air-tight by
installation of insulation. Do
of water vapor through the
filling cracks and crevices
not confuse with a building
ceiling. walls and floors of a
— around windows and doors
or roofing contractor. Such
structure. Most blanket type
and where exterior walls
contractors are listed in the
insulation is available with a
meet the roof and foundaYellow Pages under "Insulakraft paper or foil facing,
tions. Caulking guns and
tion Contractors — Cold and
that acts as a vapor barrier.
paste are relatively inexpenHeat."
Unfaced insulation may resive and easy to use .
KILOWATT HOUR
quire the addition of a vapor
CHINKING: Filling in
KWHR1: A measure of the
barrier, such as foil backed
cracks and narrow openings
use of electric energy equal
gypsum board or polyethylwith leftover pieces of insulato 1.000 watts of electricity
ene sheeting, to the warmtion. These openings are •
used steadily for one hour.
in-winter side of the struc- ;
most often found around the
One KWHR will powers 100ture.
chimney and where attic side
watt bulb for 10 hours.
VENTILATION: The cirwalls adjoin the attic floor.
LANDSCAPING: The
culation of air into and out
CRAWL SPACE: The
planting design of shade
of a house so fresh air rearea between the bottom of
trees, shrubs and bushes. It
places stale. In winter. if your
the house and the ground.
not only can beautify the
attic and crawl space Id you
Usually two to four feet high,
home but also can help lower
have one)are not ventilated
crawl spaces are usually
fuel bills. According to the
properly. water vapor or
found in homes without a
climate, strategically placed
moisture can build up unbasement or a concrete slab
evergreen trees and shrubs
necessarily and may cause
base. Installing insulation on
can act as wind, rain and
condensation problems. When
the underside of the first floor
snow breaks in winter and
insulating your attic. Care
ithe top of the crawl space)
provide shade in summer.
should
wEAni
.
betE
ake
Rsmipp
nso youdo
lNG:
retards the loss of heat
NAHB RESEARCH
not lay batts over vents.
through the floor. Piping and
FOUNDATION,INC.LABEL:
heating ducts are often found
When this label appears on
Strips of metal, plastic, rubin crawl Spaces. Be sure to
a package of insulation, it
ber or felt applied around
insulate ducts to prevent loss
means samples of the matethe perimeter of all exterior
of heat; wrap pipes with
rial have been tested by indedoors and windows to stop
insulation to prevent them
pendent experts of the Naair leaks. Like caulking,
from freezing.
tional Association of Home
weatherstripping is easily
DOUBLE-GLAZING: A
Builders Research Foundaapplied and normally not too
specially made window contion, Inc.
expensive.
sisting of two panes of glass
PEAK LOAD PERIOD:
Forthore information and
with an air-space between
The time when the demand
advice on all areas of energy
to serve as an insulating
for energy is the greatest.
conservation contact your '•
medium. Or it can be a storm
Summer days and winter
local utility, or write: .1.H
sash installed over existing
nights are termed "peak load"
Meeks. Owens-Corning Fiwindows. Either way. the
periods in Many utility service
berglas Corporation. Fiberaddition of a second or even
areas. And, in some cases,
glas Tower. Toledo. Ohio
third) layer of glass helps plug
energy consumed during
43659 for a free brochuie
an important area of heat
peak load hours is priced at
titled "How To Bring Your
loss. Also, tinted or relfective
a premium.
Fuel Bill Under Control.glass may aid in reducing heat
gain in summer.
DUCTWORK: Passages
through which heated and
cooled air are distributed
throughout the house. Ducts
running through portions of
a house that aren't heated
or cooled, such as attics or
crawl spaces. should be
insulated to ensure maximum
efficiency.
•
EAVE VENTS:Openings
iround the perimeter of the
attic that allow an air flow
that keeps attics cool in
summer and prevents moisture build-up in the attic in
winter.
FILTERS: Porous barriers
inserted in beating and cooling systems to keep dust and
other contaminants from
being circulated in the living
area. Naturally, they become
clogged af,er a while and
lower the efficiency of the
Chelan Mini
system.
iv.. Flat
INSULATION: A material
ruse Prot
that resists the transfer of
heat. The more effective
insulating materials are those
with the higher resistance or
"R-values." Insulation is commonly available- in either
blanket or "bait" form,or in
a loose chopped-tip form.
The blanket •type is prelel S M Sirami
lionwp.Ry.
PN.A: MAIM
fabricated to yield a uniform
Nero News 7
8:13
thickness and density. which.

Blocks Decennial Coveter loc.
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All Seems Disappointed

A Review

'Xanadu' Is Olivia's
First Rock Musical
By KENT FORRESTER
Most of the People
magazines I browse through
while waiting at the supermarket check-out stand show
Olivia Newton-John trucking
down the street on her roller
skates or circling the latest
Hollywood roller-disco rink.
Evidently she worked her
will on the director of Xanadu.
She plays a goddess who lives
on Mount Helicon where its
evidently hard to rollerskate ), so when she visits earth, the first thing she does is
put on her roller skates to
boogie in Venice,California.
Her job is to inspire mortal
artists. Thirty-five years
earlier she had inspired a
clarinet player Gene Kelly )
to open up a little club in New
York, but he had let that
dream slip away. Now a hack
artist ( Michael Heck, whose
dreams are frustrated by his
job of copying rock album
covers, needs her help.
So the goddess inspires the
aging clarinet player to open a
ballroom and the hack artist
to decorate it in the style of
Art Deco.
This framework for the
musical numbers sounds a bit
better than it works out in
practice. The producer
shouldn't have spent all his

money on Newton-John. There
wasn't enough left to hire
some better minor actors to
help keep the non-musical
framework afloat. The scenes
in the art factory where the
hack artist works are particularly flat, and the comic
lines are delivered badly.
However, the music makes
up for the flatness of the plot.
The big numbers are visually
exciting and inventive, which
is due in large part to some
'fancy editing and camera
work. The show stopper is a
battle of the bands between a
punkish-looking rock band and
a Glen Miller era big band. It
won't lift you out of your seat,
but you won't be bored.
Olivia Newton-John doesn't
light up the screen. She's cute
all right, with her blond hair,
Cocker Spaniel eyes, and
breathy voice, but she's a bit
too girlish and cutsy-poo for
my taste.
But the movie has Gene Kelly, an animated cartoon stuck
in the middle that works, and
two or three big musical
numbers that won't disappoint
you.
I suspect you'll like it.

State Democratic Leadership
Satisfied With Group's Role

PUPS TAKE A CATNAP — Scorching weather in Hastings, Neb., didn't seem to bother
these three-week-old puppies that were gathered in a baseball helmet with carpeted
interior. The pups are the offspring of Snoopy, • dachshund residing at the Jerry
Fleener residence, of Hastings.
it1P Laserpbolot

First Convention Day Is Busy
One For Kentucky Delegation
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — The
first day of the Democratic
National Convention was a
busy one for the Kentucky
delegation.
When it was over Monday
PG rating: a few four-letter
night, President Carter's
words. Nothing to worry
representatives in the Kenabout.
tucky Democratic delegation
delivered 38 votes Monday
night for the president on the
rules issue.
And Kentucky Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., who was perhaps
the busiest person of all,
decided to pass up at least one
speaking opportunity to give
threw the politicians out of of- someone else a chance to talk,
fice."
his spokesman said.
The governor said' the
The 38 Carter votes were
said
teachers need a voice and
'you're beginning to know how pledged to him on the first
ballot as the result of Kento use your muscle."
The reception was arranged tucky's presidential primary,
by Steve_Wilson, who said that which also gave Sen. Edward
450 NEA delegates were in- Kennedy, D-Mass., 12
delegates.
yited.
Wilson, a brother-in-law of
But it appeared at the outset
former Kentucky Gov. Julian that perhaps one Carter supCarroll, has a $28,500-a-year porter, Charles Horton of
job as coordinator of the Louisville, might balk at
special events for the new ad- voting in favor of binding all
ministration.
the delegates on the opening
He handles tasks for Mrs. ballot.
Brown, who is active this week
Aware of this possibility,
here, as well as the governor,
Chairman
such as arranging a promo- State Democratic
said that if Horton
tional outlet for Kentucky arts Bob Cobb
along with the Kennedy
and crafts in well-known went
Cobb would switch his
forces,
stores.
department

Gov., Mrs. Brown Host
Reception For NEA
Delegates At Convention
NEW YORK (AP) — In a
reception with distinctive
Kentucky touches, Gov. and
Mrs. John Y. Brown Jr. paid
their respects to several hundred educators who are
delegates to the Democratic
National Convention.
In a room in the Empire
State Building, the Browns
held a. reception Monday for
the National Education
Association in what was
described by the goverrr's
aides as a gesture of appreciation.
Brown, the leader of Kentucky's 50 delegates to the convention, used the occasion to
push for President Carter.
"Let's go out and sell Jimmy Carter, he needs our
help," the Kentucky governor
told the teachers.
The reception had a mild
Kentucky aura. Mint juleps,
definitely on the weak side,
were served, along with ham
sandwiches — not country
ham, but the boiled or baked
version.
Brown aides said the Kentucky Democratic Party paid
for the affair, but he had no
estimate on the total cost.
As a lone banjo player
strummed tunes such as "My
Old Kentucky Home," the
teachers waited patiently for
Brown and his celebrity wife,
a former Miss America.
Finally, they arrived, about
45 minutes late, to resounding
applause, the flashing of
cameras and a warm welcome
from the delegates.
Phyllis Brown spoke first
briefly and then said: "Now
introduce you to the man I
fell in love with one and a half
years ago."
Brown said that the Kentucky Education Association
had been his biggest supporter
during last year's guber•natorial campaign when we

Why pay 500/0
more for a
copier than
you need to!

The new—and very reliable—
B Dick 990 plain paper copier compares to equipment testing 50kt more
The 990 has all of th t Most
wanted features of machines
costing 50.,, more—including
the versatility to make 11' 17'
comes copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind
• 01 paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

116 NORTH 7TH
247-5912
MAYFIELD

place with a Kennedy
delegate.
That turned out to be unnecessary. After talks with
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., the
delegation leader, and Dale
Sights of Henderson,the president's contact man in Kentucky,Horton went along.
Brown and Sights told a
reporter later they were happy about what they called the
"unity shown among the Kentucky Carter delegates."
On the national convention
floor, the attempt to open up
the convention and allow
delegates to vote as they
pleased failed in a roll call
vote.
Brown had called for an emphatic rejection of an "open
convention" and Cobb, when
asked by a delegate Monday
how he felt, drew applause
when he said "You don't
change horses in the middle of
the stream," supporting the
governor's view.
In a caucus earlier in the
day, Al Smith of Russellville,
now the federal co-chairman
of the Appalachian Regional
Commission, gave a fiveminute speech on behalf of
Carter, who appointed him.
There was a pitch for Kennedy by another speaker,
from Florida, and a supportor
of Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie of Maine asked the

Kentuckians to "please think
of Muskie if you find the convention deadlocked."
Meantime, Brown, who is
scheduled to speak to the national convention for a few
minutes Wednesday night,
decided to skip giving another
address on energy earlier that
day.
Frank Ashley, his press
secretary, said the governor is
concerned about taking the
limelight from other governors who have had no chance
or opportunity to speak.
"The White House wanted
him to ( defend the president's
energy program)," Ashley
said, "and he was glad to and
prepared, but he'd like to give
someone else the chance."
Brown has been busy at the
outset of the national convention.
He made several appearances Monday morning
for interviews with national
The
and
magazines
Economist of London. Then he
was host at a reception for
several hundred teachers who
are delegates and alternates
to the convention.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Kentucky's Democratic leadership expressed satisfaction
with the state delegation's role
in Monday night's rejection of
an open national convention,
but one prominent guest seemed disappointed by it all.
Retired heavyweight boxing
champion Muhammad Ali, sitting behind Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., commented that it
was his first time at a national
convention.
"It's something I want
nothing to do with," the famed
Louisvillian said of the proceedings in general. "It's too
complicated, it's too tricky,
it's too deceiving."
Ali said that he was interested in religious and
spiritual matters anyway,
though he did not go into
detail. •
"If he got into politics, he'd
be president someday," said
Ali's good friend, Brown.
"Vice president," Ali
responded. "That way, I won't
get shot."
Ali, sporting a thick
moustache, said the governor
had invited him to the convention. In a brief interview, he
also referred to Louisville as
"the greatest city of all
times."
If Ali was bored and puzzled
by the fight over whether to
free all Democratic delegates
to vote as they pleased, that
was not true of Brown and
Dale Sights of Henderson, the
president's contact man in
Kentucky.
Before watching the proposal go down to emphatic
and
bury
defeat,
Massachusetts Sen. Edward
nomination
Kennedy's
chances in the process, Brown
and Sights carried out some
gentle persuasion — by their
version — with several
recalcitrant Carter delegates.
Although the president had
38 of Kentucky's 50 delegates
because of the outcome of the
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Country Style
Bacon
$1 22

—Consider the children's interests when loading the van.
It may be a good idea, for example, to load the youngsters'
furniture last. That way it can
be unloaded first — giving
them something familiar in
their new home as soon as
possible and also keeping
them occupied while you take
care of the rest of your possessions.

lethal gas present at any fire
is carbon monoxide.
"The products of PVC
disintegration do not have any
greater hazard than any other
product that would decompose
by fire," Cleveland
said.However, on cross examination by Stanley Chetley,
lead attorney for the vic rris,
Cleveland said he had not done
experiments on the effects of
hydrogen chloride on humans
or on the thermal degradation
of PVC.
Cleveland also conceded
that some of the supper club
victims showed signs of
pulmonary edema or fluid collected in the air sacs of the
lungs, which can be caused by
Inhaling high concentrations
of hydrogen chloride.
"Pulmonary edema may be
produced by literally any
other substances that are irritants to the respiratory
system," Cleveland said.

ROSE MONT,Ill.(AP)— Independent presidential candidate John B. Anderson, saying his campaign is going well,
says he probably will give up
politics if he loses the
November election.
"I won't rejoin the
Republican Party," the
Rockford congressman said
Monday in an interview with
the Des Plaines Suburban
Times. "That would be a
betrayal to my independent
campaign. If I lose the election, I will probably retire
from politics."
The interview was conducted while Anderson was
waiting for a flight to
Rockford to visit his 94-yearold father, E. Albin Anderson.
The presidential contender
later flew to Chicago to spend
the night before returning to

Washington today, according
to Mark Youngholm, Anderson's Illinois field director.
Anderson, who first ran for
president as a Republican,
said his campaign effort was
progressing well.
"We've already raised
about $5 million," he said.
"The summer is slow, but we
are optimistic that we will
reach our $15 million goal.
"We've qualified in 32 states
Washington, D.C.,
and
already, and I am confident
that we will be on the ballots in
virtually all the states in
November."
If elected, he said, "I will
act like an independent ... and
put together a coalition of
Republicans and Democrats
in my administration. That's
the purpose of ray campaign
and our unity theme."
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GIBSON HAM
COMPANY
100% Ground
Beef Patties

touch. Plan a going-away party.
—Help your children learn
about their new city. Give
them an extra map if you have
one. Contact the Chamber of
Commerce for information
about climate, population and
local attractions.
—Let your children help
clean and pack. Don't throw
away any of their possessions
without explaining why.

Beverly Hills Autopsies
Show No Gas Death

Anderson Says He Will
Give Up Politics If He
Loses In November
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Grown-Up Military Kid Writes
Book On Traumas Of Moving
By IAUISE COOK
—Tell your children about
Associated Press Writer
the move as soon as possible.
Ann Banks grew up in a
"Children can usually sense
miltary family. She moved 11
when something's going on,"
times before she was 14 years
the authors say. "You don't
old. And each move brought
want ... your child to hear
new fears and new worries.
about the move inadvertently
Ann Banks is now an adult, from neighbors or friends."
but she hasn't forgotten what
—Don't hide your own
it's like to be a child on the
doubts about the move. Point
move.
out the advantages of moving,
In an effort to make things
but help your children
easier for today's youngsters,
understand that it is normal to
Ms. Banks and Nancy Evans
be sad about leaving a
have prepared a book just for
familiar environment.
kids. It is called "Goodbye,
—Tell your children's
House," and it includes secteachers about the move as
tions where children can write
soon as you tell the children.
down their feelings about leavThat way, the teachers will
ing one home for another,
understand if your children's
places for pictures of new and
behavior changes or if they
old friends and suggestions for
are unusually unruly.
coping with a new house, a
—Try to ease childrens'
new school and a new
fears about leaving friends.
neighborhood.
Remind them they can keep in
Children are encouraged to
include all their observations
— listing the bad along with
the good. As the child fills in
the book, he or she "will gain a
sense of mastery over the new
environment and the feeliing
of overwhelming newness will
diminish," the authors say.
CINCINNATI (AP) — Dr.
Ms. Banks said most Frank Cleveland, who perparents recognize that moving formed autopsies on some of
can be traumatic for
the 165 who died in the Beverly
youngsters. "But it's hard for
Hills Supper Club fire,
of
kinds
the
them to imagine
testified he knows of no death
things kids would worry
attributable to hydrogen
about:' she said. Moving day
chloride, a toxic gas given off
is also a "time when parents by burning wire insulation.
have their own problems..."
Cleveland, Hamilton County
"Goodbye, House," is
designed for children 7 or 8 coroner, testified for 15 wire
years old and up — "depen- insulation manufacturers in a
civil trial in U.S. District
ding on how sophisticated they
Court on Monday.
ar&'.' ,
Attorneys for the victims of
The first page has space for
the youngster to draw a pic- the May zs, 1977 fire contend
ture of himself or herself. that hydrogen chloride —
"This is me and my book," released when polyvinyl
reads the opening line. chloride, or PVC, in wire insulation is heated — con"Everybody else keep out!"
tributed to the deaths.
The last two pages of the
The insulation ihakers conbook are designed for
grownups. Readers are advis- tend that many gases were
present during the fire and
ed: "Cut this out and give it to
carbon monoxide was proyour mother or father."
bably the most prevalent.
Here are some of the sugCleveland said the most
gestions for parents:

state presidential primary clarification," Sights said. "It
last May,there were a handful was no tough problem."
The last person to go along
of Carter followers who balked
was Charles Horton of
at a closed convention binding
them to vote according to the Louisville, who, according to
Brown, did not like the idea of
primary outcome.
Brown had urged the punishing a wayward delegate
delegation to defeat the open for straying from the Carter
convention resolution, and
"I told Horton I'd like to see
even had gone so far as to indicate he might consider the Carter delegation unified
ousting Carter delegates who in Kentucky."
So it was, and Brown and
disobeyed their instructions.
"But I had no big hangup on Sights expressed gratificathat, really," the governor tion.
Phyllis Brown, the goversaid. "We should look at the
situation in the next mini- nor's wife and a former Miss
convention."
America, sat with the state
Brown said he and Sights delegation Monday night even
talked to several concerned though she was merely a
Carter delegates — the Ken- guest.
A Brown aide said Mrs.
nedy delegates favored opening the convention — and con- Brown took the place of it.
vinced them of the need for a Gov. Martha Layne Collins, a
delegate who was expected to
binding vote.
"The people wanted some arrive here today.
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Sides Of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender $1 39
Lb

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N.

Hours:
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7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601
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Lb. Hamburger Steak
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$1 52
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Business, Trailers,
Houses Damaged
In Storm Winds

A floor was torn from its trailer and blown across a field at Roberts Trailer Court.

A trailer, in Roberts Trailer Court, off Highway 94 East, almost is torn in half following very high winds Monday night.

Debris from several trailers in Roberts Trailer Court was scattered during the storm.

Thunderstorm
Hits Several
Areas in State
Continued From Page One)
Monday and were accompanied by
winds recorded at 53 miles per hour, according to the National Weather Service.
The Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
said 12,000 to 15,000 homes lost power in
the Louisville area after utility lines
were felled by trees and high winds.
On the midway at the Kentucky State
Fair in Louisville, all the rides' lights
went out and venders were forced to
close.
The lights were extinguished twice
during the World Championship Horse
Show at Freedom Hall on the state
Fairgrounds.
More than 20 people and two horses
escaped injury when 100 feet of an 800foot tent collapsed during the storm at
the Fairgrounds. The lent extended
from the warm-up rings behind
Freedom Hall to the barn area. The accident forced postponement of the show
for several hours.

W.E. Harden, stall manager for the
horse show, blamed the collapse of the
tent section on high winds and panic
among spectators.
"There was just a wall of people that
came through trying to get out of the
Midway," said Harden. "They were
running toward the East Wing. Just
look over there at all the shoes they left
behind."
A radio dispatcher for the Louisville
Public Works and Services Cabinet
estimated that more than 80 trees were
down in the city. He said about onehalf
of those were causing problems and
that crews would be out all night clearing the streets.
Several cars stalled in high water on
Louisville streets.
The 80-foot tower of WUOL, the
University of Louisville's FM radio station, was blown off the top of Strickler
Hall and the station stopped broadcasting about 8:30 p.m.

_

The top of a carport collapsed on a 1978 Cadillac Eldorado during high winds in the storm Monday. The house is located where
on Highway 94,formally White's Camper Sales.

A tree was uprooted and the roof was blown off the house of Prentice and Mddell Holland. Mrs. Holland
was injured in the storm and taken to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

The stoma caused extensive damage to Holland Mcdors Sales, next door to the Holland home on Highway
94 East. Damages have not yet been estimated

••••
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Single Women,25-49, Find Shortage Of Men
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - To
Roma Gans, it's not her fault
she's still single at age 37.
"It's difficult to meet men,"
she said. "And it's really difficult to meet the type of man I
would like to establish a relationship with. As you grow
older, there are fewer and
fewer men."
Her complaint is echoed

throughout an evolving class
in American society Upwardly mobile single women.
Ms. Gans, a placement
counselor at Columbia University, is in many ways typical
of this new class. She earns a
good living, pays her own bills
and lives alone.
And her complaint has
merit.
The US. Census Bureau
reports that between the ages
of 25 and 49, American women

the shortage of men is most
serious for this class of professional women which the Labor
Department says grew by 50
percent - to 8.4 million between 1970 and 1978.
Paul Secord, a University of
Houston psychologist, said the
problem is that today's career
woman, like her pre-liberated
sister devoted to home and
family, still prefers a man
with at least as good a job and
education as she has.
And because women traditionally marry older men, the
25-to 35-year-olds born during
the post-World War II baby
boom are competing for the
far fewer men born earlier
when the birth rate was lower.
"It's called the marriage
squeeze," Secord said. "For
women who want to marry
Festival goers have a treat across or up, there typically
awaiting them on Saturday aren't enough men to go
afternoon, Aug. 16, when the around. The trend will conCountry Trend musicians give tinue as women's9 earnings
a free concert from 1-3 at the rise."
"It's kind of like a kingdom
Fulton City Park.
Country Trend, composed of with a lot of princesses,"
women's
four singers and five musi- Manhattan
cians, performs country, counselor Sharon Bermon
gospel and comedy music. said. "Who can they marry?
Hailing from Marshall Coun- They can't all marry frogs."
Secord said that 95 percent
ty,.this musical group is fast
becoming known in western of the professional and executive men the new
Kentucky.
American princesses would be
interested in are already married, compared with only 80
percent of the semi-skilled
male workers.
"Meanwhile, the women
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)who are well educated are the
The Country Music Associaleast married," he said.
tion has lined up singers Bar"Who's left over in the marbara Mandrell and Mac Davis
riage market are the real
to host its nationally televised
sharp women and the real dull
awards show, a spokeswoman
men," Ms. Bermon said.
says.
While reaping the economic
CBS is to broadcast the 14th
advantages of 15 years of
annual awards program live
women's rights, some women
from the Grand Ole Opry
as
House on Oct. 13, and a na- see the marriage squeeze
tional network of radio sta- an unexpected and unwelcome
side effect.
tions will also air the pro"It's very definitely created
ceedings, CMA Executive
a backlash," Ms.Gans said.
Director Jo Walker said MonBut even if feminism has unday.
The appearances by Miss fairly raised their expectations of combining career and
Mandrell and Davis will mark
the first time a man and marriage, Ms. Gans and most
other single professional
woman have co-hosted the
to
show since its first broadcast, women would not go back
the traditional wifely role.
when Roy Rogers and Dale
"Twenty years ago, a
Evans were the emcees.
outnumber men by nearly 1.2
million. Among single, widowed, divorced or separated people, Ms. Gans is one of 13
women for every 10 men in her
35-10-39 age bracket. That imbalance is further weighted
because more men than
women are homosexuals or in
prison.
Under age 45, there are
three divorced women for
every two divorced men. Twothirds of the people who live
alone in this country are
women.
But because of population
trends and cultural traditions,

Department Asks Why
Workers Leave State Jobs Country Trend To
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)The Kentucky Personnel
Department is trying to determine why state government
employees leave their jobs,
while other former state
workers are questioning why
they are now among the ranks
of the unemployed.
Mike Robinson, deputy personnel commissioner, said
Monday that the hundreds of
layoffs which have occurred
since January are not related
to the questionnaires being
mailed to 200 other former
state workers.
The program has to do
with the thousands of other
people leaving state government," Robinson said. "We're
trying toget a better handleon
why they leave."
He added that about 5,000
people have left state government since the beginning of
the Brown administration. Of
that total, "about 800 have
been layoffs," Robinson said.
Acording to a release from
the Personnel -Department,
the questionnaires ask the
former workers their reasons
forleaving, what kind of work
environment they experienced
and the supervision of the job
they had. They also seek
general biographical information.
Personnel Commissioner
Dick Robinson was quoted in
the release as saying the ques-

tionnaires, "will help us cut
down on the turnover rate and
help us in our recruitment
because we can identify the
reasons people either like or
don't like to work in state
government."
It also can help raise
salaries, the commissiober
said, because if the department can show that more pay
is luring state workers away
from their jobs, the department will be able to justify
asking the Legislature for
higher salaries.
The Brown administration
has said that state employees
who have been laid off will get
first crack at any jobs which
become available.
But, according to Mike
Robinson, the laid-off workers
don't always have the
qualifications for other positions which become available
in state government.
The state has particular difficulty attracting employees
in more technical areas, he
added.
Mike Robinson said the
department did consider the
timing of mailing the questionnaires -they were sent out on
July 25 - in view of the
layoffs. And he conceded that
"maybe it was not the best
timing.".
But, he added, We wanted
to get the program started at
soon as possible."
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women are looking to younger
men.
"A lot of women are becoming to act as quickly as possiing more flexible because they
By NEIL McLAUGHLIN
ble in an effort to have a
Associated Press Writer
have to," said Susan Cohen,
head of a sports-oriented
CHICAGO (AP)- The new preliminary or final report
singles club here. "And special" cbunsel for the ready for the Senate the probe
younger men are better able Senate's Billy Carter in- before November and
minimize its impact on the
to relate to older women. vestigation has promised"
They're more sensitive."
thorough and fair investiga- presidential campaign.
Its first report is due Oct. 4.
Sharon Hall, 36, a Park tion" with results "as quickly
Tone, 57, said he had put no
Forest, Ill., bookkeeper and as poasible." And the chairmother of three who was man of the investigating sub- conditions on his employment
divorced two years agt:i!said committee says he wants it all by the subcommittee, but added that he had received "an
she mostly dates men between over by Election Day.
Former federal judge Philip oral guarantee of impartiali26 and 32 because older men
tend to view women more W. Tone's appointment was ty" in the conduct of the intraditionally.
announced Monday at a news vestigation.
Bayh said he believed Tone
She said the squeeze may be conference in the offices of his
could help conduct the intightest for single mothers: law firm, Jenner & Block.
vestigation "at a pace that
"Many men become inhibited
"We intend to conduct a will expedite it, but ... at a
when they start thinking about
thorough and fair investiga- pace that's prudent and not
three kids."
Besides dating younger tion and to find the facts and rushing to judgment."
The white-haired Tone is a
men, some women are giving report them as quickly as
former judge of the U.S.wkup - at least for now - the possible," Tone said.
He said he and Michael District Court in Chicago and
idea of getting married.
Among 26-year-old women,for Davidson, staff counsel of the the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of
instance,the number of never- special Senate Judiciary sub- Appeals.
Since resigning from the
marrieds has doubled since committee, will prepare an
outline of the purposes and federal bench in April, he has
1970, to one in four.
While Roma Gans and scope of the investigation to be resumed private practice with
millions of others are not par- presented to the committee Jenner & Block. He said he
will continue to serve as a
ticularly pleased at the pro- early next week.
Hearings are scheduled to partner in the firm while he
spsect of never marrying, she
works for the committee.
says no man is better than one resume Aug. 19.
Tone said he is a registered
The subcommittee is inwho doesn't fit her only halfjesting formula for the perfect vestigating Billy Carter's ac- Republican and usually votes
ceptance of $220,000 from Republican, but he said he has
marriage:
"Two workaholics."
Libya, his delayed registra- not participated in GOP action as a foreign agent for tivities since becoming a
Libya and any involvement in federal judge in 1972. He was
that relationship by President nominated to that post by
former President Richard
Carter's administration.
The president said during a Nixon.
Initial reaction to Tone's apnews conference last week
that his brother's relationship pointment was favorable. Sen.
dleston; Mrs. Lily Vincent of with Libya did not influence Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., the
the U.S. Department of his administration in any way. ranking minority member of
Agriculture, Office of GovernSen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., the suboommittee, called
mental and Public Affairs; chairman of the subcommit- Tone "an outstanding judge
Mrs. Francis Jones Mills, tee, also appeared at the news with a national reputation who
Kentucky Secretary of State, conference and said the in- will bring his experience to the
Frankfort, representing Gov. vestigation is taking place in a investigation."
Bayh confirmed that the
John Y. Brown Jr.; and Jere "highly charged political encounsel position had been ofGriggs, Tennessee commis- vironment."
sioner of agriculture,
"The timing of this par- fered earlier to former
representing Gov. LaMar ticular investigation could not Watergate prosecutor James
Alexander.
be worse as far as conducting F. Neal and that Neal had
The poolside hospitality the kind of investigation we turned it down. Neal reportedhour at the Holiday Inn is must conduct," Bayh said. He ly felt he had too much pressscheduled for 10:30 a.m., Fri- said the subcommittee is try- ing business.
day, Aug. 15, to be followed at
11 a.m. by a country ham
brunch in the dining room of
Small
the Inn. Sen. Huddleston and
other distinguished guests will
participate in the Latin
American Friendship pro2. Notice
gram. Admission for the
2. Notice
public is $5.50 and may be purBible Facts. Free Store for the
If You
chased beginning Aug. 5 at
needy. 759-4600.
Them
Need
Citizen
Senior
Fulton's
489-2414
Airport
WANT AD
Center.
Ambulance. . . 753-9332
CLASSIFICATIONS
Then the Banana Town Tour
Comp. Care . 753-6622
Listed here is a ready reference
will include the industrial
Fire (City)
911
that will quickly help you locate
parks of Fulton and South
looking
the classification you are
Fire (County) . . 753-6952
Fulton followed by parfor
Foster Parents . 753-5362
I. Legal Notice
ticipants' choice of Ferry753-5131
Hospital
2. Notice
Morse Seed Co.; Turner
Hum. Rts. Cam 753-0849
3. Card of Thanks
Dairies; Wayrnatic; HIS.;
Humane Soc. . 759-4141
4. In Memory
and Laine's Vineyard and
Learn To Read. 753-2288
5. Lost and Found
Fulton's
Winery, one of
6. Help Wanted
753-NEED
Needline
9. Situation Wanted
newest industries.
Parents' Anon. 753-1792
Opportunity
Bus
10.
Poison Control 753-7588
At 4 p.m., the Festival of
II. Instructions
Police
911
Friendship reception will be
12 Insurance
Rescue Squad . 753-6952
held at the Fulton Country
13. For Sale or Trade
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
14. Want To Buy
Club with musical entertain15. Articles For Sale
753-3151
Sheriff
ment by Only Fair Blues Band
16. Home Furnishings
State Po1.1-800-592-5401
from Memphis. Tickets for the
17. Vacuum Cleaners
This list of telephone
reception will also be
18. Sewing Machines
numbers is published
19. Farm Equipment
available at the festival ticket
through the cooperation of
20. Sports Equipment
office for $3.50.
The Murray Ledger & Times
21. Monuments
Musical
22.
and the Social Concerns
23. Exterminating
Committee. Readers are
24. Miscellaneous
urged to clip the list and
25. Business Services
keep it handy near the
26. Pi Radio
telephone.
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
NEWSPAPER
31. Want To Rent
OFFICE HOURS
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
32. Apts For Rent
The Murray Ledger I.
33. Rooms for Rent
I E TV
°PALEN
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
34. Houses For Rent
I •
35. Farms For Rent
Street, is open for business
A
A
36. For Rent Or Lease
A
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A
A
37. Livestock-Supplies
A
Monday through Friday and
31. Pets-Supplies
S
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
39. Poultry-Supplies
S
A
MIN 40. Produce
111•
Saturdays.
I
A
a
A
41. Public Sale
These hours include the
A
A e
42. Home Loans
I
A MA
A
business office, classified
43. Real Estate
A
AN
C
•
44. Lots For Sale
department,
advertising
45. Farms For Sale
I
advertising deportretail
Sale
For
Homes
4i.
MIEN • API
ment and circulation
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
deportment.
49. Used Cars
49 Celebes ox
37 Spicier
At times other than
50. Used Trucks
40 improve
50 Highway
those listed above the of51. Campers
43 Compass pt 54 Before
fice is closed for regular
92. Boats and Motors
45 Pronoun
56 Expire
53. Services Offered
57 Sea eagle
47 European
business even though
14. For Trade
58 Deposit
country
newsroom and production
SS. Feed And Seed
45 Ford
81 Preposition
employees may be on duty.
51. free Column
57. Wanted
that
request
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
HAPPY
placing calls to the
BIRTHDAY
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
HILARY
for the newspaper departFrom: Granny &
ments ore:
Aunt Caroline
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Classified Ads. . 753-1916
Circulation. . . . 753-1917
New 4' it 8' NonDisplay Ads . . . 753-1919
Electric
Spinning
Accounting. . . 753-1916
Daisy Portable Signs News & SpOrts 753-1918
Buy wbolesale $195.00
The,Meresy.
$296.00 1.
(Retail
Changeable letters.
Ledger a Times
501-70,2222.

Banana Festival Plans
Governors'Day Aug. 15
Plans for one of the
highlights of the Banana
Festival, Governors' Day, are
rapidly approaching finalization with committees working
tirelessly to complete details
for assuring gracious
hospitality to Latin guests and
government dignitaries wno
will arrive in the Twin Cities
during the week of Aug. 13-16,
the dates of the 18th Annual International Banana Festival.
Many activities are planned
for Friday, Aug. 15. There will
be a hospitality get-together, a
brunch, a tour of "Banana
Town," and a reception to acquaint visitors with area
facilities.
General chairman and coordinator for scheduled events
of Governors' Day is Rita Mitchell, president of the local
Chamber of Commerce.
Assisting her in individual
capacities will be Sara
Bushart, in charge of the morning social hour and brunch at
the Holiday Inn; John
Sullivan, Betty Lou Thomas
and Terry Kephart, in charge
of the Banana Town Tour; and
Elaine Forrester, in charge of
the Festival of Friendship
reception at the Fulton Country Club. Miss Cindy McDade,
hostess princess and her court
will assist at all functions.
Distinguished visitors to
the Twin Cities will include 15
Latin American students,
termed Amigos, accompanied
by their chaperone, Mrs.
Elena deProano; Kentucky
Senator Walter D. Hud-

s, CLASSIFIEDADS!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

LbAl
BUMSTEAD, I'M
SICK OF YOUR
CUTTING TI-IRU
MY BACK YARD
EVERY
MORNING

woman would have gone to
bed wth one person and then
married him," said Karen
Wagner, 27, a banker. "Then
she would wake up at age 40
and, oh my God, this wasn't
the person she wanted to be
married to."
"I don't think women want a
man so badly as to go back to
the old ways," Amy Pearlinutter, 26, a New Jersey school
teacher, said. "Being submissive doesn't get you
anywhere."
Besides, she said, marriage
and family nowadays are a
supplement rather than a
substitute for working.
"When your career is moving, going somewhere, there's
no way you're going to let a
man step in and mess things
up," Ms. Pearlmutter said.
"I'm not going to sit around
waiting to live my life until
I'm married."
"Maybe our standards are
getting higher," said Cindy
Squire, 27, the administrator
of a Chicago environmental
center.
"It's the expectations of
women versus the dating problems of men," Ms. Bermon
said. "Some men are
threatened by bright women."
With the nation's median
age for women now 31.5 compared with 29 for men, many

1

Special Counsel For
Billy Committee Vows
'Thorough Investigation'

.,WITH A
NOWNDEO

T.

ACROSS
1 Ventilates
5 Misplace
9 Cudgel
12 Lath
13 Spoken
14 Beverage
15 Needy
17 Se note
18 Afternoon
awn
19 Stopper
21 Essence
23 Suggestion
27 SPeraish article
28 Renovate
29 Insect egg
31 Recede
34 Areas
35 Depicts
38 Diphthong
39 Crowd
41 Female ruff
42 Desert spots
44 Printer's
rressue
46 Watt mattes
48 Liquid
51 Let it stand
52 Ernest
53 Faroe Islands
whIrtaind
56 Slags
weepers
59 Fermis dew
00 Eked coming
62 Intend
83 Jug handle
64 Negite
66 Lases
DOWN

TOMORROW: ACW
NAPPENEO.

1 aesn's name
2 Mali
3 Mile steep

5 Tree of forgetfulness
6 Conjunction
7 Uncle 8 Lamb's pen
WITS

9A
10 Appellation
01 Athena
11 Rip
16 More Slug20 Male geese
22 Tellurium
symbol
23 English baby
carriage
24 DNorce city
25 Preposition
28 Falsehood
30 noun's of
speech
32 Vegetable
33 Singing voice
36 Seine
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. Notice6.Help Wanted

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
1

News. Society ond
Sports 753.1918. Retail
Display advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display, Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.
0

000 0 0 50

ITS A
FACT
!Free gilt wrapping is a
;specialty at:

. Starks
Hardware
12LTI$ Poplar
753.1227
9 0 WI tUIr

0.111.X.0 4_10

Og

Glass work- Auto glass installed, aluminum and glass
store front work, window glass,
plate glass, and insulated
glass, storm door and windows,
and patio doors. Truck mirror
and windshields replaced. Pic'Lire framing and mirrors, cut
• .) size or shape. M & G Complete Glass and Fix-it Shop,
816 Coldwater Road. Phone
753-0180; 753-2798 after 5
pm.
Greek Corner, Final Clearance
on all merchandise! Closing the
door August 15th. Dixieland
Center
Reward for information as to
the whereabouts of Luther
Wilkerson formerly of Rt.3,
Murray. KY. Write to G. Bryan,
P.O. Box 2426. Paducah. KY
42001.
Store fixtures for sale! Display
cases. islands, glass shelves,
storage shelves. Hermes engraving machine. Greek Corner,
Dixieland Center, 759-1269, 10
to 5.

22. Musical

32./Ipls. For Rent

Used Spinet piano for sale
Part time dental assistant, 3 New piano for rent Paris' first For rent 2 or 3 bedroom apartdays per week, no experience and finest music store Leach's ment, extra nice, edge of town,
necessary. High school grad (901)642-6463
available September 1st Call
minimum. Send complete
753-4632
24.
Miscellaneous
resume to P.O. Box 32 E
Small furnished apartment,
Part time or full time help in Chimneys, all full triple wall $85 per month, married couple
stereo store Someone to learn pipe, 6"x30", $20 99: 8"x30", only See at 407 S 8th St.
bookkeeping. Also good on the 529.99, 8", $41 99. Walllin
Two bedroom duplex, for coulatest music hits. Send resume Hardware, Paris
ple or single Refrigerator,
to P.O. Box 32 F.
Concerned about food costs' stove, and water
furnished.
Then
don't
be
mislead
by
a
few
Substitute teacher needs
Good location. $145 per monweekend
specials.
It's
total
the
babysitter in her home 753th. Call 489-2595.
that counts. Check Big John's
6445
everyday shelf prices. They are 33. Rooms for Rent
Sitter in my home for 2 the lowest everyday.
Rooms for rent, 1 block from
children, 7 30-3 30, Mon-Fri
Custom Leather Work Moc- University Call 759-4909 or
Call 753-0372.
casins, sandels. and clothing 753-1812
Hunting gear available. Also 34. Houses For Rent
hides, including buffalo Beads
-POSITION OPENand bead work. Call 753-9736. For rent 3 bedroom house,
753-9240
Part time; Full time.
New moped, won in contest,
For
rent: Panorama Shores, 11
Looking for individual to
worth $509, will take, $350,
miles east of Murray. Quiet,
work with high school
Call 753-1575 after 5 pm.
scenic view, tastefully remodeland college students.
26. TV-Radio
ed 3 bedroom, I bath, Large
Contact Jim Gibbs,
For sale Kraft Sport Series 5- great room, one year lease. No
733-6256.
channel proportional radio con- pets $295. 924-5307 or 436trol outfit. Frequency is 75.640 5387.
MH2. Transmitter has dual Two bedroom partially furnish9. Situation Wanted
joystick controls with in flight ed house. _No deposit. 437In-state college student will trim controls, battery meter, 4617.
babysit afternoons and nights, and one on-off channel for Two bedroom, 2 bath house for
retractable landing gear. Flight
Call 753-9630,
pack has receiver, battery pack rent, overlooking Kentucky
Will do macrame Can make and 4 servos. Used less than 10 Lake, central heat and air, den
hanging tables, hangers, etc. hours. Charger included. $300. with woodburning fireplace,
garage. All appliances furnishReasonably priced. Call 759- 753-8121 after 5 pm.
•
ed. Strout Realty. 753-0186.
1155 after 4

1

27. Mobile

41.1ea1 Estate
HERE'S
YOUR
CHANCE to own a
part of Mother Nature
without being out a lot
Of cash!! 23 rolling
acres on GravesMarshall County line
Just north of Hwy. 80.
Road frontage on East
and West side with two
building sites. Tobacco base and barn. Only
$18,500.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Pardons & Thurman
insuranc• &
Real Estate
Southside Court Souor e
Merrily, Kentucky
753-4451

5.

n

JOHN SMITH

"
fl BOYD-MAJORS.

L.

REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Pridessrunal srrsiCeN
Frierid6 I inn It

wi h

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

STROUT Mint,INC.
ser.owe Ike
Ti, keeler, mt. 1900
la•Mor, bw9er weal srliert
FARMS • HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
Listings needed, Offices
Coast to Coast Buyers
from Everywhere 'Free
Catalog
STOUT REALTY

WOODED ACREAGESMARR'STYLE
Brand New-Listing This quality 3 BR., 2
Bath B.V. home
located just 2 mi. N.W.
of Murray. Large
family room, living
room, huge walk-inclosets, central gas
heat, central ele, air,
beautifully landscaped, huge trees.
Close-in but still in
country. In immaculLte condition,
over 2400 Sq. Ft,
$64,900.00.

Home Sales
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do 1974 24'x52' Baywood, 3 36. For Rent Or lease
012c=i7rZlil41116
bedroom, 2 bath, all electric, Two bedroom unfurnished
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.
Mur,919 KY
on large lot in duplex apartment. Call 75310. Bus. Opportunity unfurnished,
East School district. $18,000. 8067 after 5 pm,
Have a highly profitable and Call 753-2467 after 4 pm.
beautiful Jean Shop of your
For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2 37. Livestock-Supplies
OWN YOUR
own. Featuring the latest in
lots. Call 436-2262.
OWN BUSINESS
One year old Hampshire boar,
Jeans, Denims, and SportCommercial Property
swear. $14,500 includes begin- For sale: 12x50 mobile home 753-2418
in , a good location
ning inventory, fixture and on private lot, one miles from Pony for sale 753-6632.
(S ic-Drive-Ini lots
training. You may have your city limit on Roy Graham Road.
of equipment with
store open im..as little as 15 For appointment call 753- 38. Pets-Supplies
buWdirg
Interested
days. Call any time for Mr. 3533.
AKC registered Toy Poodle pupcall 753-8080 for more
Wilkerson,(214)631-4022.
HOME
One 12x60 and one 10x55 Call pies Four AKC registered Toy
information. Will conSWEET HOME
Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753- Poodle breed dogs. Very small.
14. Want To Buy
sider lease.
Call 753-7851 after 5 pm.
Nice home situated on
1551
Want to buy .old milk bottles
lkt
acres,
in
the
counmarked City Dairy PH Thornton, 1978 12x60 Two bedroom, Basic and Advanced dog obe753-8080
try but yet close to
electric with central heat, dience classes. All breeds and
Murray, KY Call 753-1761
town. Two bedrooms,
ages. Professional instructor.
$5000. 492-8585.
-Want to buy tie timber and
large living room and
436-2858.
Always wanted a home with
1971 Wheeler, 12x50, 2
veneering Call 753-5592
kitchen. Fenced lot
small acreage? This is an exbedroom, gas heat, central air, Dachshund puppies, 6 weeks
with stable and shed is
Wanted. A used Coke or Pepsi $5000.
cellent opportunity because
Continuous cleaning old. Call 474-2325
ideal for horses.
machine. Call after 8:00 pm, gas stove.
5.1t and Found
the land is highly productive
$100. 437-4540.
Wanted
Female
German
753-9059.
$33,500.
and the house is sound. New
Lost: English Setter, female, 8
28. Mob. Home Rents Shepherd to be bred to male
roof, deep well. 5 outbuildings
years old, white with lemon Want to buy: Pianos, pump
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
ECONOMY
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
ticks. If found please call 437- organs. Harry Absher, 1-444- For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in 474-2346
SPECIAL
Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
lendable, 2 in timber
9972.
4755 or 489-2428.
Yorkshire Terrier puppies. Will
Newly remodeled
Homeplace and buildings ocMobile
homes
for
rent:
2
15.
Articles
For
Sale
6. Help Wanted
be ready week of August 16th
cabin near lake on two
cupy about 2 acres. Call 753bedroom, fully furnished, $130
489-2651.
600 foot steel cable half inch,
1492 at Century 21 Loretta
acres. Large rustic
per month. Excellent location.
50t per foot. Chevy 350 head,
Jobs. Realtors and let us show
great room, eat-in kitPoultry-Supplies
39.
Call
753-8964.
SALES MANAGER
300 hp, $150. Evenings 759you this farm today. Located
chen, range and
Mobile home, fully furnished, Laying hens for sale. Call 436OPENINGS 25,000+
1739.
Lynn Grove area
_
refrigerator
included.
cablevision, natural gas, air- 2745.
$18,500. Phone 753G.E. hand carry room air- conditioned,
Business Opportunity! One
newly
decorated,
40. Produce
Local Tennessee comconditioner. 4,000 BTU, like
1222. Kopperud RealStop--gas, restaurant, grocery.
city limits. 753-2876.
pany is expanding its
new. Also 20" floor fan, like at
ty.
ice cream parlor, ice dispenserFor sale Watermelons and
Trailers for rent, couples only. cantelopes Any amount Pete
operation into this
new. Call 753-5008.
-This profitable business could
area. We have imbe yours. For further informaKarat diamond ring solitaire See Brandon Dill at Dill's Valentine 642-4439
Trailer Court.
mediate openings for
tion call 753-1492. Century 21
with matching band, 14 K. ApPeaches for sale, 3L2 miles
qualified sales people
Lorettalobs Realtors.
praised $730, will sell $200. Two bedroom trailer for rent, west of Lynn Grove, follow the
Li) represent our cam'
/
2 miles east of Murray, $125 signs. Will open Wednesday
Also 15.000 BTU Hotpoint air- 11
Cannibal Casserole! Price
pany"Iust have good
conditioner, power saver unit, per month, plus deposit Call morning. 753-2329
chewed to the bone! You'll
personality and neat in
11
used one season. $275 Call 753-1852
know it's a goo
hen you
41.
Public
Sale
0
appearance, and the
753-5954
ii-Tbedroom
see this
Two bedroom, central heat and
/SALTY
desire to grow with the
brick honiced at $33.000.
Two wheel trailr, heavy load air-conditioned, natural gas, Backyard sale! 811 North 18th
753-1222 Call
company. For per753-1492, Century 21
construction. $225. 753-0366 new furniture and carpet, Street, Wednesday and
Thursday. Lots of collector's
sonal interview conLoretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
cablevision. 753-5209.
after 4 pm.
items, antique china cabinet,
for Glenda.
tact: Rick Conger,
16. Home Furnishings 29. Heating-Cooling
vanity dresser, household items
Holiday Inn, South
For sale by owner 2 story
PERFECT
12th Street, Murray, Admiral refrigerator with ice We buy and sell used air- too numerous to mention, at
apartment ideal for rental proreduced
prices!
conditioners.
Dill's
Electric,
STARTER
maker,
$175
Phone
753-6851
KY,Thursday, August
perty or young married couple
753-9104.
HOME
Garage sale. Tools, garden
14th,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
For sale Plaid couch and chair,
Call 753-7382 after 5 pm.
_
.
and
attractive
Neat
tools, canning jars, fishing
in earth tones. Excellent condi- 30. Business Rental
%is N.
western cedar sided
equipment, and much more.
tion. Call 753-8295.
Large building for rent. 4 bays Thursday.
ANOTHER
home that could be
August 14th, from 9
Addressers wanted immediate- Frigidaire washer, excellent in front, hoist. 2 back bays, ex- AM 01 7 PM only. Across from
NEW LISTING!!
just the home you've
ly! Work at home, no ex- condition, 5 table lamps, one tra large room. Call 753-8581 Church of Christ, Hazel, KY
4 bedrooms, central
been looking for. Theror see at 808 Coldwater Road. follow the
perience necessary. excellent floor lamp 753-3589
gas heat, central air,
signs.
windows, carmopane
• pay. Write American Service, King size
double carport, paved
waterbed, $100 Inport, with concrete
. 8350 Park Lane. Suite 127. cludes mattress, frame.
Mini
Moving sale! G.E. frost-free
drive, attractively
and
driveway
and
corner
Dallas, TX 75231.
refrigerator, single bed. matlandscaped. Super
platform. Call 753-6157.
Worohouso
lot location are a few
tress, box springs Antiques.
energy efficiency. 1707
Earn $50.00/ hunder securing, Westbend room humidifier.
of the extra nice
Spars
Storage
oak
captians
chair,
marble
top
stuffing Envelopes. Free
Magnolia.$50's.
Automatic and portable, $35
end table. oak mirror frame, features. Offered in
details, reply: HomeworkersFor Root
the upper 530's.
753-5992.
copper
fire
extin.,
wood
bore,
Excellent location,
S12Y. Box 94485, Schaum
753-4758
other tools
Many other
17. Vacuum Cleaners
close to University and
burg, IL 60194
POCKETBOOK
household items. Must gol
shopping. 4 bedrooms,
Mature family man to manage New Eureka Industrial vacuum
PLEASER
Priced to sell. 492-8944.
cypress siding. Low
local full service service sta- cleaner, retail cost is $250 32. Apts. For Rent
home
for
Ideal
the
utilities. $43,500.
Must sell, make an offer. 759- For rent 2 bedroom duplex Three party yard sale, Wednestion. Phone(501) 544-2572.
small family, located
Toys,
1207
apartment, heat pump plus all day, 912 Bagwell
911114,41 753-3443
residential
on
a
quiet
MANAGEMENT. Looking for
children's clothes, nic-nacs.
MON W1•••••••.. t33.474
street. This 1b2 story
people who have experience in 20. Sports Equipment appliances furnished. 753- miscellaneous. 9:00,
thowtailia. 4•01••••.
teaching, selling, management Remington 700 BDC 7mm 5791.
home has a living
753-9374
or have owned their own magnum with 4x12 Bushnell
room with fireplace,
business. Must have self-image variable. $275 Days 759-4710,
dining room, family
Murray Calloway
and be able to handle large in- nights 753-5037
room, central gas heat
We offer a
County Realty
come. Send resume with phone
garage.
and
one-car
number to P.O. Box 3492, S & W 38 sp "Airweight"
(502)7534146
reduced
Price
to
Discount
Cosh
%
.5
bodygaurd. 2- barrel, conceal30111 12th St
Jackson, TN 38301.
on doctors prescriptions.
$33,000. Phone 753-1222
ed hammer. blue, $225 F.I.E.
011wrroy Np 42071
Headquarters
in
Murray
Kopperud
Vitamin
Realty.
NURSE. Immediate opening for 12 guage single barrel shotgun.
ii..-V1t3t3M303M3S3MXIMSSIVIMs
A full service Drug Store since January 1st
RN or LPN. Apply in person. 28- barrel, full choke, with
1995
501 North 3rd, Paducah, KY cartridge belt and 1 box no 4
Phone 753-1231
Stk Maio
bucshot, $55 11 ft Aluminum
42001 Mon-Fri, 8-4. E.O.E.
Jon boat, $85. 753-8121 after
Need sales people for home pm
k
6
parties in Princess House, Inc
WE CONTROL
22.
Musical
Hand blow and lead crystal
Small investment 901-479- Black upright Yamaha piano
TERMITES
1701
perfect condition. $800 or best
Also lommehold, lawn indoors and metsloors and
NURSES. RN or LPN, needed offer 767-2349
Trees
EXfor 3-11 and 11-7 shrfts
New and used Baldwin piano
CELLENT salary and benefits and organs, Lonardo Piano Co
FOR DEPENDABLE
Call Care Inn of Mayfield today across from the Post Office
Prefessional Pest Coatrelat 247-0200
Paris, TN.
Well kept two bedroom home on Sycamore. This has (1
National Company needs sales
large living room, dining room kitchen and o garage
. • people to work in Calloway
Outside storage for your garden tools Large lot Near
SPINET CORSOLIF'PIA/40 FOR
County and surrounding counshopping area. Priced to sell NOW!
SALE Wanted: Responsible
Terinnes You spend thousands of dollars for a home but never think
ties Come by and talk to Ernie
pert, is take •wr plume. Can
about termites they cause the most damage next to fire Have
Tyree at Eagle Inn Motel, 517 S
your home treated now, 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Con.
be seen Maly. Wrfte m.'
John C. Neubauer,Realtor
12th Murray or call him at
trol, 100 South 13th Street Murray, KY Over 33 years experience
Powers, les an, Carl*,
753-6706 Tues • Wed , or
1111 Sycamore 753-0101/7531
MINN;62231.
Horne owned and operpted
Thurs., 9 AM to 11 AM

KOPFRUD
srstrv
753-1222

_112.

I•

Dale & Stubblefield
1

401w

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control, Inc.

I BLOCK FROM
UNIVERSITY
Large stately older
brick 2-story residence
with much more quality than is normally
seen in contemporary
homes. Central gas
heat and central electric cooling. 2
fireplaces, outside
bar-b-que grill, 2-car
carport and large
covered stone patio,
separate garage. A
unique home and an
unusually good home
buying opportunity for
you! $73,000. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
LOW INTEREST
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Beat the inflation
crunch by assuming a
low interest Veteran's
Administration Loan
on this 4 bedroom executive home located
in
excellent
neighborhood.
Economic central gas
heat, formal dining
room, 11 closets, den
with fireplace, and
cool central electric
air conditioning make
this residence a comfortable
and
economical family
home. Offered in the
mid $70's, through
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
Four bedroom home, near
MSU, aluminum siding, gas
heat, lot 300' deep with good
garden spot. Seperate garage
and workshop Only $18.000
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724

44. Lots For Sale
Lots Bagwell Manor Subdivision. Water and sewege Excellent. Call 753-4389 or 7535960.
Two lots. 100x200, Highland
Oaks Subdivision, Almo, 7532681.

45. Farms For Sale
Nine acres of land with new
well and septic tank. in
Calloway county $10.000 Call
856-3975.

46. Homes For Sale
By owner 4 bedroom house in
country. newly carpeted
downstairs
Stove
and
refrigerator On one acre
$21.500. Call after 5. 7531804.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. New 4
bedroom house, extra nice Will
take trade-in of smaller house
or consider any reasonable offer Call 753-3903 Can be seen
anytime
Two bedroom frame house, all
appliances, wood burning
stove, in city. Cheap! Cell 7539785 work or 753-8404 Ask
for Mike
Three bedroom house for sale
by owner Large living and dining room. 2 fireplaces
530.000 40% down, will
finance balance at 7% with low
monthly payments
Call
between 7 and 10 PM, 7539279.

47. Motorcycles
For sale 1972 Triumph 650
Bonneville motorcycle 474
2741
1979 650 Special II Yamaha
in mint condition $1550 Call
753-1217
1978 Yamaha XS-IL fully
dressed sharp! Call 753.4441
after 9 pm
1978 Yamaha DT 125 Enduro
excellent condition, less than
1000 miles. $650 Call 753E432

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars
1972 Ford Gran Torino Sport,
power, air AM-FM tape, best
offer 1704 Main, 753-8560
King automatic wood heater,
brick lines, cast iron grates and
doors, lift off cook surtace top.
$259.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris
1976 Monte Carlo, extra clean.
stereo. maroon. Call 753-6802
or 436 5366
1973 Olds Delta 88, 4-door,
power steering, brakes, and air,
340 engine, one owner 52,000
actual miles. Excellent condition 753-8124
1978 Z28 Camaro with T-top
air-conditioned, power, Craig
power play. $4500 492-8585

50. Used Trucks

Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Gall Sears, /532310 for free estimate
K & K Stump Removal Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps" We can remove
stumps up to 24- below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs, Call 753-7203
COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers, Tillers Chainsori
Service
GUOr 0(1,1'
work Will pickup and dec
753-4564,

fast

1979 Chevy Luv, 4 wheel drive
Take over payments 492-8585
1970 Jeep truck with topper
$1800 Call 753-5889
1973 Chevrolet truck, ii ton.
heavy duty with factory built
utility bed, 350.2 barrel. Good
condition $1395 753-4174

51. Campers

ROOFINA
C•nesn•rcial
and
Residential, Shingle
and bvilt-.p roofs
References, all work
goaranteed. 7594.512
or 751.11159.

1976 Starcraft pop-up camper,
sleeps 8. excellent condition Licensed electrician Prompt
Call 753-6432 after 4 pm. efficient service Qualified for
$1600 or best offer
heating and cooling repairs
52. Boats and Motors free'estimate Call 435-4391
Bass boat, 1640 Procraft, 150 MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
hp V6 Mercury motor, excellent driveways and small Jobs a
condition, best offer or will speciality, also patching and
consider trade. 753-4487
seal coating. 753-1537
35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer Need work on your trees" ToppSedan Cruiser Make offer. Of- ing, pruning, shaping, comfice (314) 748-5561. home plete removal and more Call
(314)471-8188,
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
For sale 35 hp electric start professional tree care. 753Johnson motor, boat and 8536
trailer $1900. Call 753-9235. Need any white rock, gravel, or
soil' Also for all types of
53. Services Offered top
backhoe work call Custom
All work guaranteed Air- Backhoe, Wade Herndon.
conditioning: appliance repair, owner, 753-7565
plumbing.' Experienced Call
Painting and remodeling, tree
753-8950.
trimming and topping, odd
Atchisons Painting Service, in- lobs Call 7,53-9736
terior and exterior, paperhanging Also general house repair. Piano tuning; rebuilding.
Free estimates. References fur- refinishing. Band instruments.
nished All work guaranteed. new used, complete repairs
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313. Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Harry Absher, 1-444-9972 Call
the professional, 21 years exWedding Photography: When
perience
we print your ghotos we also
blend science and ore to give a PHILLIPS ALUMINUM
AND
you quality prints at comVINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years expetitive prices.
perience. Paducah, KY. 898g CARTER STUDIO O 3873 or 443-7365.
I 301 MOM
753 8298 a Refrigeration, air-conditioning.
and electrical repairs. Bob's
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- Refrigeration Service, Hazel,
ing
and
maintenance. KY. 498-8370.
References. Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948 Stop! For all your repair needs.
roofing, carpentry. plumbing
after 5 pm.
and electrical work. Look No
Barn painting, Tops or sides. More. Call Joe 753-9226 after
Free estimates. 759-1987,
4 pm. We'll do your lob large or
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs -Will small. All work done to your
do odd jobs, including trimm- satisfaction.
ing and cutting down trees, Will do plumbing, aircarpentry, construction. and conditioning, painting. carpenyard work. Free estimates. low try. concrete, and roofing. 753prices Inquire at 209 Walnut 2211 or 753-9600
Street. Murray. anytime
Will haul driveway white rock
Concrete and block work. Block and Ag lime, also have any type
garages basements, driveways, of brown or white pea gravel.
walks, patios, steps, free Also do backhoe work Call
estimates Charles Barnett, Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-5476.
753-6763.
Carpet cleaning. References. Will do light hauling Call 753Reasonable. Quaranteed. Call 8119 or 436-2455 or 753753-9736.
9337
CARPET CLEANING, free Wet basement' We make wet
estimates, satisfied 'references. basements dry, work completeVibra-Vac,steam or dry clean- ly guarenteed Call or write
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning Morgan Construction Co.
/53-5827.
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
Fence sales at Sears now. Call KY 42001, or call day or, night.
Sears, 753-2310 for free 1-442-7026.
estimate for your needs.
Will do custom tobacco sprayForeign parts and American ing. Call 753-4095.
parts repair. Call 474-2325
57. Wanted
Guttering by Sears. Sears con- Wanted Female roommate to
tinous gutters installed per share duplex, L. mile from
your specifications. Call Sears campus Call Janice at 753753-2310 for free estimate
4121 between 12 and 8
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
20/ WeI,et Strwol

NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price
HAIRCUT $1.25

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 730 til 500
PIKE SHAVE 75'

Molt,. a 9a.s•(90, plea. Cal 731 1603 49.9 ...99.91999
Mal. 14991.

49. Used'ii
Car batteries. 36 month
guarantee 80 amp. $29 99 exchange 60 month guarantee.
95 amp. $3999 exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris
1978 Camaro, light metallic
blue, white interior, AM tape.
tilt. air. $4500 759-1958
1965 Dodge' Dart, good condition. $300 Call 753-8611
1980 Datsun B-210, 2,500
riles 75_1101. .
For sale 1979 El Camino
Power steering, brakes, air.
AM-FM, lift and cruise Excellent condition Low mileage
Call 328-8751 after 5 pm

,
1 11
This attractive brick home is located on a choice corner lot on Doran Rood. It has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fo er, living room, dining room, kitchen and den. Centr gas heat Air conditioning, stove, refrigerator,
dis washer and disposal. Newly decorated throughoOt,
nobly priced in the 540s Coll

John C. Neubauer,
Realtor
753-0101 er 733-1531
for in oppointoost
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Rites Today At
Elm Grove Church
For Mrs. Maupin

Charlie W. Adams
Dies Today With
Funeral Thursday

The funeral for Mrs. Hilda
Maupin of 841 Hurt Drive,
Murray,is being held today at
2 p.m. at the Elm Grove Baptist Church, where she was a
member, with the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins and Elder Arlie
Larimer officiating. The
music is by the church choir
with Bobbie Burkeen as
organist.
Active pallbearers are
James Donelson, Cary McClure, William H. Maupin, Jr.,
Wayne Maupin, Mike
McDonald, and Terry Cooper.
Honorary pallbearers are
Albert Crider, Aubrey Cook,
Alvin Futrell, Walt F'ulkerson,
Keys Keel, and Charles M.
Burkeen.
Burial will tollow in the
church cemetery with the arrangements by the J--. H:Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Maupin, 78, died Saturday at 6:28 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Hattie Mae
McClilre, Warren, Mich.; one
son: Harold Maupin, 11line;
five sisters - Mrs. Oatman
Cohoon, Murray, Mrs. Clint
Bugg, Shashone, Idaho, Mrs.
L.L.Swift, Paducah, Mrs. Joe
Clark, West Paducah, and
Mrs. Walter Rinehart,
Gerome, Idaho; two brothers,
Holland Roberts, Franklin,
Tenn., and Jerre11 Roberts,
Murray; six grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren.

Charlie W. Adams of G3
,South Side Manor, Murray,
died today at 6:15 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 72 years of
age.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs. Martha Bishop Adams, on Feb. 25,
1979. A retired farmer and
school bus driver, Mr. Adams
was a member of the Mason's
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Born Dec. 20, 1907, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Calvin Adams
and Ella Burton Adams.
He is survived by one
brother, Parvin Adams, Murray Route 2, and one nephew,
Brent Adams, Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 11 a.m, at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist. Burial will follow
in the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10 a.m. on
Wednesday.

James J. Wright
Dies On Saturday
James J. Wright, an
employee of the Paschall
Truck Lines, Murray, died
Saturday at his home. He
resided at 5704 Southland
Boulevard, Louisville.
Mr. Wright was 58 years of
age.
Funeral and burial sePvices
are being held today in
Louisville..,

rriereiellieltWOOKIMI

Two TVA Directors Favor Rate Increases
By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP)- Calling
it an investment in future economic
growth, two of three Tennessee Valley
Authority directors favor two 13 percent rate increases within the next
eight months.
But the third board member says the
nation's largest utility is forgetting its
mission to supply cheap electricty and
should first cut energy research and
other costs before again raising the
bills of its 2.8 million customers in
seven states.
After hearing reports Monday that it
will take 21 percent higher rates to
balance TVA's books in 1981, Chairman
S. David Freeman and Director
Richard M. Freeman came out in favor
of tsvji 13 percent increases, one in Octobeftill the other in April. An earlier
proposal called for a single 21 percent
rate increase in October.
"I feel the greater equity lies with
helping people who have to heat their
homes in the winter," David Freeman
said. "But people should understand
it's going to be upwards of 10 percent
when we face an angry constituency
again in April."
Director Bob Clement, who lost a 2-1
vote in opposing a 10.8 percent rate increase last April, said the Freemans'
support of a smaller increase for October was heartening.

But the former Tennessee
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
and son of a former governor said he
couldn't support any rate increase until
TVA demonstrates it can make
sacrifices.
"We can no longer afford a 2 percent
research and development budget, $80
million to $100 million worth of consulting contracts..., expanding staffs,
unchecked
budgets, sabbatical
leaves.. and other niceties," Clement
said.
The three TVA directors are to take
final action on the increase Sept. 2
following Aug. 21 hearings in Knoxville; Nashville; Memphis; Chattanooga; Tupelo, Miss.; Huntsville.
Ala.; and Hopkinsville,Ky.
A 21 percent rate hike would raise a
typical consumer's bill for 1,00(
kilowatt-hours of electricity from $34.4;
to $41.85 in October. The two 13 percent
increases would raise it to $38.95 in October and to $44.01 in April.
An average well-insulated, electrically heated home uses about 2,000 kwh a
month in the winter, TVA officials say.
David Freeman said a third of the
rate increase would go toward paying
the $1 billion annual interest on TVA's
mounting debt in building six new
nuclear power plants at a total cost of
$20 billion.
"It's a pretty harsh picture for the
ratepayer," he said. "But the bottom

Two Sentenced In
District Court On
Shoplifting Charges

...Kentucky News In Brief...

(RI
PLACEMENT
AUUE.
IDE WITH US. Arraignment Set
For Man Charged
In Lake Drug Raid

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. public comments and comservation Service; Richard
AP)- The U.S. Army Corps plaints on the proposal until
Wengert, supervisor of the
Daniel Boone
National of Engineers has recommend- Sept. 4, according to an Army
Forest; Cary Kays, commis- ed a floodwall for Greenup, announcement.
The Gree up project was to
sioner of the Department of Ky., be eliminated from a list
be an earth-and-concrete
of pending projects.
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
The recominendation was structure 23 feet high. Higman
Also named to the committee were Stan Head, director sent ro the Corps' chief said anticipated benefits from
of the Division of Con- engineer in Washington. Col. the project would not have
price
servation; Dr. Bart Thielges, James H. Higman,Huntington juStified its $3.1 million
District engineer, will accept tag.
chairman of the University of
Kentucky Department of •
S
2° /041:11wA 02=1.•
Forestry; Bob Bartley, presi-: Men•ATINTAISITAIIPI° 10:
% •
dent of the Kentucky Forest •
Industries Association; state
•
I
•
Commerce Commissioner
•
Jack Segell and Ray Mackey,
president of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation.
Robert Raisch, area director of the U.S. Forest Service,
will discuss the importance of
coordinating state, regional
and national forest planning at
1965 C• HEV. C20-PICK-UP
the committee's first meeting
•
• Blue
shift,
iatard whasa
Aug. 18.
sid?
. 0 Ivesotandamme
• sanwwithtiv

II
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Hume Road in Fayette County
between U.S.60 and Kentucky
57 will be reopened to traffic
Thursday.
The road has been closed
since May, 1979 to allow for
construction of bridges over
164 as part of a $17.8 million
project to upgrade the 164-175
interchange east of Lexington.

radio, 63,0001T4 s.
•

Must Bring Ad To Purchase At Sale Price
keep That Greco GM ieel.A wali Genuine GM P0,1

.1T
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
753-2617

641 South
a" Maff.
Alie"a40"ad

4:
s

We Accept Visa
Master Charge
Layaways

Phone
753-3642

Livestock Market

Stock Market

Miller Funeral Home

hiring freece, reducing the number of
TVA publications and cutting all expenditures not directly related to power
production.
David Freeman said he would look at
Clement's proposals, but that cutting
costs is already TVA's top day-to-day
priority. "Cost cutting doesn't come
from talking about it," he said. "I have
some ideas of my own, but they're not
ripe enough to talk about."
Despite higher costs. TVA expects to
sell 4'o percent less power in 1981 that it
did this year. Parris said the recession
is responsibile for Most of the decrease.
The projections assume the first
reactor at the new Sequoyah nuclear
plant near Chattanooga will begin
. generating electricity commercially in
November.
When TVA started building nuclear
plants in the mid-1970s, it predicted a 7
percent annual growth in the region's
power demand. Those annual estimates
have since dropped to 2 percent, and the
agency last week, in what officials said
was a close call, decided to continue
work on 10 reactors with four deferred
indefinitely.
The Freemans, unrelated,said TVA's
electric rates will continue to rise faster
than inflation for the next two or three
years, but then should drop to equal or
below annual increases in the cost of
living as more nuclear plants begin
operating.
,>..75!NallirAralair5r7.15055044.40.4a,

Debora Riggins, Charleston,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)FRANKFORT, Ky. API Mo., and Frances Hemphill,
Paducah, were sentenced The state Transportation "Questions and Answers for
Monday in Calloway County Deparatment said access to the '80s" will be the theme of
District Court after pleading the Louisa-Ft. Gay Bridge the fifth annual Governor's
guilty to several counts of from the "point" on Ky 3 Conference on the Environtheft of under $100 on shoplif- North will be closed to traffic ment Oct. 1-3 at Fort Mitchell.
beginning today.
Jackie Swigart, secretary of
ting charges.
The move is aimed at ex- the state Department for
Riggins, charged with five
counts, and Hemphill, charg- pediting completion of the new Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, said
ed with six counts, each bridge.
The access will remain clos- the conference will examine
received one year in the councritical environmental issues
ty jail on each count to run ed until Aug. 22.
A new bridge was opened to facing Kentucky during the
concurrently. The court will
consider probation after each traffic June 24 except for the next 10 years.
Among the topics slated for
serve 30 days. They each paid approach span from Ky 3.
panel discussions are oil
court costs of $25.50 and made
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- shale, hazardous wastes,
Arraignment has been set restitution, according to court
The Appalachian Regional forestry, water pollution in
for Aug. 26 in Henry County officials.
(Tenn.) General Sessions
Terry Lynn Morris, Almo, Commission has awarded a construction areas, synfuels,
Court for a man charged in pled guilty to driving on a $175,000 Kentucky Land public participation, the
connection with the June 17 revoked license, attempting to Development Loan to A-1 designation of lands unsuitable for coal mining and
drug raid at a house near Ken- elude an officer, reckless driv- Builders,Inc. of Somerset.
The private developer is the the conversion of agricultural
ing and running a stop sign.
tucky Lake.
Edward Eugene Rodgers, in
Morris received 30 days in first recipient of funds from lands to other uses.
More than 500 persons, inwhose house on Route 2, the county jail on the revoked the loan program. It will use
We'll show you
Buchanan,Tenn., the raid was license charge and 60 days on the funds to construct water cluding environmentalists, inhow to broaden
made, was arrested and the eluding charge. He was and sewer lines to Northland dustry representatives and ofreleased on $20,000 bond in fined $100 plus court costs on Estates, a three-phase sub- ficials from federal, state and
your homeowners
the reckless driving charge, division development project local governments, are exClinton.
contents coverage
During the raid, Henry and a $100 fine on the stop sign in Laurel County, one mile pected to attend the conto full replacenorth of Corbin.
ference at the Drawbridge
County Sheriff Richard charge was suspended.
ment value. Ask
The subdivision will even- Motor Inn.
District
Judge
Sid
Easley
Bomar
and
two
deputies
imus about it. It's
pounded about 50 pounds of revoked Morris' 45-day proba- tually contain 110 threenew. You'll be
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)marijuana,a small quantity of tion on previous traffic of- bedroom homes in the $35,000glad you did.
State Natural Resources
cocaine and more than 1,800 fenses. He will serve the 90 $50,000 range.
The Kentucky
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line is whether we are prepared to
make this investment for future
economic growth, or settle for belowaverage growth and sentence the valley
to a position of perpetual economic inferiority with the rest of the nation."
Freeman said the nuclear plants and
the higher rates financing them enable
TVA to guarantee industry all the
power it could want, while other
utilities already are telling customers
they may be cut off.
Power Manger Hugh Parris said a 21
percent increase would give TVA a 1981
operating margin equal to 10 percent of
its projected $1.068 billion interest costs
after the interest is paid. Credit rating
services have said TVA needs the 10
percent margin to keep its triple-A bond
status.
Richard Freeman, however, said
financial institutions realize the bulge
in cost increases will end in a couple of
years as the nuclear plants are completed. Wall Street will likely be
satisfied with the same 5 percent
margin TVA had this year, he said.
Officials said a 5 percent margin still
would require a 19.1 percent rate increase for all of fiscal 1981 beginning
Oct. 1. But the smaller the increase in
October, the larger the hike in April,
they said.
Clement suggested 23 cost-cutting
ideas he slid he gleaned from TVA
employees They include an immediate

tenor m41101F *

I Deaths & Funerals

The Decor Store

STORE HOURS:

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Storewide Wallpaper Sale
One More Week To Go

Fri. 8:00 p.m
Sat. 3:00 p.m
Open 7:00 o.m

15

All Books In Store

Per Cent Off

Mon. Thru

SORRY FABRIC NOT INCLUDED

In Stock Wallpaper

$1 2"Per Double

Reg. $13.90 Per Double

Now

Reg. $11.90 Per Double

Now $10
"
Per Double

Reg. $11.90 Per Double

Now

$it00
a,

Per Double

Carpet Sale

Sculptured Plush
$7.50-$7.95-$8.95
Plush $7.50-$7.95-$8.95-$11.00
Come In and Check Our Samples
Exterior Latex. 2 gal. Pail 1268 Latex.
$1995
$1.00 On 2 Gal. Pail Only
Save

Exterior Rustic Stain

Hog Market

Solid Wei

Exteriorlatex Stain

Reg. $28.05 Value

Reg. Price
$12.35 1.
$13.25
Now
Only

$8.95

Latex & Oil
$895

uhd
Exteriorlatex Stals
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County System Experiences Growth
And Expansion During Summer Months
The philosophy of the
Calloway County Board of
Education is that each
child is unique and has the
right to an iikqual educational opportunity. The
schools exist primarily to
serve the youth of this community and the society in
which they live by aiding
them to become responsible, perceiving, selfdirecting, self-educatin,,
individuals who are
capable of making decisions
and
value
judgements.
The programs designed
to fulfill the districts
philosophy include a comprehensive and balanced
curriculum, a high quality
of instruction within
guidelines outlined by State
regulations and accrediting agencies, modern
buildings, equipment and
teaching methods. The
school system seeks the
best qualified teachers and
to maintain a high level of
competence and professionalism.
All schools in the
Calloway County School
System are approved by
the Kentucky State Department of Education which

examines major facets of
the school program each
year. Calloway County
High School is accredited
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
and is rated comprehensive, the highest rating
awarded by the accrediting
agencies.
Student enrollment in the
Calloway County Schools is
approximately 3,098, with
1,599
in
grades
kindergarten through six,
554 in grades seven and
eight, and 945 in grades
nine through twelve. The

Calloway County High School
approximate teacher-pupil
ratio is 19-1.
The Calloway County
School System has experienced growth and expansion this summer with
several construction and
renovation projects approaching completion for
the "back to school" opening.
Calloway High School
students will be returning
to their studies in cool comfort as the entire high
school facility, including
the gymnasium, has been
air-conditioned.

included in this $1.4
million project is the
removal of two-thirds of
the windows which largely
make up the exterior of the
building and the raise of
the insulation value of the
school to R-19. The areas
left vacant after the
removal of the windows is
being replaced by a
plaster-type material.
Also included in the
energy project was the
dropping level of the ceilings and the addition of
fluorescent lighting.
A large addition to the

high school includes two
new special education
classrooms, two new
biology classrooms, and
five other classrooms in the
academic wing.
A special feature of the
addition is the new band
room which accommodates
the new unique sounding insulation materials. Other
features include the enlarged art room which accommodates a kiln area and the
industrial arts complex.
Other construction includes a new teachers'
lounge and two dressing
rooms adjacent to the gym.
A 34-acre farm was purchased by the school
system for expansion purposes. Two full-size football
practice fields, one regulation size baseball field, and

four softball diamonds
have been laid out. In the
North-East corner of the
acreage, a new school bus
garage is under construction with completion
expected by October 1980.
The Calloway County
Lakers Varsity football
team, in their second year
of competition, will kick off
their season for the first
time on their home field.
Varsity players will be
playing in front of a 3,000
seat-all metal football
stadium costing $116,000.
Players will dress for
games in the new $160,000
fully equipped football field
house.
A new scoreboard for the
football field, with interchangeable plates for foot(Continued On Page 3)
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LYNDIA COCHRAN DANCE
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Dance &
Gymnastics Wear
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Calloway County Schools........pag.,
ball, soccer, and track, and
field events which was
donated by a local
businessman will display
the Lakers scores.
The programs in the
Calloway County School
System are comprehensive
in nature. The elementary
schools serve children
through
kindergarten
grades 6. All elementary
schools in the system have
a full-time librarian,
music, and physical education instructor. The three
elementary schools are
designated Title 1 schools

eligible for special federal
assistance under the
Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. Title 1 programs emphasize improvement of students basic
reading and math skills. A
school nurse provides
health services and health
education for students and
parents. A counselor and
school psychometrist provide a guidance program
and testing program for all
students.
The middle school level,
grades seven and eight,
provides a comprehensive

curriculum which not only
emphasize basic academic
skills, but also encourages
exploring areas in fine
arts, physical education,
and practical arts.
The new facility offers
the opportunity to provide
students with a variety of
experiences. The facility
located close to the high
school and board of education building includes two
modern air-conditioned
academic wings, a gymnasium, industrial arts

room, band room, facilities
for home economics, a
green house, and access to
a new track, football, and
baseball fields.
To compliment the
strong professional
teaching staff, the school
has a full-time administrator, librarian,
education
physical
guidance
teacher,
counselor, and the services
of the school nurse.
The curriculum at
Calloway County High

School offers a wide range
of courses including
English, math, science,
social studies, music,
speech and drama,foreign,
language, ROTC, business,
art, agriculture, horjournalism,
ticulture,
home economics, industrial arts, driver education and psychology.
Students who desire a more
vocationally oriented program are bused to the Murray Vocational School their
junior and senior year.

Courses available there are
appliance repair, auto body
repair, auto mechanics,
carpentry, business and office and distributive education.
Two new programs funded by the federal government through the Department for Human Resources
and Bureau for Manpower
Services are available to
qualified high school
students this fall. The
CETA in-school program
(Continued On Page 4)
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These classic Coasters are
the latest fashion trend.
Soft, comfortable easyrare uppers and genuine
rawhide laces. In brown.
Women's Reg. $14.99.

$1 1 88

These Coasters are designed
with easy-care durability.
Leather-look uppers. In
brown. Children's Reg.
$9.99.

$788

Genuine glove leath
uppers ombine with
classic styling for the
latest preppie-look
Coasters. In brown.
Men's Reg. $26.99.

$1988

Classic Coasters®Boatsiders
Fashion Jean Sale

$14 $16 $19
Straight Legs, Baggies, Pleated Trouser Jeans...
Faded Glory, Brittanta. Chic, Grtano, Viceroy & Morel
Re* '171028 sizes 3 15.6 18

20% Off

America's#1 Self- Service Shoe Store.

Payless ShoeSeurce

.Layaway Several Pair Now

threns
((5c

U3JCIISJ1

Central Shopping Center
641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9:00-9:00
Sun. 1:00-600

410 Volume SisteConsamon
Prices good through the weekend.
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Students A

Mur

Many Programs Offered
In County School System
(Continued From Page 3)
for economically disadvantaged or handicapped
students allows students to
work a maximum of 10
hours per week in the
public and private sector.
The CETA out-of-school
program is to recruit
students who have dropped
out of school and place
them in jobs where they
can work and attend a GED
program at the high school.
Project Opportunity, a
work-study program for
the handicapped, is also
available to high school
students.
Calloway County High
School students have many
opportunities for group experiences through participation in athletics,
speech and drama, music,
clubs, and other extraactivities.
curricular
Besides the high school
teaching staff, Calloway
County High Schools
students receive services
from a full-time librarian,
three counselors, principal,
assistant Principal, music
directors, coaches, and
health services from the
Calloway County School
Nurse.
Exceptional pupil education is designed for
.students who are not served adequately by the
regular school program.

Advanced programs ranging from services for the
severly handicapped to
special programs for the
gifted and talented are
available for all age levels.
Instructional materials
especially designed for
these services are provided
for the resource teachers.
The basic educational
philosophy is one of noncategorical programming
and is an extension of the
entire system's concept of
individual educational
planning.
Lunch prices for the fall
school opening will be increased by five cents
across the board. Class-A
lunch prices will be .80
cents for high school
students .65 cents for
elementary school students
(.75 cents for elementary
schools sandwich lines), .80
cents for middle school
students, and .95 cents for
adults.
The school calendar is as
follows:
August
25—Staff in-Service
26—Opening (Staff Only)
27—Registration (Students
Report)
September
1—Labor Day Holiday
October
Dismissed
10—School
(FDEA)

tee Stacy choosing her Back To School fashions
from

November
Dismissed
4—School
(Presidential Election)
27-28—Thanksgiving
Hohdays
December
22-31--Christmas Holidays
January
1-2—New Years Holidays
17—Staff In-Service
February
21—Staff In-Service
March
12-13—School Dismissed
(Mini Break)
April
Vacation
6-10—Spring
(ERA)
May
28—Closing (Staff Only)
29—Final Day (Report
Cards)
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cedures for the
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Fine
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For
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and
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Fine
Fabrics
Rich
Colors

Tills IS one of the
loll flats well
grounded in the se
line of cushioned
tomfort Smooth,
leather in wine or I
Sizes S-10, Widths

lltans n<uit, ,
$4112
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Today's fashion at Yesterdaysfirices, for the
whole family
NOW!
A line of TotaNy New (not used) Maternity
Fashions for the Mother To Be. Stop by and see
the fall collection for all.
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Ducieland Centers
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Students Report August 19

Murray High Opening
School opening procedures for the 1980-81
school year at Murray High
School will begin Tuesday,
Aug. 19, at 8:2.5 a.m, with
an assembly in the gymnasiurn for students in
grades 8-12.
An abbreviated schedule
will be followed that day
with students meeting in
their home rooms, picking
up class schedules and
meeting classes for 15
minutes each period.
School will be dismissed at
11:30 a.m. on Tuesday.
On Wednesday, Aug. 20,
the schedule will be very
similar to that of the
previous day with classes
meeting until 11:30 a.m.
when school will be
dismissed.
The first full day of
school will be on Thursday.

Aug. 21, with classes from
8:25 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
cafeteria will be in operation this day.
The Murray High School
Student Council will host a
special freshman and new
student orientation
Thursday, Aug. 14, from 1
to 3 p.m. and again on Friday, Aug. 15, from 10 to
noon. Freshmen and new
students are encouraged to
visit the school and
familiarize themselves
with the building during
these hours.

"APIIIrswips.

,

All students who did not
enroll at Murray High
School last year and have
not enrolled during the
summer are encouraged to
contact the school office,
753-5202, to arrange for preregistration.

City Schedule
All students attending
the Murray Public Schools
will register on Tuesday,
Aug. 19.
The Labor Day holiday
will be observed on Monday, Sept. 1, with school
reopening on a regular
schedule Sept. 2.
Starting time for Robertson and Carter Schools will
be 8 a.m. with the Middle
School and Murray High
School beginning school at
8:30 a.m. Robertson and
Carter will be out of school
at 2:30 p.m. while Murray
Middle School and Murray
High School will end their
day at 3 p.m.
The school calendar calls
for a 185-day school year,
beginning Aug. 18 and ending May 26, 1981. Opening
day for the professional
staff is scheduled for Aug.
18.
This calendar includes
175 days with students pre-

sent for instruction and 10
days for in-service,
holidays, and professional
meetings. The calendar is
as follows:
Aug. 18—Opening Day
(Teacher Work Day)
Aug. 19 — Registration
for Students
Sept. 1 — Labor Day
Oct. 10 — FDEA
Nov.4 — Election Day
Nov. 27-28 — Thanksgiving Holiday
Dec. 22-Jan. 2 —
Christmas Holiday
Jan.2— In-Service Day
Feb.20 — In-Service Day
March 11 — In-Service
Day
March 12-13 — Mini
Break
April 6-10 — Spring
Break di ERA
April 24 — In-Service
Day
May 25 — Closing Day
(Teacher Work Day)
May 26 — Last Day of
School

FOXY OXFORD
the flat with an inside
track on the classics

Personality

nault Le Car

40 MPG

More than Just economy.

From

American Motors

SAWA MOON
4 Who'll Drily*

CONCORD 2-DOOR
SPIRIT LIFTRACIC

4=11=,
JEEP CHEROKEE

JEEP PICKUP

JEEP CJ

SHOES FOR WOMEN

You'll be in the spotlight when you get behind the wheel of one
of these fine and exciting cars. With many luxurious options...low tags!
This is one of the
foil flats well
grounded in the soft line of cushioned
tomfort Smooth, supple
leather in wine of toe.
Sizes 5-10. Widths AA & B

Cain's AMC-JeepRenault inc.„.
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Enrollment Expected
To Top 8,000 Students

•

Enrollment projections
at Murray State University
indicate that head count
will probably go beyond
8,000 students for the fall
semester.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar,
said all indicators point to
an increase over the 7,841
students enrolled in classes
last fall. The all-time high
fall semester enrollment
was 8,158 in 1978.
He cited the summer
orientation response, admissions, the demand for
housing, and applications
for student financial aid as
barometers that have led to
his optimistic outlook. Fall
semester classes will begin
Aug. 27.
For instance, he said
freshman and transfer admissions are up by 12 percent for the fall.
"Another factor that
closely parallels the admissions increase is the outcome of summer orientation," he pointed out.
"Four sessions drew 1,319
freshmen and transfer
students — an increase of
almost 13 percent over the
1,168 in 1979."
Housing demand is also a
yardstick used to measure
enrollment prospects, and
Chuck Hulick, director of
housing, said residence
hall space is "at a
premium"for the fall.
"Occupancy will be up 5
to 6 percent in campus

housing," he explained,
"and that means a tight
squeeze. But we are making arrangements that we
believe will enable us to accommodate everyone who
applies for housing."
Financial aid applications are also running
substantially higher than a
year
ago. Johnny
McDougal, director of student financial aid,
observed that the increase
in applicants probably
means, among other
things, that enrollment will
be up some.
Gantt said he believes
the housing demand
reflects another positive
factor.
"My interpretation is
that not only are we going
to have more new students,
but a somewhat higher
percentage of returning
students," he speculated.
"Of course, that is much
more difficult to determine
now, but I think it may proveto be true."
Increased enrollment
projections seem to be a
national trend and not
simply
a
local
phenomenon, according to
Gantt. He said his inquiries
show that the prospect of
more student holds true
generally in both public
and private schools.
"No doubt the economic
slump is a major factor in
the trend," he anaylized.
"Lack of jobs, combined

with the availability of student financial aid, is certainly having a marked effect on the higher education picture for this fall."
Although more subtle, he
considers it likely that the
reinstatement of draft
registration may have had
some influence on enrollment projections.
Gantt explained that he
thinks young men are skeptical, despite assurances
that a draft registration
does not necessarily mean
a reactivation of the draft.
They have also been told
that there would be no
deferments to go to school
in the event of a draft, he
noted, but he thinks they
may have doubts about
that as well.
The academic calendar
at Murray State for 1980-81
includes these dates: fall
semester, Aug. 27-Dec. 19;
and spring semester, Jan.
12-May 9. The annual spring semester break is
scheduled from noon
March 7 to March 16.
Among some of the annual highlights of the year
are these: Homecoming,
Oct. 17-18; Campus Lights,
Feb. 12-13-14-15; and Alumni Day, April 25.
Middle Tennessee State
University will be the opponent for the Homecoming
football game on Oct. 18.
Both golf and tennis tournaments are scheduled
Oct. 17.

Strike Out! - Against
High Entertainment Cost
with...
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Safety
Is The
Watchword
The policeman cares, so does
the crossing guard. And, of course, so do you. But caring has to be
put into action. So keep alert.
Watch for signals. Drive slowly,
very carefully. And NEVER pass a
school bus while its loading or
unloading.

Remember,
KIDS will be KIDS . .
HELP US TO PROTECT THEM
BY DRIVING SAFELY!
This advertisement published in the interest of the Safety of the School Children
ef Calloway County By:

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
COOP CORP.
MURRAY-MAYFIELD
Coll Now 753-5005

Murray Cablevision
Bel-Air Shop. Ctr.

Bringing electricity to the farms and homes of West Ky.
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Highlights
Of Racer
Homecoming
Always a highlight of the
year at Murray State
University, the
1980
Homecoming Weekend is
set for Oct. 17-18 with the
Racers meeting Middle
Tennessee at Stewart
Stadium at 2 p.m. on Saturday in the big game.
The two days of reunions,
parties, get-togethers and
special activities begin
with tennis and golf tournaments on Friday, Oct. 17.
In charge of the tennis
tournament will be Bennie
Purcell, Murray State's
1979-80 tennis Coach of The
Year in the Ohio Valley
Conference and competition in several different
classes is being arranged.
M. C. Garrott, public information director at the
university, again will
direct the golf tournament,
to be played on the 18-hole
Murray Country Club
course near the campus.
Tentative plans are for
the tournament to be a twoplayer, best-ball affair with
flights based on the total
handicaps of the two
players. Tee-off times and
golf cart reservations
should be made in advance.
Friday evening, there
will be a Nursing Department reunion at the Holiday Inn at which time the
school's first nursing
graduate and chairman of
the department will be
honored.
According to Mancil J.
Vinson, director of alumni
affairs at the university,
the nursing reunion is expected to become an annual Homecoming event
with an organization formed and officers elected at
the 1980 meeting.
Also on Friday night the
Agricultural Alumni Club
will hold its annual dinner
meeting and at which time
the 1980 recipient of its
Agricultural Alumnus of
The Year award will be announced.
Last year, Michael E.
McKinney, county extension coordinator and
agricultural agent in Fountain County, Ind., became
the 15th Murray State
agricultural alumnus to be
awarded the honor. He is a
1969 graduate of the university.
Following scores of
fraternity, sorority and
organizational breakfasts
Saturday morning, the
traditional Homecoming
Parade, sponsored by the
student
government
association, will wind its
way Uwougla.the downtown
district, beginning at 9 a.m.
s The annual business
meeting of the Alumni
Association also is scheduled for Saturday morning,
being held from 7:30 until
(Ceadmied 0.Page 83)

Downtown Murray
Court Square

toSchool
Sale_

Men's
Fashion

Save Half On

Jeans

Men's Knit

Shirts

Boy's

Save Up To $12.00
Values to $25.00

Tube Socks
Size 8-1 1

Size 6.8'/z

Elastic rib knit striped tops
irregulars.
100% cotton and cottonpolyester blends in Indigo
blue denim Flare bat.
jams, novelty pocket
trims. Sizes 29 to 38

50%.

3/$1 96
31$166
Extra long. Slight

Polyester and Cotton Men's

Tube Socks
24-inch length elastic ribbed striped tops. White
with red, blue, green ono gold stripes. Stretch
sizes 9-15.

Boy's Brushed Denim

Fashion Jeans
Polyester-cotton blend with novelty
pocket trims Regulars, slims and
huskys in sizes 8 to 20.

$988

31$233

Little Folk's School Needs
Little Boy's

Little Boy's

Velour Shirts

Western Shirts

Reg 8 99

788

$

Jeans
$c88
Reg. $6.99

10

100% pre-washed cotton. Fancy
pocket trims. Navy blue in sizes 4-7.

School Needs For
Girls 7-14
Prewashed Fashion

Short Sleeve

Reg. 57.99

Jeans

Velour Tops

$688

Reg. $12.00

Reg. $9.99

$1088

$888

Long sleeve with V-neck or placket collar. 80:
100% cotton flannel in blue, red brown and
acrylic-20: polyester in burgundy. navy ant
green plaids Snaps on cuffs, front and pockets.
gray. Sizes 4-7
4-7

Little Boy's Fashion

Polyester-cotton
in terry and
flat knits.
Short sleeve styles
1
with V-neck or
collars. Novelty shoulder and
chest stripes.
Assorted colors. S-M-1- XL.

Men's Famous

80% cotton-20% polyester blend in
100% pre-washed cotton in navy blue
assorted stripes. V-neck style.
color. Regulars and slims.
Burgandy, navy and block. 7.14 .
Long Sleeve

Velour Tops

Shoes At A Savings
3 Styles Of Men's
Wrangler

Shoes Reg 538.00
Sale $28
"

Long Sleeve Plaid

Shirts
$788
Reg. $8.99
/I

$088
Reg $11.99

80% cotton-20% polyester in blue, Woven polyester-cotton blends in
assorted plaid patterns. Button front
rose, green and gold Sizes 7-10.
7-14.

Men's Nunn-Bush

Men's Levi's

Tan Loafers

Men's Levi's

Casual Ties

Suede Casuals

Reg. $69.00
Save a whopping $18 o pair on these
famous name shoes. Sizes 8 to 12.

$51

Regular $43

Regular $34.99

A terrific price on these quality
casuals. Select a pow today

Save more thon 25% on ihese good.
baling suede ties.
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$32

$25
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Silent LED time display. Wake to music or wake to music
and alarm. One-hour *imp switch. Slid* rule radio dial
with vernier tuning. Walnut grain plastic. Se. page 175.

G.E. AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO

Opersles on ill settings. 'Water Window" helps prevent over filling. 2$ vents for
overall steam coverage. Color Black. Weight: 3 2/3 lbs. Sea page 219.

G.E. SPRAY STEAM & DRY IRON

0,der •130028
See page 219

ORDER
PRICE

master charge

VISA'

H & R SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN

\ /

Your Key To Value

20 gauge,28" barrel, modified choke. 3" chambers. Exclusive side-lever action release. Self-adjusting locking bolt.
Walnut finished hardwood stocks. Sea page 59.

/ \

Comfortable stadium seats. Bright lade free heavy duty vinyl Covers. Available In
red or blue. Lightweight aluminum frame. Seat size! 13 a 12-Inches.

IMPERIAL AMERICAN STADIUM SEATS

• lAr A /sINIS tReo,
11,uel

ORDER

TEXAS IMPERIAL AMER', AA INC

IA

Back To.Selool

newt in
Your Order

I rimalM011Willifte4Imfilio

•
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Elactromagnetle motor. Left and MOS tapering
guide and 'V blending attachanachmerrts,
ments. Forged steel barber comb, dipper oil
6-loot cord.
guard.
blade
tube and

OSTER HAIRTRIMMING SET

shelf
Fremter comperbutent voles Ice tray. Convenlent egg holder and tall bottle
17'k a
built IMO the magnetic seal door. Full range temperature control. War
la 9/16 a 193116-Inches. Welch,: 445.2

We reserve the nght
to iunit quantities.

516W. Main
8:30-6:00
Mon.-Thurs. & Sat.
8:30-8:00
Fridays

Shop the Catalog Order Plan
"Record Thop",order& save!

our Key To Value

• Order by Phone or in the store at the Catalog
Desk.
• Look for our new Fall and Winter Catalog soon.

• Our New Spring & Summer COP Catalog offers
more variety than ever before at money saving
prices.
• Catalog order prices are lower than store prices
for the same merchandise, where available.
• Your order will be ready when the store's next
shipment arrives.
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Terry Clark Is President

Local Student Heads SGA
Terry Clark of Murray
stifles a grin and watches
for the reaction when he
talks about himself and his
future.
The 21-year-old senior
president of the Student
Government Association
(SGA) at Murray State
University for 1980-81 says
he is an engineering
physics major with a
special area in computer
science. Not too unusual?
But the double-takes
come when he professes his
aspiration to be accepted
into law school somewhere
after his graduation next
May.
"Everybody gets a puzzled expression about what
seems to be a peculiar combination," he said. "It's
always a good topic for conversation."
Not much conversation is
necessary, however, to
determine that Clark, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy L.
Clark of Murray Route 1 in
the Coldwater area, is
meticulous about making
decisions that will shape
his life.
He chooses his words
carefully to avoid making
commitments that are too
definite.
"Right now I simply intend to take advantage of
my youth and energy to get
as much education as I can
in preparation for
whatever lies ahead," he
said thoughtfully. "Then I
can make a determination

about what to do next."
He does concede,
however, that politics is a
likely venture for him and
the truth of the cliche that
"once politics gets in your
blood, you can't get it out."
Although he has been active in some form of
politics much of his life, he
is getting an eye-opening
indoctrination in his dual
campus responsibility of
heading the SGA and serving as the student representative on the board of
regents.
When elected to fill the
two positions in the spring,
he became the first
Calloway County student to
undertake those duties
simultaneously. And the
1977 Calloway County High
School graduate who has
lived virtually his entire
life in the Murray area has
already found the experience invaluable.
"Putting a price tag on
what can be learned as
SGA president and student
regent is impossible," he
observed in the quiet voice
that belies the intensity of
his purpose. "It's the kind
of education a student can't
get in any other way."
One of his first impressions of the board of
regents as he develops a
feel for serving on the
university governing body
is the emphasis he detects
on making the campus
"even more studentoriented."

11001101011111114101111110,16110110101111111

Decorate your Dorm Room, apartment or house with.
wooden
boxes, wicker items, picture frames,
hampers, baskets, towel racks,
shelves, bathroom
furnishings and
other items.

LO K1 1[19090 94191 .1 9191.1 191.1949.19 1 9 9
1914 Coldwider Rd.,limay,Ky.

7534317

"I have found the regents
to be conscientious people
who are probably more
concerned right now about
the feelings of students,
faculty, and staff than
anything else."
Clark is no stranger to
responsibility in the SGA.
He served as treasurer in
1979-80 and as an offcampus representative the
two prior years before he
moved onto the campus to
make himself more accessible to students and to
develop greater empathy
for the on-campus living
experience.
He was one of the people
instrumental in the
reorganization of the SGA
structure, as he explains it,
to make it more open and
responsive to all students."
That process included a
rewriting of the SGA Constitution.
Clark said the new
system centers on a Student Union Board designed
to take advantage of
greater student participation from across the campus.
He added that the
substantial amount of
money invested by the SGA
in campus activities and
the potential for new
endeavors to be afforded
by completion of the
University Center this fall
made the reorganization
particularly timely.
"Nobody says it will be
perfect, but it will be a good
beginning to encourage
more student involvment
from the campus at large,"
Clark explained. "Any
needed changes to make it
even better can come in
future years."
Clark, who works in the
data processing office and
has served three years as
chaplain of Pi Kappa Alpha
social fraternity on the
campus, has had a
generous dose of politics in
the last few months from
the vantage point of a lobbyist.
He represented student
government organizations
as a lobbyist during part of

GOURMET TEA & COFFEE FROM FIRST COLONY
We've been importing and blending fine
teas since 1902. and we now offer more
than 30 different varieties. Come in ond
periment Start with small quantities of
several different types And never be afraid
° to try something new

In its 700 yr. history, coffee hos been considered a food a medicine and even a wine.
Today we know coffee is a beverage to be
enjoyed. And nobody enjoys it more than
gourmet sitting down with a cup of First
Colony

Now is the thee to try sense!

The
kinhandler
Bel Air Shopping Ctr. Murray, Ky.

the General Assembly session early this year in
Frankfort, as well as spending about a week lobbying
in Washington, D. C.
His work in Kentucky
was focused on an effort to
get a student added to the
Council on Higher Education. He discovered the
sweet taste of success when
Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr.,
announced a reorganization of the council last
month that does include a
student.
Now Clark is concerned
about how the student
member is to be determined.
"But such a change has
to be step-by-step" he
shrugged. "We've got our
foot in the door— and that's
the big step. Now we'll see
about working out some
kind of a selection system.
It's a gradual process."
If he chooses to get into
politics, Terry Clark has
shown that he might do
very well indeed.

FOR THE HANDICAPPED — Murray State University
workmen are shown at work on one of the 27 curb
ramps and a new section of sidewalk being constructed at the university to help make the campus
and buildings more accessible for handicapped
students.

What's"IN"For Fall?...
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Program Making MSU Facilities
More Accessible To Handicapped

Sidewalk Improvements Are
Part of A Campus-Wide
Improvement Program At MSU

1890's Ice Cream Parlor
Coldwater Road, Murray, KY - 753-3604

Good for A Free
Sample Cone
32 Flavors
Ice Cream

Delicious Fried
Chicken

Take Our Chicken To
The Lake
We Have Special Prices On
Orders Over 30 Pieces

A $239,480 campus-wide have been completed on
program University Drive between
remodeling
designed to make its 15th and 16th Streets.
Two others are being
buildings and facilities
more accessible to han- constructed at Olive and
dicapped students,is under 15th Street, the new
Center,
way at Murray State Universtiy
Winslow Cafeteria and on
University.
The seven projects,some Gilbert Graves Drive near
of which are being carried Chestnut Street. Single
out be temporary con- ramps will be at the Carr
struction crews on special Health Building, Mason
contracts and some by tem- Hall, the physical plant,
porary construction crews Stewart Stadium on Gilbert
on special contracts and Graves Drive, Hart Hall,
Science
some by maintenance per- Blackburn
sonnel at the university, Building, Simpson Child
and the estimated cost of Development Center and at
the intersection of 16th
each include:
Sidewalk ramps, $6,250; Street and Central Heating
building ramps, $29,125; Plant Drive.
A ramp and lift are
building modifications
$75,125; lowering of water
fountains, $6,480; designation and marking of reserved parking spaces, $3,900;
a number of modifications
such as automatic door
openers, lifts and theatre
seating, $27,600; and
other
for
$9 1,000
miscellaneous projects.
Approximately 200 handicapped students were
enrolled at Murray State
last spring, according to
Mrs. Connie Talent, a
counselor in the vocational
rehabilitation office. Of
these, some 16 percent, she
said, use wheelchairs, crutches or have other, similar
mobility problems.
All the changes, according to Clarence Lefler,
director of the physical
plant, conform with
governmental specifications for the handicapped,
and comprise the university's initial major effort in
this direction.
The sidewalk ramps,
enable
to
sloped
wheelchairs to negotiate
curbings, total 27, Lefler
said, pointing out that nine

scheduled for the west entrance of Sparks Hall at an
expenditure of $7,075. Four.,
other ramps are being built
at the Business Building,
two at the Lowry Library
Annex and six to provide
access to the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center,including
one into the lobby of
University Theatre.
Four more are being
built at the Blackburn
Science Building, one at
Mason Hall and one at each
of Hart Hall, the physical
plant and the Applied
Science Building.
Rest room modifications
accommodate
to
wheelchair students are being made at the Fine Arts

Center, the Early
Childhood Development
Center, Carr Health
Building, Mason Hall,
Sparks Hall, Stewart
Stadium, Racer Arena, the
Livestock Exposition
Center and the Business
Building.
The $6,480 water fountain
project includes lowering
or relocation of water fountations in 14 of the university's administrative and
academic buildings, Lefler
said.
The parking spaces,
Lefler pointed out, have
been recommended for
near Faculty Hall, the
Simpson Child Develop(Continued On Page 11)
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Many Improvements Seen ,
On Murray State Campus
•

(Continued From Page 10)
ment Center, Lovett
Auditorium, the Fine Arts
Center, Stewart Stadium
and the Early Childhood
Development Center.
Automatic door openers
are scheduled for both the
east and west entrances to
Faculty Hall, and a lift will
be installed in the Simpson
Child Development Center
to provide wheelchair access to the observation
room.
In Lovett Auditorium,
University Theatre in the
Fine Arts Center, Stewart
Stadium and Racer Arena,
existing seating is being
removed and flat areas installed to accommodate
wheelchairs. Fifteen
spaces are being provided
in Lovett Auditorium, 15 in
the theatre and a yet
undetermined number in
both the stadium and the
basketball arena.

The Stewart Stadium
elevator also is being
modified to include nonkey-operated buttons for
operation by fans with
mobility handicaps, he
said.
All of the scheduled
modifications on the campus are expected to be completed within the next few
months, he added.
"The handicapped student who is faced with access problems asks the
simple, yet disarming
question, 'If I can't get inside a building, how can I
use its facilities?"' Lefler
said, adding that all 50
states now require that all
new state-owned or financed buildings be accessible
to the handicapped, including those at educational institutions such as
Murray State.
"Often, handicapped
students are forted to look

for some out-of-the-way
_route into a building such
as the basement or a
loading dock," he said.
-Even if he or she can get
into a building with the aid
of a physically normal student who may hold the door
open, or lift the wheels of a
wheelchair over a too-high
threshold, there is a
psychological impact on
the handicapped student
every time this situation is
experienced."
"The impact says to
him," he went on, "That
'the people who run this
school don't really care
about me.' This sometimes
can be enough to help
destroy the student's selfconfidence. Just being able
to get into a building as
quickly and easily as a
physically normal student
means a lot to his or her
feelings of self worth, let
alone the opportunity to get
full benefit from all the
facilities available."
"Although considerable
progress has been made in
this area, much is yet to be
done," he said, "but when
handicapped
students
begin to come to the campus in greater numbers,
and they will when this program is complete, we will
be ready for them here at
Murray State."
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Sensing Center Gives Unique Service To State
Through its Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center,
Murray State University is
providing a unique and
valuable service to the people of Kentucky.
The only one of its kind in
the state, the Center makes
available to business firms,
state and federal agencies
and individuals across the
Commonwealth technical
assistance through the processing and analysis of
remote sensing data
received from the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration's earthorbiting Landsat satellites.
Staffed with a research
team of faculty, staff and
students trained in the use
of "state-of-the-art" digital
processing equipment, the
program has been designed
as an educational-research-regional service
arm of the school.
Established in 1977
former Gov. Julian M. Carroll designated Murray
State as the official

transfer agent for NASA
Landsat technology for
Kentucky,the program has
focused on the analysis and
transfer of earth resources
data as obtained by the
globe-circling satellites
from 600 miles in space.
Two Landsat satellites
currently are circling the
Earth, and, between them,
they have the potential of
repetitive scanning the
planet's surface every nine
days.

Earth scanners provide
information on surface conditions in minute units, or
"pixels" — 1.1 acre in size
that offer enormous practical benefit in managing
the earth's resources.
Specific applications include: Cropland inventory
and forecasting, wildlife
habitat surveys and
monitoring, forest species
inventory and mapping,
surface mine inventory,
water quality assessment,

Back To S
Go Back I
and Sh
Murray's
Fashionable

land-use mapping and environmental monitoring.
In addition, data base
systems can be constructed
for designated regions including such digitized data
as population patterns,
transportation, geology,
soils, slope, hydrology and
other similar uses.
Located in the Lowry
Center and adjacent to the
Pogue Special Collections
Library on the Murray
State campus, the Center's

principal equipment includes a Univac V77-612
computer system; a COMTAL Dual Image Processor
to interactively analyze
and classify land cover
data; a TALOS SBL 660
Digitizer to encode and
quantify spatially-oriented
data fields; a STATOS 9222
Plotter to produce
computer-generated,
camera-ready, detail maps
and histograms; and a
(Continued On Page 19)
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Furchei Jewelry
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"August Special"

MSU Sports Overview

A Difficult Act To Follow
By Doug Vance
Needless to say, Murray
State's successful athletic
program has a difficult act
to follow in 1980-81.
It was a bountiful year in
intercollegiate competition
for the Racers with four
conference championships
and the OVC All-Sports
Trophy among the prizes
brought home by Murray
State coaches and athletes.
It would not be surprising
to witness continued excitement and success this year
with each area of competition fueled with promising
newcomers and a wealth of
returning talent.
Football coach Mike
Gottfried returns 47 lettermen, including 11 AllOVC selections, from last
year's conference championship squad that finished with a 9-2-1 record and
was ranked second in the
final NCAA Division I-AA
Poll.
Senior safety Terry
Love, an All-America
choice and OVC Defensive
Player of the Year, will
head the list of returning
talent. Other top performers incluge defensive
stLndouts Glenn Jones,
Lanpher, Greg
Rick
Evans, Lamar Williams
and Jeff Gardner.
The Racer coaching staff
must locate a new quarterback on offense to join standout performers such as
Nick Nance, Lindsey
Hudspeth, Kenny Davis,

1 *

Anthony Robbins and 6-6,
375-pound "Mt." Vernon
Broadnax.
Gottfried's staff has
undergone several changes
as Bill Baldridge has moved to head coaching duties
at Georgetown College and
Dan Walker has left
coaching to pursue a
career in ministry.
Tom Walsh, who guided
United State International
University to an 8-3 record
as head coach last season,
has joined the Racer staff
as offensive coordinator
and quarterback coach.
Mike Dickens moves up
from graduate assistant to
full-time duties this season
and will handle the defensive guards.
Frank Beamer will
assume additional duties
as assistant head coach
and continue as defensive
coordinator. Reed May has

nrui,

joined the staff as a
graduate assistant in
charge of receivers and
Mike Clark is a new
graduate assistant responsible for the defensive
tackles.
• The Racers 1980 schedule
is one of the most challenging in several years with
Youngstown, Louisville
and Akron new to the list of
opponents. Murray State
initiates its 1980 season at
Roy Stewart Stadium Sept.
6 with rival Southeast
Missouri.
Margaret Simmons and
Bill Cornell each guided
their respective cross country teams to second place
finishes in the Ohio Valley
Conference and the prospects in 1980 indicate
there should be no decline
in the quality of that
representation.
The Lady Racers open
Sept. 13 hosting Southern
Illinois and Memphis State
with a good supply of returning experience. Back
from last year's squad will
be Wendy Slaton, who placed fourth in the OVC meet,
Diane Stewart, Diane
Holmes, Sandy Minor,
Deanna Dennison, Joan
Migatz, Cara O'Brien,
Becky Pytosh, Wanda-Ann
Darling and several other
top performers.
Murray State will host
the 1980 Ohio Valley Conference Women's Cross
Country Championships
Oct. 25.

The men's cross country
representation has a string
of three consecutive OVC
second place finishes and
Cornell feels his 1980 edition will be "one of the
strongest" he's produced
over the past 13 seasons.
Jerry Odlin, who has
placed among the top six
runners in each of his three
years in the conference
meet and placed second
last season, will join Gary
Ribbons and Barry Attwell
to give Cornell three solid
runners. A trio of veterans David Warren, Pat Chimes
and Mitch Johnston - along
with a pair of promising
newcomers, Eddie Wedderburn and Chris Buynon,
will also make a valuable
contribution.
The men's cross country
team opens its season Sept.
6 at the Westport Invitational in Louisville and
(Continued On Page 14

A Free Basket With The Purchase Of
Any
of These MOPEDS
HONDA
PA50 fl MOPED
•.
11•1

uitsayis,
„

irnri

$545"
HONDA C70
•EPA :pg

F

tIOnunit,
•1speed
with <Mama. t lufrh
.45.1*

:74900
HONDA
EXPRESS- 3
• Up to 100 MPG
• Reliable
engine
• No pedals to
push
• Light and
easy handl.

HONDA
EXPRESS II

$39900

• Up to 100 mpg
• No pedals to push
• Bucket seal

$449"
Complete
Service S. Parts
Dept.

Overby Honda
801 S. 4th Murray, Ky.
9-5:30 Tues.-Sat. Closed Sun. 8. Mon.
753-4092

Jerry Min

Students check our selection of Budget
Pleasing used bikes.

BOA

SCHOOL
tsAteflt
It's almost back to school time. And its time to practice good & careful driving.
Be sure to reduce speed near school grounds and be
very alert.

ve
401 Nye

Murray glettric_System

_.;
753-5312
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promise for improvement
in 1980-81.
Veterans Jon Stanley,
Sports...(Continued From Page 13)
Lynn Sullivan and David
Mills will be joined by
Purcell has five letopens its home season Sept.
Chris Edholm of Brevard
termen returning from his
12 with Arkansas State.
Junior College, David
Nita Head will chart the 27-3 squad; including
Padgett of Miami (Fla.)
Mats
four sophomore
of
progress
Dade North Junior College
Ljungman who put
newcomers to her tennis
and Ron Overton of Lone
together an impressive 36-6
roster while men's coach
Oak High School.
Bennie Purcell has just one singles record at No. 2:
The Racer golf team
Purcell is now 54-8 over a
vacancy to fill from his
opens its new schedule
men's conference cham- two-year period and his
Sept. 19 hosting top col1980-81 team could blossom
pionship squad.
legiate teams in the MurReturning for last into the strongest he's proray State Intercollegiate.
.
sPason's fourth place OVC duced.
Basketball coach Ron
In addition to Ljungman,
team will be No. 1 singles
Greene has eight letplayer Mary McNicholas, Purcell will welcome back
termen, including flashy
No. 2 Sherryl Rouse, No. 3 Terje Persson at No. 1,
Yvonna Utley and No. 6 Finn Swarting at No. 4,
Mike Costigan at No. 5 and
Cheryl Lancaster.
The newcomers to Steve Wile at No.6.
Two junior college
women's tennis include
April Horning, Fran transfers and a talented
Spencer, Carla Ambrico freshman provide golf
coach Buddy Hewitt the
and Jorunn Eid.

MSU

guard Mont Sleets, back
from last season's 23-8 OVC
co-championship team.
The Racers were the
most improved basketball
team in the nation last
season and with Sleets,
Kenney Hammonds, Glen
Green and Jerry Smith
returning to their starting
jobs, that success should
continue again this year.
In addition to the
starters, Greene will also
have Walt Davis, Michael
Davis, Michael Bates and
Tom Adams back from that
championship team. Joining the roster for the first

time will be redshirt 6-8 forward Terry Triplett, 6-7
Mike Brady, 6-7 Mike
McKinney,6-7 Reggie Montgomery, 6-3 Tony
Slaughter and 6-2 Brian
Stewart.
Murray State opens its
season Nov. 22(a few hours
after the conclusion of the
MSU-Western Kentucky
football game) with an exhibition contest against the
England Nationalists at
Racer Arena.
The Racers visit defending Big Ten champion Indiana to open the regular
season Dec. 1 and come

home to entertain Quincy
College Dec.3.
Murray State Lady
Racer basketball coach
Jean Smith will initiate the
1980-81 season with three
impressive elements laced
in her roster that were
missing last year - size
depth and an abundance o:
experience.
Fueled by a successful
campaign,
recruiting
Smith will welcome back
nine lettermen, including
five starters. The standout
backcourt duo of Laura
Lynn and Janice Mc(Continued On Page 15)
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As the school season begins,
we must remember that children's
safety is everybody's business.
Youngsters may not watch out for traffic,
so make it your responsibility
to drive extra carefully, especially neak
schools and playgrounds. Alert driving
habits insure a safer and happier community
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MSU Sports...(Continued From Page 14(
Cracken will be complimented with four
newcomers who measure
six-feet or better.
Kim Morris, Barbara
Herndon,. Marla Kelsch
and freshman Lori Barrett
will provide necessary
depth at guard with
Bridgette Wyche, Jeanette
Rowan, Diane Oakley,
Daphne Garnett and
Kelsch representing experience inside.
Help under the basket
will arrive in the form of 6-0
Nancy Flynn,6-2 Marianne
Baucom, 6-1 Cheri
Nagreski and 6-1 Shelly
Steinkoenig.
The Lady Racers have 13
home contests this season
and will initiate the
schedule Nov. 20 at
Southern Illinois.
Murray State's men and
women's track teams are
coming off strong seasons
with plenty of impressive
talent returning this
season.
Distance runner Wendy
Slaton, sprinters Lavonne
Glenvira
Roberts,
Williams and Gloria Coleman, long jumper Agnes
Riley, pentathlete Karen
Harding and javelin, shot
put and discuss specialists
Jenny Oberhausen and
Brenda Geiger are among
the top performers returning for the Lady Racers.
Murray State will host
the OVC Outdoor Track
Championships in May at
Roy Stewart Stadium. The
Lady Racers placed second
in the conference meet in
1980.

Jar= Bell, a graduate
of Murray High School, has
been awarded a Board of
Regents scholarship from
Murray State University.
During her senior year, Janna was involved in Student
Council and the track team.
Janna is the daughter of Jimmy and Julia Bell and plans
to study engineering physics
at Murray State this fall.

Mark Ferguson, a
graduate of Murray High
School, has.been awarded a
Board of Regents scholarship
from Murray State University. During his senior year,
Mark was involved in the
gifted and talented program.
Mark is the son of John and
LuRue Ferguson and plans to
study computer science at
Murray State this falL

The men's track team includes four familiar names
who were red.shirted last
season. They include David
Warren, a school record
holder, who represented
England in Moscow at the
Olympics and qualified for
the finals of the 800-meter
run, along with high
jumper Axel Leitmayer,
shot put and discus
specialist Andy Vince and
distance runner Barry Attwell.
Cornell's other top performers will be high
jumper Ernie Patterson,
middle distance runner
Elvis Forde, sprinter
Alfred Brown, jumper
Everton Cornelius, middle
distance specialists Eddie
Wedderburn, Marshall
Crawley and
Brent
Konantz, pole vaulters
Keith Forton and Morris
Smith and distance
specialists Jerry Odlin,
Chris Bunyon and Gary
Ribbons.
The OVC Men's Outdoor
Track Championships is
scheduled at Roy Stewart
Stadium early in May. The
Racers placed second in
the 1980 conference meet.
There will be an abundance of new talent on the
MSU baseball roster as
coach Johnny Reagan and
assistant Leon Wurth have
added 11 newcomers to the
1980-81 roster.
New names to watch for
include pitchers Rick
Garozzo, Jeff Hale and
Kevin Self, pitcherRonnie
outfielder
Chancellor,infielders Tom-

my Gregg, Gary Blaine
and Scott Peck, catchers
Howard Quigley and Lee
Hudson and outfielders
David Scheer, and Clay
Boone.
Outfielder Ronnie
Scheer, who hit .313 with
nine home runs and 46
RBI's as a freshman, is the

lone regular back in the
outfield. Keith Wisniewski,
Carrell Boyd and Tim
Hopkins return in the infield. Heading the pitching
representation will be
Doug Rice, Mike Henning,
Scott Tucker, Brad Taylor,
Randy Shively, Kyle Byrd
and Kevin Bourland.

V

e1414 WEEJUNS'

Mens Sizes
B,C,D

7-12

Women Sizes
- 5.70
AAA, AA, A, 8

Bass Weejuns:
The original loafers
Handsewn construction ... legendary comfort
and durability. .. traditional styling. If it says
-Bay,- it's the real thing

tliaiMtIouR SQUAREARE

KICK OFF the School Season w/Fashions From

Welcome Back
To
All Students
Be Sure And Shop
Our Store For
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

World Of Sound
• 222 So: 12th
753-5865

Dixieland
Center

DOR MA

Chestnut St.
753-7441
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20%
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DRESS
SHOES
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$128

PJ
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Casual

OFF
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8 Colors
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20%
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BED
PILLOWS

SHOES
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Non Allergenic
Polyester Fiberfill

OFF
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Seamle!
Straple!

BRA
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Great For Back To School
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Special Selection
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Quality Nev
Out Of S

Beautiful Assortment of Sofids
Stripes and Patterns

Reg. $1.29

OFF

For All Occasions

WOMEN'S KNEE-HIGHS
TUBE SOCKS
AND
SPORT SOCKS..

994

Sale

STITCHERY
KITS

13

OFF

SPECIAL SELECTION

KENTU1
WILIX
TEE
SHIR°
& JERS
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OPP

AMMO

Men's LEVI

BIG BELLS
Reg. $16.99

Men's

Men's Wrangler

DUCKHEAD
PAINTERS
PANTS

JEANS
Straight Legs
Wround Abouts
Flare Leg, Slim Fit
Regular Fit Boot Jean
Reg. 115.99 - First Quality

$988
Off White Sale
She: 24-38

Blue Sole

Boys Big Bell

$1088
$1188

Juniors

Pre-Washed Sale

Sizes 8-14
Reg. $13.99

Ladies

Saki088

Levi and Wrangler
Fashion Jeans

Stvdent Sizes Reg. $15.99

Quality Never Goes Out of Style

Misses
Sizes
Large
Selection

$1 288

Boys
Knit
Short
Sleeve

Ladies

PAINTERS PANTS
By Wrangler, Dee Cee,
and Duckhead

SHIRTS

Khaki, Plum, Orange,
Royal Blue, Green & Denim

Bare
Shoulders
Seamless
Strapless

BRAS
By Exquisite Form

et

Men's
Short
Sleeve

12
12 /
/
PRICE

Sizes 4-18

PRICE

One Large Group

Bros Available
In Black, White,
and Beige

8 Styles
4 Colors

Western Jeanswear Tops

Men's & Boys Sizes

KENTUCKY
WILDCAT
TEE
SHIRTS
IL JERSEYS

Ladies

PANTIES
Cotton Lined Shield
111

Ladies Short
Sleeve Summer

19
$200

3 Styles

OFF YOUR CHOICE

-
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Registration Schedule For
Middle School Is Announced
All Murray Middle
School students, grades 5-8,
will register on Tuesday,
Aug. 19. The first two days
of school will be on a
limited schedule, Aug. 19
and Aug. 20. Classes will
begin at 8:30 a.m. and run
until 11:30 a.m.
Seventh and eighth
graders will assemble in
the auditorium at 8:30 a.m.
for necessary instruction.
Students in grades five
and six will report to the
cafeteria, in the Austin
BUilding for registration.
Homeroom lists will be
posted on the bulletin board
on the second floor of the
Austin Building the followthg morning, Aug. 20. If a
student's name is not
listed, please report to the
principal's office, second

floor, math building. Fifth
and sixth graders may
return home after they
have registered. They will
also run a limited schedule
on Wednesday, Aug. 20.
Registration for fifth and
sixth grades will be as
follows:
8:30-9:05 — students
whose last name begins
with K thru P; 9:10-9:45 —
students whose last name
begins with Q thru S; 9:5010:25 — students whose last
name begins with T thru Z;
10:30-11 — students whose
last name begins with A
thru D; 11:05-11:30 —
students whose last name
begins with B thru J.
Students who did not attend Murray City Schools
last year may register by
reporting at the above

scheduled time and place
or by reporting to the prin6pal's office on the second
floor of the main building
prior to this time.

Elementary School
Scheduled Released
Tuesday, Aug. 19, will be
registration day for all
Murray Elementary School
students. All kindergarten
through second grade
students should report to
Robertson School. All third
and fourth grade students
should report to Carter
School.
Kindergarten students
may find their homeroom
assignments by checking

lye the pen that is the
master of distinctive
nmanship. The Cross
soft tip in select and
precious metals.
From S12.00.

CROSS*
WINCE '04*

lip pen's

Lindsey'sJewelers
114 S. Mb

the lists posted outside the
kindergarten classrooms.
All other students should
report for registration in
the gym at the respective
schools.
All kindergarten and
first grade students should
present an up-to-date Kentucky immunization certificate, a completed
medical examination form
and a birth certificate. Student transferring into the
Murray City Schools from
another school system
should present an up-todate Kentucky immunization certificate.
Buses will not run for the
elementary schools on
Tuesday, Aug. 19, but will
begin their regular routes
on Wednesday, Aug. 20.
Kindergarten classes
will not meet on Wednesday, Aug. 29, but will begin
regular sessions on
Thursday, Aug. 21.
On Wednesday classes in
grades first through fourth
will be in session from 8 to
11 a.m.
Regular sessions at both
schools for all classes will
begin on Thursday, Aug.
21, with the hours being 8
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Lunch
will be served on that day.
morning
The
kindergarten session will
run from 8 to 10:30 a.m.
and the afternoon session
from 11:45 a,in. to 2:15
p.m.
With last names first, the
registration is as follows:
Robertson School - 8:830,
A-D; 8:30-9:00, E-J ; 9-9:30,
K-P; 9:30-10, Q-S; 10-10:30,
T-Z.
Carter School— 8-8:30, QS; 8:30-9, T-Z; 9-9:30, A-D;
930-10,E-J; 10-10:30, K-P.

•

Murray Middle School

GOODIVEAR
12-MONTH TUNE=UP

...Saves Gas
All Year Long!

Your gas-saving Goodyear tune.up should last at least one year, but lust
not once, not
to make sure, we'll re-check your engine free of charge
twice, but THREE TIMES during the next twelve months, See Service
Agreement below •
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Air Conditioning
Service
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Plus replacement re
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• Perform cOrnplele leak test • Evacuate
and rechafge entire system • Adios, dr.,e
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belt tension • Tighten evaporator
dense, and compressor mounts • Most
US cars some imports
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whichever corn. Ilrst
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THE GOODYEAR PROMISE

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Ow
Own Customer Credit Plan • &Misfit Charge
• Visa • ...men Express Card • Cane
Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

$1.70
$1.83
$2.23
$2.38
$2.60

• WE RETURN
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORE • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZENATIONWIDE
• WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
WORN-OUT
h fix it tree If,
ore
and
work yeas performed
LIMITED WARRANTY, All Goodyear service is
however you re more than 50 mind from the
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ongrnal store Unto any 01 Goodyear *MOO Sery
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w• SlOros nationwide
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OUR AUTO SERVICE
FAMILY INCLUDES:
Tune-up • Alttsm•PM •
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Transmiwron ServIC•
• Mufflers and more
CARS, LIGHT
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TRUCKS. VANS &
RV's.
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Goodyear Service Store
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FROM 570 MILES IN SPACE — Two graduate students analyze a Landsat scene of
the Land Between The Lakes area of West Kentucky in the Remote Sensing Center
at Murray State University. The scene was recorded by a NASA satellite circling the
Earth 570 miles in space.
(Continued From Page 12)
ing a free, five-day in"released time” basis.
CROMALIN Processing
troductory course in the
The program makes it
Unit to produce hard-copy,
digital processing of Landpossible for mankind to
multicolor prints from the
sat data Oct. 13-17. The
look at large portions of the
STATOS plots.
course has been designed
Earth's surface at one
The Center is headed by
to familiarize participants
time, more than 13,000
Dr. Neil Weber,a specialist
with ways in which Landsquare miles in a single
in energy and resources
sat might be utilized effecscene, thereby revealing
management with more
tively in their areas of infeatures such as geologic
than seven years of univerterest.
faults, which are near imsity teaching and research.
Specific inquiries, sugpossible to detect from
The staffing and operations
gestions, or requests
near the Earth'Niface.
by
are coordinated
relative to the Center or its
Associate Director Bill
related activities, as well
The repetitive coverage
Coker,a computer scientist
as the introductory class,
provided by the continuouswith more than 18 years exmay be forwarded directly
ly orbiting satellites allows
perience.
to Dr. Neil Weber, Direcmonitoring of the Earth's
The MARC research
tor, Mid-America Remote
dynamic processes, such
team includes an interSensing Center, Murray
as crop-growing conditions
disciplinary group of MurState University, Murray,
and changing land use over
ray State faculty and staff
KY 42071. The phone
periods of time.
assigned to the Center on a
number is (502) 762-2148.
The University is offer-

Shadowfly Warm-Up
Suits
Special1 488
All American
Pro Tube
Socks
$1 88
Mens and Women's
Reg. $24.99

Reg. $2.75

Special

I II
Baseball
Undershirt
$388
Reg. $4.99

Model 600

AMF Voit
Basketball $it00
Reg. $7.99

Special tiff

Dodger Shirt
and Short Set
$588
Nik
Tennis Shoe Sale
$1488
Road King

"THE GREAT GATTI'S"
TUESDAY NIGHT
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL

Reg. 9.95 A Set

set

Special

Just right post° with delicious meat sauce served
Farm garlic bread

No. 12329 . Reg $21.95 Special

Enjoy a lunchtime S'/. inch pizza complete with dinner

Salad.

Road Runner No. 2014 Reg $27.95 Special$ 888
Leather No. 2000 ...
Road Runner Reg $33.95- Special
$2288
Ladies All Court

,

Canvas No. 7300

Reg 521 95 Special

$1488

Prices Good Thru Mon 8-11-80 to Sun. 8-17-80
0
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Teresa Dick, a
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded a
Board of Regents scholarship
from Murray State University. During her senior year,
Teresa was involved in TrAlpha, tennis team and
newspaper staff. Teresa is
the daughter of Herbert and
Ruby Dick and plans to study
business at Murray State this
fall.

Alison Wallace, a
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded a
$500 honor scholarship from
Murray State University.
During her senior year,
Alison was involved in Student Council, band and
French Club. Alison is the
daughter of Theodore and
Margaret Vaughn and plans
to study biology at Murray
State this fall.

Shawn
Keisha
Lassiter, a graduate of
Calloway County High
School, has been awarded a
Board of Regents scholarship
from Murray State University. During her senior year.
Keisha was involved in Pep
Club and Future Business
Leaders of America Keisha
is the daughter of Robert and
Junella Lassiter and plans to
study business at Murray
State this fall.

Melissa Brinkley, a
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded a Board of Regents
scholarship from Murray
State University. During her
senior year, Melissa was involved in Beta Club, Student
Council, Pep Club and speech
team. Melissa is the daughter
of John and Anne Brinkley
arid plans to study music at
Murray State this fall.
Douglas Ray Moore, a
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded a
Board of Regents scholarship
from Murray State University. During his senior year,
Douglas was involved in
band, speech and theatre,
and church activities.
Douglas is the son of Ray and
Martha Moore and plans to
study science at Murray
State this fall.

Thurman's School Of Dance
now offering

Children's Classes
Ages 4 Through 17
Storting September

— Classes Will Include —

6 Basic Ballroom Dances
(Foxtrot - Cha Cha - Waltz
Rumba - Tango - Swing),

Recital At End Of Year

Disco Dancing
Children's Dances
A Minimum
of Every 9 Weeks

Register Any Time In
The Month of August

Thurmans
School of Dance
liGoklwoter Rd.

Matron, Ky.

Phone
753-9756
No Answer
753-5950

12, 1980

Amanda Dunn, a
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded a Board of Regents
scholarship from Murray
State University. During her
senior year, Amanda was involved in Beta Club, Pep
Club,Future Homemakers of
America and Student Council Amanda is the daughter
of Ray and Judith Dunn and
plans to study a general curriculum at Murray State this
fall.

Two Murray High School
graduates, Stacy Lynn
Smith and Louise Gould,
have been awarded Board
of Regents scholarships to
Murray State University.
Smith is the daughter of
Charles and Jean Smith,
while Gould is the daughter
of Douglas and Alice
.Gould.
During high school,
Smith was involved in
band, piano and the
newspaper and yearbook
staffs. She plans to major
in art.
Gould participated in
Tr -Alpha, Teens Who Care
and choir. She plans to
study business at Murray
State.

John Redick
of The tookin'
Good Salon
is proud to
welcome back
all students
. to Murray.

Come in
and see
why we are
cut above!
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Calloway Lakers Looking To
Better Last Seasons Record
Whatever else happens
during Calloway County's
second season of varsity
football, new coach Sam
Harp's team is almost certain to better last year's
disastrous 0-10 record.
It was a season that eventually ended in the replacement of Stan Outland at the
helm of the team. It was
also one that ended with
renewed hope for the success of the unwinning
team.

AS sophomores now,
those players will be
among the more vital ones
on a team that will
dominated by the juniors
and themselves.
The youth movement is
one to which Harp must
commit himself with inexhaustible patience for the
mistakes that will be made,
but with intensity for the
forthzming years.
Alr?ady, Harp says he
has seen a marked im-

For All Your
Decorating Ideas
& Gifts Visit

Bel Air Center
753-1851
Hours: 10-6 M-F
10-5 Sat.

provement in the fundamentals from last year's
game films to this year's
practices.
Harp approaches the job
with a youthful attitude as
he nears only his 27th birthday. He is surrounded by a
vastly increased and
dedicated coaching staff.
And he brings with him the
experience of having served as an assistant coach at
state 4-A power Franklin
County.
Discipline is one of the
requirements Harp advocates for anyone wishing
to play football for
Calloway County while he
is here. Harp believes it is
necessary for his players to
be prepared in order to
avert the lopsided scores of
last year.
Harp
said
his
linebackers, who also play
in the Laker backfield, will
be the key to his team this
year. They will include
senior Mike Pearson,
junior Tommy Workman
and sophomore Jeff Garrison.
Another important step
for this year's team will
that of simply making the
players believe in
themselves. He says the
coaching staff has to be
able to relate to the players
for them to realize that.
The captains for
Calloway County will be
Workman and sophomore
Donny Hargrove. The
youth on this year's team is
so prevalent that Harp said
some of the sophomores
were running high in the
balloting.

RNSCSVCSSNSSNim\s‘s.M.NVV=

AHOY!
Don't cost off for campus without
your Leather Moccasins from Bright's
The perfect run-o-bout for you at
only 46°°.

Even if it takes some
time for Calloway to get used to the idea of winning,
Harp wants to certain he
has a hard-hitting team
when the first game
against Fulton County ar-

rives on August 22.
Therefore, the conditioning program he and his
staff have employed is a
major improvement from
anything used at the school
in the past. Harp said one

of the reasons he took the
job was because he knew
the administration was
behind him in the construction of future facilites
and the in the purchasing of
better equipment.

Coming Soon...
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Mrs. Margaret Zuniga and Mr. Leon Zuniga imparted a storehouse of knowledge to
their elementary cooking students. Nutrition, basic food groups,food preparation and
cooking were stressed. The highlight of this class was the last day when parents were
invited to sample the delicious food the students had prepared. Enrolled in the class
were Christy Raspberry, Gina Harris, Jennifer Geurin, Yolander Greenfield, and
Elizabeth Casos.

Complete
Your Back to-School
Decorating
With Items
From.

Beginning Guitar, taught by Kerry Vasseur, was a new experience for Calloway
Students. After studying the basics of beginning guitar, the students were permitted to
perform for other classes in the gifted program. Students enrolled were Gary Bailey,
Nita Nute, Tammie Jones, and Dana Armstrong.

save on school supplies
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Maray.Ky.
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Clock
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Hair Cutting

.1.11 Professional
-V! Styling for All
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Our Expert Leta Taylor, Murray's only
member of the Bluegrass Hair Fashion
Committee and her trained staff
know all the latest styles
for men and women. Try us!
Leta Taylor - Beverly Warren
Wanda Futrell • Tina Olson
Retba Starkey - Debbie Griffin
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Elementary drama students learned the basics of theatre and plays including the
projection and tempo of the voice and articulation. The students did a play, program,
set and house for the audience. Students enrolled were Ruth Ann Black, Natalie McDougal, Amy Lackey, Charlotte Dawson, Lee Ann Rayburn, Damn Chapman, Scottie
Rice, Yancey Hole, Heather Welch, Betsy Whitfield, Ray Dunn, Davida Waldrop, Leslie
Erwin, Jamey Armstrong, and Robin Westemsan. The instructors were Mrs. Marcie
Johnson and Mrs.Julieanne Smith.

a
Basket weaving, under the direction of Mrs. Dorothy Cook, was a different approach
in teaching students to be creative with their hands. Students used two sizes of basket
reed soaked in water to form their baskets. They also made burlap flowers and bread
dough to fill their baskets. Some students will be exhibiting their baskets at the local
Calloway County Jaycee Fair in July. Students enrolled in the class were Denise
Thompson, David Grady, Tina Lee, Jennifer Jarrett, Dawn Hale, Alicia Stubblefield and
LaDawn Cook.

Gifted Program Is Refunded
The Calloway County
School System's Gifted and
Talented program has been
refunded for the 1980-81
school year by the state
board of education.
Students in this year's
program recently corn-

Homecoming
At MSU...
1(
.‘

(Continued From Page 7)
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9:30 a.m. in the lobby of
Sparks Hall.
Following the traditional
Homecoming Smorgasbord
in Beshear Gymnasium of
the Student Center from 11
a.m. until 12:30 p.m., the
activities,
pre-game
featuring the Marching
Racers band and the
crowning of the 1980
Homecoming Queen, will
take place at Stewart
Stadium. These will begin
at 1:30 p.m.
JoAnn Toms, a senior
from Hopkinsville, is the
1979 queen and will crown
her successor.
The game ball will be
delivered at the 50-yard
line by a team of skydivers
from the 103rd Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell,
parachuting into the
stadium from a plane circling several thousands of
feet overhead.
Also on hand to add color,
excitement and entertainment both to the parade
and game will be the
Stagecraft Characters
from Louisville — the
popular Bear used in Kentucky State Fair promotions, Elephant and Pluto
the Dog.
To wind up the
festivities, the public is invited to attend the traditional
President's
Homecotning Reception at
"Oakhurst," the campus
home of Murray•State
President and Mrs. Constantine W. Curris, immediately following the
Murray-Middle Tennessee
game.

pleted their last session of
mini-courses on Saturday
mornings.
Students, who are
selected to participate in
the gifted and talented
class through test scores
and teacher recommendations, are permitted to
choose the class of their
choice and interest.
Course offerings in the
last session included
science, Spanish, drama,
art, guitar, nutrition,
choral reading, exploration

of Kentucky, basket weaving, tennis, creative
writing, computer, gaspowered model cars with
emphasis on car engines,
radio and television broadcasting and interior
decorating.
Classes were held at
Calloway High School, Ken
Lake, Murray Tennis
Center, Murray High Tennis Center, Land Between
the Lakes, Murphy's Pond,
and Murray State University.
Students receive no

grades or credit but certificates of participation
were awarded. Some radio
and television broadcasting students had the
opportunity to cover Murray State University's
graduation exercises for
viewing on Channel 6.
News clips were also
prepared and broadcast
over WSJP in Murray.
Mrs. Bonnie Nute is the
coordinator for the gifted
and talented program in
Calloway County Schools.

putting it all
together...
When You Put
Quality,
Comfort,
and Style
together...
it equals
LEVI'S
Womenswear
and
Menswear

We'll Send You
Off To School
In Super-Comfort
And Classic Style.

04.11dre 14M-14 00.0..), CO STYLE

THAT IT
Olympic Plaza, Murray
753-6882
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Several New Faces At MSU This Fall
Among new faces in new
places at Murray State
University when the fall
semester begins later this
month will be a dean, two
chairmen, two acting
chairmen, and several people in staff positions.
Dr. William Parsons,
formerly dean of the School
of Fine Arts at Radford
(Va.) University, is the
new dean of the College of
Creative Expression. In addition to his academic
credentials, he is wellknown as a performer,
director, author, adjudicator, and community
fine arts leader.
Although an Arkansas
native who grew up in
Memphis, Parsons is no
stranger to Kentucky. He
has served as chairman of
the Department of Fine
Arts and....communication
at NortheFe Kentucky
University, director of
theatre at Western Kentucky University, chairman of the Departrnent,of
Speech and Drama at Kentucky Southern College,
and on the faculty at
Georgetown College.
Neither of the new
chairmen - Dr. Martha Erwin, nursing, and Dr.
James Willis, professional
studies - is a newcomer to
the campus. She joined the
faculty in 1970 and served
in 1977-78 and 1978-79 as acting chairman of the
department. Willis has
been a faculty member
since 1977.
acting
new
Both
chairmen are serving as
heads of new departments
until permanent chairmen
are appointed. Theye,are:
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of

the College of Environmental Sciences, as chairman
of the Department of Geosciences; and Dr. Douglas
Huffman, who was an
associate professor of
management in 1979-80, as
chairman of the Department of Computer Studies.
The Department of Geosciences was established by
combining the Division of
Geology in the former
Department of Chemistry
and Geology with the
Department of Geography,
while the Department of
Computer Studies was
created in the College of
Business and Public Affairs to place all computer
programs in one departmental unit.
Searches have begun to
select a chairman for each
of the departments.
Another screening process is underway to select a
dean of the College of
Human Development and
Learning. A committee is
reviewing applications and
nominations in an effort to
determine by Jan. 1 who
will fill the position.
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger is
serving as interim dean.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter left
the post in January to accept a position as associate
superintendent of public instruction with the Kentucky Department of
Education in Frankfort.
Joining the staff are the
following people:
— Donna Cornell as
coordinator of student activities. She was formerly a
program adviser and
graduate assistant in student activities work at the
University of South
Carolina where she corn-

UNITED SOOTOKAN
FEDERATION

Murray Karate
Center
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-6317
Instructions:
Mon-fri 1:00-2:00
Sat. 10:00-12:00
Evenings 6:00-8:00
Instructor Vic Milner
Pr'Owes Sleek INN)

pleted work on the
master's degree earlier
this year.
— Jimmy Wilder as
director of athletic promotions. Wilder, who will handle athletic promotions and
ticket sales, as well as
work with the Racer Club,
formerly held a similar
position at Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Va.
— Ned Southwick of
Cadiz as associate director
and
grounds
for
maintenance. He has worked as a landscape specialist
with the Kentucky Department of Parks.
— Scott Sherin as assistant director of housing for
operations. Sherin, who
served three years as a

residence hall director at
the University of Wisconsin
at LaCrosse, has also been
involved as a partner in an
aquatic weed harvesting
company.
— Lisa Sons of Irvine as
program coordinator in
housing. She was a
graduate assistant to a
residence hall director at
Eastern Kentucky University where she recently
completed work on the
master's degree.
— Elaine Spalding of
Elizabethtown as an admissions counselor in the
School Relations Office.
She was graduated in the
spring class on the campus.
Several new and expanded academic programs are

Show it with our
great sweaters!
We've got the
best selection of
styles, sizes and
colors ever.
Come in - we'll send
you back to school
in style.

also part of the outlook for
the upcoming school year.
A new major in
science
veterinary
technology will prepare
students to work with
laboratory animals as
veterinary assistants or in
laboratory situations
where animals are used for
research.
Hired to direct the program is Dr. Dan King, a
veterinarian who for
several years directed a
science
veterinary
technology program at
Lakeland College in Champaign, Ill.
medical
Training
laboratory technicians to
work in laboratories and
clinics in the focus of

another program in the
College of Environmental
Cathy
Sciences.
Christopher, who spent the
1979-80 school year
developing the program for
the Department of
Biological Sciences, will
serve as its coordinator.
Capabilities have also
been expanded in horticulture in the Department
of Agriculture with the addition of Dr. John Griffin,
formerly of the University
of Maryland, as a faculty
member whose specialization is ornamentals.
Dr. Ken Winters, dean of
the College of Industry and
Technology, said a fulltime person will be
(Continued On Page 25)
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Scholarship Recipients to Be Honored With Reception Sept. 6
Recipients of 106 scholarships awarded by the
Alumni Association of Murray State University for
1980-81 will be honored at a
recognition reception on
the campus on Saturday,
Sept.6.
Students awarded both
Century
Club
and
memorial and honorary
scholarships supported by
the Alumni Association,
along with their parents,
will be the guests of honor
for the get-together, which
will run from 4 to 6:30 p.m.
in the Student Center.
A total of $57,000 in
scholarship awards has
been presented to students
by the alumni organization
for the upcoming school
year - 58 through the Century Club for $29,000 and
$28,000 in memorial and
honorary scholarships.
Following a program,
which will include official
scholarship presentations,
guests will be served a buffet and then will attend the
opening Murray State football game of the year

between the Racers and
Southeast Missouri StatE
University.
Serving as master of
ceremonies for the reception program will be Dr.
Ray Mofield, professor of
journalism and radiotelevision. Bill Morgan of
Benton, president of the
Alumni Association, will
welcome guests and make
introductions.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university president,
will speak to the gathering.
Also on the program are
James E. "Buck" Hurley
of Benton, who will give the
invocation, and Dr. L. J.
Hortin of Murray, professor emeritus, who will
deliver the benediction.
Among others invited to
attend the recognition
reception are President
Emeritus Harry M.
Sparks, members of the
board of regents, Century
Club chairmen and
members, Murray State
vice presidents and deans,
Alumni Council officers,
Alumni Scholarship Corn-

mittee members, the
Faculty Senate president,
area superintendents, principals, and counselors,

sponsors of scholarships,
donors, faculty and staff,
and guests of scholarship
recipients.

16-member ScholarRecognition Commitwith Morgan and Dr.
Humphreys of Mur-

ray, president-elect of the
association, as cochairmen, has planned
details of the reception.

'Do'It!

Go Back to School
In a Curly New Hairdo!
Try something new ... like a
professional perm or a body
wave. We'll "do- it for you!

Call 753-5902
Connie Bogard -Receptionist

Judy Curd and Shere Parker
Owners and Operators

OPERATORS: Wanda Housdon, Rosetta Burkoon
Carol Hill, and Sharon Byboo

Judy & Shore's
Beauty Salon

Faces... (Colitisued From Page 24
available this fall to work
with the extended campus
program in Madisonville to
develop mining managers.
The program consists of
a third and fourth year,
with an emphasis on mining management, for
graduates of two-year colleges with associate
degrees in mining
engineering technology.
Private funding from the
mining industry will provide the support for the
program director at least
the first two years. Winters
called the program "one of
the most pronounced examples of cooperation
among community colleges, vocational schools,
four-year colleges, and industry itself."
A master's degree program in nursing, which has
been approved by the

A
ship
tee,
Ben

Bel Air Center

Health Sciences Advisory
Committee and is pending
approval by the Council on
Higher Education, will be
in the formative stages in
1980-81. Dr. Erwin said the
year will be spent in planning and development.
The Waterfield Center
for Business and Governmental Research will also
be developed within the
College of Business and
Public Affairs during 198081. Named to head the
center as its first director
is Dr. Rex Galloway,
formerly chairman of the
Department of Management.
He will work out of the
dean's office in assisting
with business and governmental research programs
and in exercising overall
supervision over research
activities of the college.
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Free, Reduced Lunch Policy Announced By School Systems
Murray City and
Calloway County Schools
have announced their
policy for free and reduced
price meals for children
served in schools under the
National School Lunch Program and/or School
Breakfast and/or Special
Milk Program. Local
school officials have
adopted the following
family-size and income
criteria for determining
eligibility:
Children from families
whose income is at or
below the levels shown are

eligible for free or reduced
price meals or free milk. In
addition, families not
meeting these criteria but
with unusual expenses of
unusually high medical expenses, shelter costs in excess of 30 percent of income,special education expenses of the mental or
physical condition of a
child, and disaster or
casualty losses are urged
to apply.
Application forms are being sent to all homes with a
letter to parents. Additional forms are available

at ttle principal's office in
each school. The information provided on the application is confidential
and will be used only for
the purpose of determining
eligibility. Applications
may be submitted at any
time during the year. A
simple statement of income and family size is required, plus a signed certification by the parent or
guardian that the information provided is correct.
In certain cases foster
children are also eligible
"•0ni

COLUMN II
COLUMN I
Reduced Meals
Free Meals and Free Milk
if family income is within tf family income is within
Family Size
$ 5,2314 8,150
04 5,230
1
6,901-10,760
0-6,900
2
8,581-13,380
0-8,580
3
10,251-15,990
0-10,250
4
11,931-18,600
0-11,930
5
13,601-21,220
0-13,600
15,281-23,830
0-15,280
7
16,951-26,440
0-16,950
8
18,631-29,050
048,630
9
20,311-31,660
0-20,310
10
21,991-34,270
0-21,990
11
23,671-36,880
0-23,670
12
For each additional family member, add $1,680 per year to the income level for
free meals and $2,610 to the income level for reduced price meals.
Reduced Price Lunch 100
Reduced Price Breakfast (if available) 50
0220areVWX4,..-4.:.
340000*01111110AAW00

.•

'

for these benefits. If a
family has foster children
living with them and
wishes to apply for such
meals and milk for them,
they should contact the
school.
If a family member
becomes unemployed or if
family's size and income
changes during the school
year, the family should
contact the school to file a
new application. Such
changes may make the
children of the family eligible for reduced price
meals, or for additional
benefits such as free meals
and milk if the family income falls at or below that
shown on the family size
and income scale.
Under the provisions of
the policy, the school official will review applications and determine
eligibility. If a parent is
dissatisfied with the ruling
of the official, he may wish
to discuss the decision with
the determining official on
an informal basis.
If he wishes to make a
formal appeal, he may
make a request either orally or in writing to:
Willie Jackson, director
of pupil personnel, Murray
City, 812 Poplar Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-4363, or

Jack Rose, supt. of
Calloway County Schools,
College Farm Road, Murray, Ky., 753-3033 for Al
hearing to appeal the decision. The policy on file in
each school and in the
superintendent's office
contains an outline of the
hearing procedure.

In the operation of child
feeding programs, no child
will be discriminated
against because of his race,
color, or national origin.
Each school and board of
education has a copy of the
completed policy, which
may be reviewed by any interested party.

Juanita's Flowers
917 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky.
Has Purchased The Greek
Corner's Glassware, Etching
Machine, Including Also The
Sorority & Fraternity Supplies.

Place your order by phone

753-3880
OR STOP BY

Juanita's Flowers

For The
Ultimate In
Hair and Skin Care
We
Carry
Redken
And
RK
Products

1-kouSE
Call For An
Appointment
At 753-2339

•
limit
ky 42071
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Room Assignments
At Southwest Given
The following are room
assignments for Southwest
Elementary
Calloway
School, according to Ray
Dunn, principal.
MSU
Gibson
Kindergarten A.M.
Douglas Bell, David Matthew Gibbs. Brian
Gremore, Stephanie Lynn
Harper, Eric Johnson,
Christopher Jones, Ernest
!Casting, Margaret McKinney, Jason Edward Murphy, Tammy Torsak, Troy
Yates.
MSU
Kindergarten P.M.
Robert
Billington,
Gregory Carr, Danyelle
Clark, Scott Downey,
Melissa Dyer, Margaret
Gray,Tracey Lamb,Laura
Ann Luciana, Larry Tharp,
Jamie Williams, Angela
Dawn Lyons.
Southwest
Gore
Kindergarten P.M.
'Melissa Deering, Jeffrey
Dillon, Genevia Fowler,
Misty Ernstberger, Chris
Liddle, Timmy Wayne Lax,
Kevin Orr, Leigh Ann
Parker, Jay Phillips, Brian
Provine, Jay Rogers,
Heather Tidwell, Joseph
Thorn, Buffy Waldrop,
Bobby Washer, Leigh Ann
Winters.
Southwest
Gore
Kindergarten A.M.
Annie Mae Boyle, Benji
Burton, Jason Carroll,
Scott Conklin, Sherri Gayle
Cooper,Staci Cunningham,
Matthew Damron, Rodney
Dunalp, Lori Dunn,
Bradley Stuart Erwin,

Adam Ferguson, Johnnie
Gallimore, Jennifer Gupton, Jason Hale, Rebecca
Hoke, Krystal Kimbro,
Shan Lamb,Emily Mahan,
Charles Nute, Karol
Scruggs, Brooks Underwood, Roger Wallace,
Wilson,
Richard
Christopher Williams.
1st Grade
Underwood
Ginger Adams, Seth
Arant (no kindergarten),
Regina Autrey (no
kindergarten, 3 hours from
Roger Wallace), Brian
Barnett, Heather Bindert,
Krystal Foley, Chris
Guthrie, Brock Hammat,
Justin Kelso, Christy
Lambert, Lee Ann Lovell,
Tammy Manning, Mitzi
McKinney, Kelly Oliver,
Amy Parker, Julie Pritchard, Melyna Rice,
Shayne Salmon, Eddie
Sheridan, Laura Shouse,
Timmy Sons, Britteny
Stuart (no kindergarten),
Linda Carol Thweatt, Julie
Waldrop, Leslie Waugh,
Bradley White, Richard
Wilson,Terra Wilson.
1st Grade
Burkeen
Jeffrey Adams, Ami
Barnett, James Barrett,
Tiffany Cherry, Danny Joe
Gipson, Jennifer Jones,
Brian Kimbro, Ted
Leopard, Kelly Martin,
John Paul Nix, 'Anthony
Neal
Orr
(no
kindergarten), Carla
Paschall, Lori Raspberry,
Ashley Ross, John Sales,
Deanna Nicole Seavers,
Staci Shipp, Jonathon
Smotherman, Gena Steely,
(Continued On Page 28)
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Take Note:
Fashion at a Price!

2 Pc.
Suits or
I Pc. Plain
Dresses

one HOUR
DRY

Always Free
Layaway
at Behr's
A. Work

B. New Fall Jumpers

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7o rn to 6 p rn

Mos 7534125

Camisole style jumpers edged in lace with
delicate button trim and tie-belt. Softly
textured in fall tones.

Versatile go-anywhere cowl-neck in soft
acrylic and wool. Solids. Sizes S,M,L

C. Corduroy

5/229
prices good ..11 week!

Blazers

29.99

Reg 4500

blazers go smashingly
Ultimate classics
from skirts to pants to dresses. Choose
camel, beige, or navy. Sizes 5-15, 6-16.

Tr-Blend Wool Skirts

12.99

Reg to 1999

Save now on these specially priced plaid
skirts. Great selection of assorted plaids
Fall tones. Sizes 5-15, 6-16. A buy you won't
want to pass up!

D.

Genuine Rabbit Fur Jackets

59.99

Reg.8999

Real fur at a very reasonable price!
Our genuine pieced rabbit jackets are the,
best and most fashionable way to keep warm
this winter. Wrap style jacket with belt in
beigergray, brown or multi. Sizes S,M.L.
• All Ft7A Labeled to Show Country of lint:Oiled
Furs

5.00 Will Hold Your Coat in Layaway

Central
Shopping
Center
753-7991
New! Shetland Sweaters
The Soft Touch of Lacy Blouses
to 15,40

HOURS: 10 - 9 Daily
1 • 6 Sundays

Last Chance For Summer'

3.99
folded of on hangers

6.99

Cowl-Neck Reg 1499

leg' ro 12 99
Laundered and pressed
to perfection

9.99

Reg 23.99

• T-Tops
• Shorts
• Nylon Gowns
• Fall Fashion
Handbags

cLeaneRs

9.99

Pants Reg.1018.99

"Preppy" looks to live-in! 4-pocket classics
in khaki and navy. Polyester and cotton twill.
Sizes 5-15, 6-16

8.99

F reel Host, onnIs n now *IMMO*, low
,
wil
enough lot auluon
ol lace
undSSSSS
rewnings In easy care coton and Pelves..

Panties

Dress-Sale!

Briefs or bikinis
Variety of colors

Junior • Misses
• Hansizes

Reg 1899

9.99

From wow on these are lee sweate,S
Sweatergols ace onto' Clnooee wow,• nec•
or casual crew neck in 100, wool a 50,
anti SO% acne,. Weal assaled sawn
S.ce• S •••

Reg.1.001o1.25
Reg fo 39.99

4/3.00

$5-$7-$9

If-141 IR ws4.

1
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Southwest Elementary Room Assignments... wo......mpage27)
Jackie Stubblefield, Amy
Waldrop, Barry Ward, Ben
Watkins, Ericka Weber,
Jamey WI-Net, Ryker
Wilson, Chad Wyatt.
2nd Grade
Cooper
Nancy Arinstrofig, Jennifer Bland, Brandon
Cathey, Michael Copeland,
Heath Crouch, Matthew
Falwell, Mickey Futrell,
Mark Garland, Brad Hale,
Amanda Hayes, Jennifer
Henry, Leslie James,
Heather Lackey, Amy
Lefler, Andy McLemore,
Amy Nesbitt, Benji
Parker, Tony Patrick, Lee
Shouse, Christy Trenholm,
Amy Wilkerson, Mike
Winters,'Denise Fisher.
2nd Grade
Parks
Angela Bales, Arthur

Ann Mattingly, Liz MarTammy Holland, Kevin
Gupton, Tracey Henry,
Jason Sims, Raquel
quardt, Mike Milby,
Jones, Bob Kemp, Connie
Richard Hill, Fred Jones,
Wallace, Janna Wilson,
Dwaine McKinney, TamManning, Carl Martin, Joel
Kristy Knight, Vennessa
David Yontz,
my Morefield, Tonya MurCory
McCallon, Sandy Miller,
Koczorowski,
3rd Grade
dock, Jeff Orr, David PotBrad Mitchell, Rayann
Lambert,Tracey Manning,
Key
ter, Melissa Prescott, Kim
Murdock, Nita Nute, TamBarrett,
Michael Mattingly, MitValerie
Rose, Thomas Stalls, Celia
Poyner,
Jon
Overby,
my
Bynum,
Tammy
Nesbitt,
chell
Christopher
Taylor, Sheri Tidwell,
Jessica Raspberry, Randy
Overby, Chris Paschall,
Stephen Downey, Bruce
Jason Winchester, Craig
Sons, Terry Starks, Malcon
Christy Raspberry, Gary
Elkins, John Gust, Kellee
Wortham.
Taylor, Meillisa Warren,
Roberson, Chad StubHooks, Brescia Huie,
Mark Workman, Stephanie
blefield, Stephanie Treas,
01116610WWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
Sherina Jones, Shelley
Wuest.
Tommy Vance, Wesley
Leopard, Chris Mancini,
Editor's Note — Special
lith Grade
McDaniel,
Warren, Tracey West, Joe
Freddie
thanks for assistance in
Miller
Willett, Melissa Fisher.
Christina Parker, Jason
preparing information inChristy Anderson, Keri
6th Grade
Prescott, Adam Riley,
cluded in this section goes
RhonBailey,
Page
Atkins,
Cothran
Sandra
Kimberly Shelton,
to M. C. Garrott, Dwain
da Barrett, Angela Boyle,
Andy Adams, Michael
Tidwell (Cathey), Dana
McIntosh and Barry
Darren
Carroll,
Jeanne
Anderson, Gary Bailey,
Washer,Chad Woods.
Alesia Covey, 4 Johnson of the MSU Public
Clark
Eric Barrett, Benji
4th Grade
Information Staff, MSU
Bonita Elkins, Greg
Ramp
Bogard, Phillip Bryan,
sports information director
Teresa Armstrong, TomFutrell, Chester Garner,
Tina Chandler, Alan
Doug Vance, and the ofmy Atkins, Kimberlee
Marcia Grimes, Krysta
Cothran, Sherrie Davis,
ficials and staffs of the
Bales, Stefanie Barnett,
Henley,
Shane
Harrell,
Garland,
Mike
Fox,
Tracey
Michael Bucy, Nathan
Calloway County and MurTracey Higgins, Jeff
Clark, Ronnie Cochran, Buffy Greer, Joyce Hardin,
ray Independent school
Hoke,
Marie
Ann
,
Dillon,
Holland,
Henderson
BeRhonda
Joe
Cook,
Jane Ann
systems.
Charles Jones, Larry
Kevin Ealey, Angela Gard- Robert Hicks, Tony
ner, Tamara Garner, Hopkins, Troy Higgins,
Jones, Lagena Lamb, Keri
Bruce Greer, Melissa
Hicks, Yancey Huie, Cindy
Kilgore, Felisha Lamb,
Gregory Lassiter, Patricia
Little. Vickie Manning,
Timothy Marcussen, Mac
McDonald, Tripp Nix,
Stacey Parks, Jennifer
Paschall, Leslie Pritchard,
100%
cotton
denim,
Scott Robinson, Shane
straight leg, regular bell, big
Seavers, Kevin Turner,
bell and boot cut. Men's
David Waldrop, David
sizes 29 thru 42.
Wesson, Betsy Whitfield,
Greg Workman,
4th Grade
A 50
SPECIAL
Robinson
Shopphig Center
•
4
I 6
Tim Armstrong, Aimee
Bailey, Gary Barnett,
Through Aug. 23rd
Ginger Billington, Adam
We are professional cosmetologists and we
Men's
Chambers,Brenda Cooper,
wish to satisfy you by providing personalized
David Cruce, Chris
Douglas, Amy Ferguson,
consultation and hair designing.
Nora Garland, Kenneth
-Woven plaids" in regular
Greemore,
Darla
Grace,
We are open Mon.-Sat. and we are in
and western styles.
Jeff Holmes, Stephanie
walking distance from the university.
Keel, Tracey Kimbro,
Regular 1999.
Jason Lambert, Candace
So, call us for an appointment today and get
Latimer, Michael MannMcDaniel,
Frances
ing,
a fashionable new style this school season
SPECIAL
Maryann Murray, Lori
Overcast, Jamie Paschall.
Kevin Phillips, Ashley
Men's Levi Western
We will consider it a pleasure and a priviledge to serve you in the
Poyner, Kristie Rose,
Sherry Smith, Renee
professional way possible.
Thweatt, Angela Van
DESIGNERS: Renee Bolen, Dennis Mills, Jackie Mils and
100% cotton denim for long
Wickler, Mark Watkins,
Guy Viveras (who just recently returned to Murray).
wear and rugged good looks. Dana Westerman, Jimmy
Williams,Jon Wuest
Sizes 36-46

Boyd, Stephanie Carraway, Brock Crouch, Kenneth Ealey, Tracey Foutch,
Jody Gallimore, Marshall
Gilliam, Brandy Hamby,
Sandy Hayes, Charles Holt,
Stephanie Lee Ann Jones,
Susan Lax, Tammy
Mahan, Christa Milby,
Nesbitt, John
Casey
Parker, Bradford Ray,
Kathey Stockton, Travis
Turner, Noel Wilkerson,
Christopher Wyatt.
3rd Grade
Jackson
Mark Barber, Sharon
Blakely, John DiIlion,
Brent Dunlop, William
Gentry, Marion Henderson, Roger Hutson, Robert
Jones, Michael Lax, Tammy Littrell, Stephanie
Miller, Joe Wade Paschall,
Andy Rickman, Jon Rose,

JEANS

We Measure Up At

HEADLINES

LEVI SHIRTS

7,

CALL AT 753-0882

JACKETS

SPECIAL

s2 I •
-

A

Men's

WESTERN HATS
Denims and corduroys
Reg 14 99 S
I2.

LERMANS

IIII1Grade
Dodson
Johnny Ahart, Jamey
Armstrong, Dal Barrett,
Melissa Broach, David
Capps, Stacey Deeter, Cindy Edwards, Michelle
Stone Elkins, Kevin Fleming, Catherine Fraley, Jennifer Hammat, Scott
Hanline, Mark Henderson,
Roger Herndon, Brad
Houston, Johnna Jones,
Amy Lackey, Debbie Littrell, Charles Martin,
Roger Miller, Renee
Oliver, Chris Proctor,
Michael Rice, Jerry
Starks, Rick Smith, Tina
Thompson, Troy Turner,
Tracey Wallace, Heather
Welch, Robin Westerman,
Lori Wilson,
Hh Grade
Turner
Shawn Alexander, Marla
Arnett, Chrissie Broach,
Melinda Butterworth, Dusty Darnell, Ray Dunn,
Karen Elkins, Leslie Erwin Larry Foutch, Patrick

HOBB'S
DISCOUNT SHOES
1303 Chosteet(Across Fromm Dixleleed Cantor)
Open Every Sunday
Moe -Thor: 10-00-5.00 Fri.-12:00-6:00
1:00 p.m.-5:00
" •
Sat. 10:00-5:00
Now Shoes Arrivleg
Every Friday

10%
Off
Every
Wed.

Ladies Fail
Children's
Style Shoes
Shoes
$500
699
Acme Boots

$30 & $35
'

10%
itSS

Every
Wed.

•'.:1•47-;
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MHS Tigers Face Depletion Of Seniors
With Eager Anticipation And Spirit

J

tr

y

"Murray's
Exclusive
Tobacco
Shop"

•Pipes

•Blended
Tobaccos
•Imported
Cigars & Cigarettes
•lighters
▪ Large Selection
of
gift
items!

Hours
Mon.Sat.
9:306:00

Olympic Mesa
753-3 1 74

Come See Us!!
• •• .

•

some competition as the
top runner in Western Kentucky.
While Foster has an
almost certain lock on his
position, the fullback spot
will be one that must be filled ably in order to keep the
pressure off Foster.

complishment winning
over 50 percent of our
games playing the people
we are playing."
Hina is expecting to play
a number of players on
both offense and defense
again this year. Among
those are Roberts, Mike
Gough at split end and
Murray coach John Hina
defensive Tigerback, and
believes he has two strong
Crawford.
competitors for that posiHine adds that his junior
tion in junior Craig
class is the one he is counCrawford and senior Albert
ting on for his team's sucBall. Ball remains an
cess. 18 players in that
uncertainty after returning
class return from last
from an ankle injury last
year's team.
year.
"What we are concerned
The quarterback battle is
about is losing 72 players
one that everybody is watand gaining 16 (in this
ching as seniors Greg Moryear's sophomore class),"
ton and Bill Shelton wage
Hina said about the enrollan almost even battle for
ment problem.
the starting position by the
"We will run a similar offirst game against
fense to last year's,an I pro
Russellville.
set with multiple offenses.
Then there is the How well we run it depends
schedule. It's an ogre that on how well Bill and Craig
keeps reminding the Mur- come along.
^s- team •11nut hqrrl it will
"In our fullback, we are
have to work to stay above looking for a consistent
.500 this year.
runner and blocker. We
'It's a coaches' think we have seen more of
nightmare," Hina describ- these characteristics in
ed it. "It will be a big ac- Crawford."

If Murray High is going
to keep pace with its rugged schedule for another
season and still manage a
winning record as it did
last year (6-5), it will have
to survive the depletion of
its senior class and the
steady decline of players
turning out each fall.
The enrollment decrease
has been cutting more and
more into the availability
of playersfor practice each
year, but the enthusiasm is
definitely back.
Eddie Requarth and
Robin Roberts, just two
members of Murray's
senior class, have said that
this group has been working hard during the past
summer to give the Tigers
a chance against formidable
Paducah
Tilghman, Mayfield, Ft.
Campbell and the rest of
their murderous opponents.
There is excitement to be
sure for the return of
tailback Tim Foster, who
dashed for over 1,200 yards
last year, and should give
Mayfield's Marcus Moss

tit.itIONIE
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French Braiding
Perms,

New Fresh Styles
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And we at Reflections
do it all and...
do it well
call us

TLEC170/1
753-6435
641 North
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and just the look that reflects on you...
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Only Minor Changes From Last Year

City School Bus Schedules Announced
students, then go to Murray
Only minor changes will
Middle to discharge Middle
the
in
year
this
be made
School students. Bus No. 12
transportation program of
will pick up Middle School
the Murray Independent
students in the Bagwell
Schools. Buses for the Murarea after making its High
ray Elementary School,
School run each morning.
Carter and Robertson
The Bagwell area students
Centers will begin their bus
will ride Bus. No. 11 home
runs Wednesday, Aug. 20.
each afternoon.
The Robertson Center will
The location of the bus
house grades K through 2
are as follows with
stops
will
Center
Carter
and the
minor changes for Murray
house grades 3 and 4. All
Elementary, Murray Midbusues for the Murray
dle, and Murray High
Elementary School will
Schools.
pick up students in grades 1
through 4.
Three buses will go to the
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
Start 7:50 a.m.
Robertson Center first and
Bus No 5
8.15 a.m.
Arrive
discharge the 1st and 2nd
STOP
the
to
d
then
s,
Ftiverwoo
1—
student
grade
2— 12101 Peggy Ann Drive
Carter Center to discharge
3— 1305 Kirkwood
4th
and
3rd
the
4— Kirkwood at Cla yshire
students in
5 — Clayshire at Belmont
go
will
grades. Four buses
6 — 18th at Belmont
to the Carter Center first
and discharge the 3rd and
4th grade students, then to
the Robertson Center to
discharge the 1st and 2nd
grade students.
Kindergarten student
smay ride to school if they
are in the morning section
or ride home if they are in
the afternoon section.
Buses for both Centers of
the Murray Elementary
School will begin their bus
runs at 7:20 a.m. Both
Centers will dismiss
classes at 11 a.m., Wednesday, Aug. 20.
Beginning Thursday,
'Aug. 21, all bus runs for
Murray Elementary School
will be at 7:20 a.m, with
school being dismissed at
2:20 p.m.
Buses for the Murray
Middle and Murray High
Schools will begin their bus
runs, Tuesday, Aug. 19.
The Middle School buses
No. 5, 7, 8, 10 will begin
their scheduled run at 7:50
a.m. The Middle School
will be dismissed at 11:30
a.m. Tuesday and Wednesday.
Beginning Thursday,
Aug. 21, the Middle School
regular scheduled runs will
begin at 750 a.m. and
school will be dismissed at
3 p.m.
Buses for Murray High
School No. 6, 8, 11, 12 will
begin their scheduled runs
at 7:50 a.m. Murray High
will be dismissed Tuesday
and Wednesday at 11:30
a.m.
Beginning Thursday,
.Aug. 21, the Murray High
regular scheduled runs will
begin at 7:50 a.m and
school will be dismissed at
3 p.ru.
Bus No. 8 will pick up
both Murray Middle and
Murray High students in
the Five 'Points area. The
bus will proceed to Murray
High, after completing its
pickup, discharge the High
School students, pick up
any Middle School

7 — Belmont at Belmont Drive
8 — Belmont at Melrose
9— Melrose at Parklane
10 — 1727 Melrose
It — Melrose at Doran Road
12— Doran Road at Plainview
13— 1703 Parklane
14 — Parklane at Catalina
15— Parklane at leth
16— Parklane at Glendale
17— Kirkwood at Meadow Lane
18 — Meadow lane at Dudley
19— 907 Meadow Lane
20— Meadow Lane at Story
21 —Story at Whitnell
22 — Story at 13th
23— 13th at Sycamore
Pros......d to Middle School via 12th
Street then Main Street.

MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
Start 7:50 a.m.
Bus No. 10
Arrive 8:15 1.m.
STOP
1 — 16th at Loch Lomond
2— 16th at Sunset
3 — Sycamore at Richardson
— Sycamore at Blair
5 —Sycamore at Lynn wood
6 — Johnson Blvd. at Minerva
— South 17th at Audobon Dr.
8 — South 17th at Magnolia- after
turning onto Magnolia
9— 1622 Keenland

19— Keenland at South 17th
11 — Holiday at Plamview
12 — Holiday Dr. at Doran Rd -at
entrance into Gatesborough
13— Doran Road at Magnolia
Proceed to Middle School via Main
Street.
Start 8:10 a m.
Bus No. 12
Arrive 820 a.m
STOP
1— Circararna at F'airlane
2— Fairlane at South 9th
3— FairLarie at Guthrie
4— Broad at Goodman
5 — Broad at Glendale
6 —Glendale at Bagwell
7 — Glendale at South 9th
Proceed to Murray Middle School
via 9th Street
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
Start 750 a.m.
Bus No.6
Arrive 8:15 a.m.
STOP
1 — ti-van at Poplar
2— 14th at Main
3 — 13th at Olive Blvd.
4 —Olive at 10th
5 — 805 Olive ( Between 9th and
8th)
6 — 607 Olive ,between 7th and
6th)
7 — 6th at Main
— 6th at Poplar
9— 706 Elm

10 — Corner of 9th and Poplar
11 — Poplar at 11th
t2— Ilth and Elm
13— 903 Vine Between 1011 and
9th)
14 — 422 South 9th (Between Vine
and Sycamore I
15 — 1104 Sycamore (between Ilth
and 12111)
16 — Sycamore at 13th
Proceed to Murray High School,
unload.
MURRAY MIDDLE
SCHOOL k
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
Start 7:50 a.m.
Bus No.8
Arrive 8:15 a.m.
STOP
1 — 16th at Calloway - after tarnbig onto Calloway
2— Calloway at Kentucky
3— 1662 College Terrace
4— 17th at Calloway
5 - - 17th at Ryan
6 -- 801 North 18th
7 - 808 North leth
8 923 North 18th
9— Coldwater Rd. at Dodson
10— 913 Waldrop Dr.
11 — Valentine at 16th
12— 903 North 16th
13 — 16th at Ryan - after turning
onto Ryan
14— Ryan at ILIth
15 — 18th a Monroe

16 lath at Lincoln
17 - Murray High School
Proceed to Murray High School
via 18th, then Doran Road unload
High School students then proceed to
Murray Middle School via Doran
Road then Main Street.
Start 7:50a.m.
Bias No.3
Art-we8:15 a.m.
STOP
1 — 16th at Calloway - after turning onto Calloway
2— Calloway at Kentucky
3 — 1662 College Terrace
4— 17th at Calloway
5— 17th at Ryan
6 — 601 North 18th
7 — 808 North 18th
8 — 923 North 18th
9— Coldwater Road at Dodson
10-913 Waldrop Drive
11 — Valentine at ltith
12 — 903 North 16th
13 — 184h at Ryan - after turning
onto Ryan
14— Ryan at 1811
15 — 18th at Monroe
16 — 18th at Lincoln
17 — Murray High School
Proceed to Murray High via 18th,
then Doran Road unload High School
students then proceed to Murray
Middle School via Doran Road then
Main Street
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MURRAY STATE STUDENTS
Keep Up With Every
Move The Racers Make
Six Days A Week In
Murray Ledger & Times
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$9.00 will deliver you the local news, and
sports on campus and off. Six days a week for
one semester. So sign up now and follow the
Racers.
For More
T.P. Delaney, Jr.
on
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Circulation 753-1916
Contact:

Murray Ledger & Times
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Bus Schedules...
(Continued From Page 30)
MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
Start 7:50 a.m.
Arrival!: 15 a.m
B111 No. II
STOP
1 -Sycamore at 8th St
2-524 Broad
3- Vine at 7th St
4-- Vine at 6th St.
5-514 South 6th St.
6- 6th at Sycamore
7 - Broad St. ( after turning south
off Sycamore
8 - 624 Broad St. ( Doris Beauty
Shop 1
9- Broad at Nash
10- Guthrie ( after turning south
from Fairlane)
11- Guthrie at Goodman
12-Goodman at Broad
13- Broad at Glendale
14- Glendale at Bagwell
15-Glendale at South 9th St.
16- Fairlane at South 9th St.
17 - FairLane at C'ircarama (4stop)
wayl8 -airLane at Irene Terrace
19 - Kirkwood at Belmont (after
turn)
20-South 18th at Belmont
21 - South 16th at Fox Meadows
Southern entrance
22 - 1500 Oxford (entrance at
Canterbury Sob.)
23-1516 Oxford
24- 1532 Orford
- 1524 London
26- Widen at Tabard
23- 1508 London
2$- London at Becket
— London at Chaucer
30-Chaucer at Canterbury
31 - 1514 Canterbury
22- 1572 Canterbury
33- Tabard at Becket
Proceed to Murray fligh, unload

7:
2

Start 7.50 a.m.
Arrive 8,10 a.m.
Bus No. 11
STOP
1 - Payne Street( Wells Electric
2- 1001 Payne (Between 12th and
10th)
3 - Payne last house before 7th
between Beal and 7th
4-Corner of Cherry and Ash
5- Corner of Ash and L. P Miller
6 - 407 lit St. (between Ash &
POW)
7- 206 Pine St.
- Spruce at L. P. Miller
9- L P. Miller at Maple
10 - 205 South L. P. Miller
I Between Maple & Poplar)
11 - 416 South 1. P. Miller (Old
Concord Rd. and Amoco Bulk Plant)
12- 100 Garden Street
13- Cross and Mulberry
14 - South 3rd St. (beside
playground -Mulberry
and
Sycamore
15 - 4th and Sycamore (just
before 4th St.)
Proceed to Murray High School,
unload.
MURRAY
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Start 7 20 a.m.
Arrive 7,50•.m.
Bus No. 5
STOP
1 - 16th at Cardinal
2- 16th at Kirkwood
3- 16th at Parklane
4- 16th at Catalina
5 - 16th at Fox Meadows (lit
road)
6 - Corner of Wiswell Road and
16th
7- 1518 Oxford Dr.
I- 1530 Oxford
9-Oxford at Tabard
10- 1546 Oxford
II - Oxford at London
12 1531 London

13- London at Tabard
14- 1509 Landon
15- London at Becket
14- London at Chaucer
17 -Chaucer at Canterbury
18-1517 Canterbury
19- 1522 Canterbury
20- South 16th at Dudley
21 -South 16th at Henry
22-South 16th at Johnson •
Procc.d to the Robertson Center,
unload grades 1 and 2 and proceed to
the Carter Center to unload grades 3
and 4.
Start 7113 a.m.
Arrive 7:50 a.m.
Bus No.6
STOP
1 -Johnson at Minerva
2- Minerva at Audobond
3- Audobon at 17th
4- Magnolia at 17th
5- 1613 Magnolia
6- 1604 Magnolia
7- 1606 Keenland
8- Keenland at 17th
9- 1631 Catalina
10- 1703 Parklane
11-1708 Holiday
12 - Holiday at Doran Rd.-West
Murray Church of Christ
13- Doran Rd. at Plainview
14- 1726 Melrose
15- Melrose at Parklane
16- Melrose at Belmont
17-Belmont at Belmont Dr
18- Belmont at 16th
Proceed to the Robertson Center
unload grades 1 and 2 and proceed to
the Carter Center to unload grades 3
and 4.
Start 7:20 a.m.
Arrive 7:50 a.m.
Bus No 7
STOP
1 -Story at 13th
2-Story at Whitoell
3- Story at Shady lone
4-Story at Sunny Lane
5-Story at Meadow lane
6- Meadow Lane at Oak Drive
7- Meadow tone at Henry
8- Meadow lane at Dudley
9- Meadow Lane at Kirkwood
10- Meadow Lane at Glendale
11 -E.Dogwood at Mimosa
12- 1218 Dogwood
13- 1503 Belmont
14- 1513 Clayshire
15-1506 Claysture
16- Clayshire at Kirkwood
17 - 1302 Peggy Ann Drive
18-- 1208 Peggy Ann Drive
Proceed to the Carter Center
unload grades 3 and 4 and proceed to
the Robertson Center to unload
grades 1 and 2.
Start 7 20 a.m
Arrive 7 50 a.m
Bus No. 8
STOP
1 - South 8th at Murray Middle
School
2- 713 Elm
3-604 Elm
4-6th at Poplar
5- Poplar at L P Miller
6-416 South L. P. Miller
7-100 Garden St.
8- 204 Cross
9 - South 4th by KN Rootbeer
Drive-In
10- South Oh by Bunny Bread
11 - South 4th at Blalock - Coleman Funeral Home
12 -Sycamore at 6th
13-514 South 7th
14-7th at Vine
15- Vine at Broad St.
16-807 Vine
17- 402 South 9th
18-422 South 9th
Prosi-st to the Carter Center
unload grades 3 and 4 and proceed to

Welcome Back
Students
from
X
"A fraternity for men interested
in an active social life and a complete education."

Oignut ault

31rat0;tittll

1113 N. 146 Wormy

753-90%

the Robertson Center to unload
grades 1 and 2
Start 7:20a.m.
Arrive 7:50 a.m.
Bus No. 11
STOP
1-12th at Payne - Wells Electric
2-Payne at 10th
3-Payne at 8th
4-Payne at Beak
5 - Payne at 7th - last house on
Payne before 7th
6- Pine at 6th
7- Pine at 5th
8-Ash at 3rd
9- Ash at Cherry
,
10- Ash at L. P. Miller
11 -Ash at 1st
12- 1st at Pine
13-206 Pine
14-304 Pine
15-Cherry at Spruce
16 - L. P. Miller at Community
Building
17 -- L. P. Miller at Olive -after

PADUCAH

turning onto Olive
18 -Olive at 6th
19 Olive at 7th
20 --Olive at 8th
Proceed to the Carter Center,
unload grades 3 and 4 and proceed to
the Robertson Center to unload
grades 1 and 2
Start 7:20 a.m.
Arrive 7.50 a.m
Bus No 12
STOP
1 - 16th at Calloway
2- 16 1 at Ryan
3-903 North 16th
4- 1510 Valentine
5-913 Waldrop Drive
6- 804 Waldrop Drive
7 - Coldwater Rd. at Dodson
8 Hales Trailer Court
9- Clark at Coldwater Rd.
10- 923 North 18th
II - 808 North 18th
12-801 North 18th
13- 17th at Ryan

14- 17th at Calloway
15- 1712 Calloway
16- leth at Monroe
17- 18th at Olive
18-18th at Miller
19- IfIth at Farmer
20..-T 100 North 18th
Proceed to the Robertson Center,
unload grades 1 and 2 and proceed to
the Carter Center to unload grades 3
and t
Start 7-50 a.m.
Arrive 8:15 a.m.
Bus No. 7
STOP
- 1210 E. Dogwoodketween
Minosa 8i Crestwood
2 1229 Dogwood Dr. - just before
Glendale Rd
3 - Glendale at 16th
1 - South 16th at Fox Meadows lit road
5 - Entrance into Canterbury •
first house on right

6- 1507 Oxford
7 - 1517 Oxford
8- 1532 Oxford
9- 1546 Oxford
10- Oxford at London
11 -London at Tabard
12- 1509 London
13- London at Becket
14- 1508 Chaucer
15- Chaucer and Canterbury
16- 1517 Canterbury
17 - 1522 Canterbury
18- 16th it Kirkwood
19 - 16th at Dudley
20- 16th at Henry
21- 16th at Story
22 - 501 Sycamore - last house
before Sycamore
23- 16th at Miller
24- 17th at Olive
25- 17th at Miller
26- 17th at Farmer
27 - Main at Williams
28 Williams at locust

MURRAY

10161(
You Can't Get Down
Without Your
DOWN!

VISA'
BRIGHT'S CHARGE
LAY-A-WAY

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO GET BACK TO CAMPUS

swErrs
Step To The Front In
First Class Fashions
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IIIIMMICA sums modeling one of the hottest skirts
modeling our DeeCee slacks
MOM VA
which comes in a variety of different shodes,
along with a kelly green and red button-down
collar by Firecracker.

,

no
A
-down collar by Firecracker which high,
plaid skirt in shades of pink and plum
and to finish her outfit she chose
loakin sweater vest by British Vogue.

out, a blue jean skirt from Calvin Klein. Her
blouse is by Firecracker and the sweater by
British Vogue for a casual fall look.

